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CHAPTER I

_ ■ 1MTR0DUCTI0M Â.;v : : / ■ ■■

■, - r; Juvenile delinquency is a perennial problem of increas
ing concern not only i; to parents 3 educators ‘and social age in-. 
cies$' but also toV-the - lavz-enforcernent agencies' of the nation®' 
Onl/the •basis.:bf 'erimlnal' :-s-ta;tisties and studies of the ;4 
■•htiblpgy of criminal behavior, it has become axiomatic that,
■ crime is primarily a problem of youth. During WorldyWar.11 ' • ■ 
the problem of'.juvenile - delinquency reached its •highest peak, 
so that reference-s to it cohstantiy appeared in newspapers 
and periodicals^ ' Administrators, supervisors, teachers, 
parents and. other citizens may well be concerned about the ; 
present prevaience ' of this sort of aberrational conductih: 
Hovember^194-0, Attorney General Tom Clark called a Hational "• 
Conference for the Prevention and Control of Juvenile Delin- : 
quency which brought toge ther in Washington, Ih C l more. than 
seyen--hundred of the leading authorities on the subject- ih ' 
the United State's« ■ These leaders recognized that this type 
of. deviating behavior . is not just an accidents; It depends - 
upon many, eomplax:factors and is usually socially condltloh™
• ed<: The problem of juvenile delinquency is .not hew,.- and it •
, represents but one of /many aspects of the problem of child 
Iwelfarec: ,, ,/v: V-: l - ; :u': - u  I-".- p- .i"';- ' i  '
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’ The Historical Perspectiye on the Problem ■' ,'
of JtLVenlle Delliiqiienoy ; • r

Even In colonial dhys It was recognized that some young 
people were more vulnerable to delinquency than others* and 
11 wayward 9 Vicious * and criminal children'* constituted a ser
ious probTemo PrOlongedf ecohdmio risphe ssion early in the ■ • 
nineteenth century brought serious;-destitution in the easterns, 
cities0 This condition became even more intensified by the 
influx of impoverished .linmigrants* therefore efforts: were made 
to prevent pauperism and.crimeActivities relating, to child 
welfare were set in motion* yet the march of events in the 
history of social services for children did not proceed in a . ; 
conveniently logical order» V

; However* one progressive step; in.the methods of care for 
unfortunate :;childreh was urged* especially upon Children8 s Aid 
Societies' and agencies of similar ' character* by the Charity 
* Organization Movement which be gah An thi s country in Buffalo 1 
and Boston in the late 187Q 8 si Changing social conditions and 
awareness of/urgent prbblems necessitated a new approach in the 
usual policy for public assistance and protection* This led to 
. greater centralization of control under departments, of public / 
welfare * As a consequence .welfare programs 9 which a few gener
ations ago were hardly more, than the. dreams of a few the oris ts*, . 
gradually, became an adcepted part of our way of life«

In spite of this advance$. there were still unmistakable 
signs that considerably more had to be accomplished if the
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best interests of jouth were to be served̂  On this basis, 
since early in the present century and running through the 
four decades, decennial White House Conferences on Children, 
called by Presidents of the United States,, have kept the 
needs of children before the public and have developed 
statements of standards held to Constitute objectives for 
states and localities during the; decade following each 
. conference & ''.v:.. ; ' v"'1- • '
. - The first White House Conference was held in 1909o A: ■; ; -i . ■ - 1

major outgrowth of this, known as the. Funds to Parents Act, 
occurred in 1911 when maintenance of children in their own 
homes was accepted as a public responsibility« This act was 
fostered mainly as a child welfare measure, for at that time 
juvenile Courts were the agencies which came most closely in 
contact with.conditions which mothers8 aid was designed to 
corrects Eventually this principle was developed on a 
federal^state basis and incorporated into the Social Security 
Act of 1935 as Aid to Dependent Children,, :
, In 1912 the concern of the Federal Government for the 
well-being of children was recognized again through the

lo Grace Abbott, The Child and the State, II, ppc 
229=230o Proceedings of the Conference on the Gare,of Depen
dent Children (Washington: Govto Printing Office, 1909), p» 9« 
Proceedings of the national Conference of Charities and 
Correction, p<i ZpTBg quoted in Emma OV Eundberg, Hnto the Least 
of These, (Hew forks Do Appleton-Century COoS 194-7Po

2<> Gompilation of the Social Security Laws, p0 29; 
quoted in Hazel Frederlcksen, The Child, and His, Welfare (San ' 
Franciscos' Wo Ho Freeman, and Coo, 1913)9 po IjTT • ,
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ereation of the United States Children8 s Bureau0 The 
funetiori of this central, agency was to investigate and report 
upon all matters pertaining to the welfare of children among 
all classes of peopleo '

A wldbr range of Interests was covered in 1919s the year 
designated by President Wilson as Children5s Yearo Actuated 
By the faith that the scientific method is the most useful of 
the tools possessed by the modern worlds the organizers, 
brought men and women together whose sole purpose was to 
apply to the service, of the American child what has been - 
proved to be inoontestably trueo Emphasis vras. placed on a 
)study of standards for the "protection of children in need of

: 3 \ ' : ■ ' ' V- Vv;- ..- .... ■special care<,"
In harmony with the plan of having a ’ conf erence every 

decades the White House Conference on child health and " 
protection was held in 1930# Reports presented showed that 
the standards built up through the years were finding their 
expression in legislation and practice# A Children's Charter 
with nineteen points embodying the rights of all children was 
adopted at the closing sessionOne of the points emphasized 
that every child in conflict with society has the right to; be 
dealt with inte 11igently as society8 s charge% not society's 
outcasto In advocating safeguardŝ  the participants of the

3# Uo So Department of Labors Children8 s Bureaus 
Standards of Child Welfare (Washington? Govt# Printing: Office 
1919)p Bureau Publ® loô SPs p# 12# ■
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1930 White House Conference stressed the fact that services 
to children can be provided by the communitys the state or 
the nation since many of these needed services are beyond the 
reach of individual parents* Moreover̂  one generation of 
properly-born5, trained2 educated and healthy children would 
make a thousand other problems of government vanisĥ  for one 
good community nurse would save a dozen policemen* The 
Conference on Children in a Democracy called in I9I4-O by 
President Roosevelt took for its theme "Cur Concern Every 
Child*' :

At the present time ehild=welfare services carried on by ̂ 
the states with federal grants are directed toward approxi
mately P̂ OgOOO needy children* This includes children born 
out of wedlock as well as those with special behavior
problems and those children who are in danger of becoming

' 5 ' V". ;;y" p' • , ;p, V 'delinquent* ; , yp "
In all the proceedings of the-earlier conferences 

which were concerned with the methods of care and treatment 
of children̂  and prior So the juvenile court movement̂  the 
scholarly and authoritative leaders of government and nation
al agencies realized that the whole range of problems had to 
be considered if such an infection as juvenile delinquency

White House Conference» Addresses and Abstracts of 
Committee Reports (Tfew York: The Century Cooa 1930s pp« 6=7o

Social Legislation Information Service (Washingtons 
Social Legislation Information Service9 Ine»3 1950).» Issue 
Ho* 523 p* 362*
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were to be avoided,<, They asked themselves what they were act
ually doing to safeguard the heeds of helpless youth0 Were 
dependent children getting the correct start in life in their, 
right to all factors pertaining to health, security and educa
tion which are. the gateway to democracy*s strength? The major 
issue considered was how various handicaps--physical, mental» 
economics and other--affect the social participation of individ
ual s«, - from the very magnitude of the problem it was clear that 
a.specific agency which would embrace'the composite features 
of the social problem in its entirety had to be established*.

■ The Juvenile Court th , :

Origin of the Juvenile Courts The source of the•  ̂ •
juvenile court movement may be traced to early rules of law . 
in the pas to, Under ancient Saxon laws at least lin.capltal 
offensesa child less than twelve years could not be guilty 
”in will” of crime| but from twelve to fourteen the question 
of guilt was dependent upon capacity^ Any child who had 
reached his fourteenth birthday could not be presumed innocent 
because of age0 At common law by the latter part•of the 
thirteenth century children were privileged from criminal . .. 
prosecution by reason of infancy9 or nonagê  which is a de
fect of the understandings During the stage of childhood 
from ten and a half to fourteen years children were punishable 
if found to be doli capaces3 or capable of mischiefs but with 
many mitigations and not with the utmost rigor of the law;



enforcement was not rigido At the age of puberty and there" 
afters minors were liable to punishments capitally and- 
otherwiseo Under fourteen, although a child might be prima 
facie adjudged doll incapax* yet if it appeared to the court 
and jury that he was doll capax and could discern between 
good-" and' evil, he could be convicted and suffer death*

Thus a girl of fourteen had been ■
burnt for killing her mistressg and one u 
boy of ten and another of nine years-olds : 
who had killed their companions*' have 
been sentenced to deaths and he of ten 
years aetually hangedg because it appear
ed upon their trials^ that the one hid
himselfP and the other hid the body he
had killed^ while hiding manifested a 
consciousness of guilt and a discretion 

. . 'to discern between' good and evil06 . . . •
It was in response to the excessive rigidity of the .

common-law system and the need for more humane justice that
the chancellor8 s power developed of granting relief under
his "prerogative of grace" to these who might otherwise ; , ’
suffer hardship at the hands of the common-1aw courts, Ih-
the fifteenth century a distinet court and jurisdiction of
chancery emerged}, more flexible and administrative in’ its
character than the common-law courts and providing a more
affirmative, remedial assistance in equity« Through this
equity jurisprudehce the Grown exerted a power of parens

6o Sir William Blackstoneg Gommentaries on the Law of . 
England  ̂Book IVg Ghap0 II2 ppo ' 21-2I}.I quoted in Grace Abbott
opo c i t oa ppo 3^.1-3^3o



Special cpmoii-law and chancery provisions withal5, the 
incorrigible child was generally, treated with some punitive - 
severity into the nineteenth centuryo Records show that 
shipping,, .brandings and mutilation - of children were resorted . 
to in the days before jail imprisonment was adopted as a 
form of punishmento

In America the precedents of a punitive common-law were 
carried over. Plymouth Colonys for example,, provided capital 
punishment for.sixteen different offenses/ including a course ■
of conduct that closely resembles modern "Incorrigibility"■ - iy ■ 7- ';'v''''' ■ . . ■_ ' ' - ■ '' ' '
•statutes. Even as late as l8l8s at the time when. Illinois
was admitted to the Unions the age of criminal responsibility
was sdven yearsj, but a later criminal code in 1827 raised

7o "If ,any Ghilde or Children above sixteen years old? and of competent understanding shall Curse or Smite their 
Eatural Father or Mother; he or they shall be put .‘to Death? unless it/.can be sufficiently testified that the Parents 
have been very.Unchristianly negligent.in the Education of such Children? or so provoked them by extreme and cruel Correction? that they have been forced thereunto? to preserve 
themselves from Death or Maiming. If a Man have a Stubborn 
or Rebellious Son? of.sufficient years and understanding .(viz.) sixteen years of age? which shall not obey the voice .of his Father? or the voice of;his Mother? and that when 
they have chastened him? will not harken unto .them; then 
shall his Father and Mother? being his natural parents? lay 
hold on him? and bring him before the Magistrates assembled in' Court and ;testifle unto them? that their Son is Stubborn . . 
and Rebellious? and Will not obey fheir voice and Chastisement? but lives in sundry notorious crimes;such a 
Son sball be put to Death or otherwise severely punished.n 
Hew Plymouth General haws'? ■ Chap. II? Secst 13? llj,? ' quoted .- in Paul W.v Tappan?. • Juvenile Delinquency ( Hew York: McGraw-Hill
Book Co.?: 19#)? p. 171. : . : ; . • . ' ■ 1 : -
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the age to ten0 ' • • . . . ; : -
- Judge Merritt .WG Pinckney5, one of the early Judges of 

the Juvenile court in-Chicagos descrihes'the proceedings 
prior tp the enactment of juvenile*™court laws g

When a law of the state was violated 
the state demanded vindication, the same -vindication from a lad of twelve years as from an adult of twenty-five0 Punishment, not reformation, was the fundamental thought of our- criminal" jurisprudenceg 
.puhishment as an expiation for the wrong
and as a warning to other possible wrong-
doerso The lad of twelve wasarrestedg 
put: in Jail, indicted by the grand Jury, tried by a petit jury, with all the formality of the erimihai:hair,9 :
The only point at which the •treatment of the Juvenile J

criminal differed from that of the adult was in the form of
the punishment administerede Though laws were amended from
time to time until the enactment of the juvenile court law
in 1899, the delinquent child between ten and sixteen was -
subject to all the criminal processes applied.’to adultso A
child?s violation of an act: or ordinance culminated in
apprehension, arrest, detention and trials at the discretion
of the court he could be committed to a house of Correction

, or to a county Jail, except for more serious offenses for

8© ”An infant under the age of ten years shall hot be
found guilty of any crime or misdemeanoro,! Revised Laws of 
Illinois, 1827, Seco k, p0 quoted in Helen Rankin
Jeter, The Ghioago Juvenile CdUrt (Washington:’Ghildren:s 
Bure an, 1922) j Bure au Publo No0 lOlt., pQ 1© / J ’ V : V

9o Charity Service Reports, (Cook Go©, III, I913),
2l6g quoted in- Helen Rankin Jeter,.op© clt0, p© 5o



, - - ■ ; . . ■ ; 10 :wMoh he was committed to a state reformatoryo ' -
As |s so frequently the case when radical changes take 

place/ fires■smoldered and criticism was raised against this 
retributive justices so that even before many of the V 
beneficent measures for child welfares cited previouslys •
were carried out there were plans for the drafting of a 
juvenile courto headers, recognized the interdependence and 
the necessity for a closer union of such interests and 
activities as healths) education and social welfare0 Conse
quently j, one of the most significant patterns woven into the
complex mosaic of child welfare was. the establishment on
;.< / ■ - ■ - ' ' : . 11 July 1@ I899 of the first juvenile court in Chicago»

Many organizations concerned with the protection of . 
children (including the State Board of Public Charitieŝ  the 
Illinois Federation.of WomenVs Clubss the Chicago Bar 
Associations, the Chicago Board of Educations and the Illinois 
State Conference of Charities) interested themselves in the 
passage of the legislation entitled 11 An act to regulate the 
treatment and control of dependent̂  neglected̂  and delinquent 
childreno11 The law provided for the separate hearing of 
children's eases in a court having chancery rather than

. 10o . Revised laws of Illinois  ̂1833s, Sec0 158S p0 209$ 
quoted, in Helen Rankin Jeters gpa cito-s, pp* 1“20 :

' ' 1 1 Helen Rankin Jeter# og@. cite# p» 5o ' '
12c. Laws of Illinoisg 1899s Po 131$ quoted in Helen Rankin Jeter# opo cittg-p& $0 . r
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criminal jurisdiction* it also provided for the detention Of
V' ■ I- : , ' ■ . '■ ' / . ' . ' ■ 13children apart from adults arid for the'probation systemo
The seed sown hy this Illinois legislation was almost
immediately transplanted to Coloradoj.the result was the
juvenile court of Denver» The Illinois law in modified
forms became the pattern and led to development of similar
courts:in other stateŝ  so that by 1925 only Maine and
Wyoming were -without such legislation» , •

It IS axiomatic that the juvenile court is not a court 
of equity or a common-law eourt2 but rather a statutory 
body0 A juvenile court may be broadly defined as one having 
special jurisdiction of a parental nature oyer delinquent, 
and neglec te d ohildrerio . '

When Illinois in 1899 provided for the first juvenile 
corirt in "the worlda it eriacted a social institution whose 
crescive roots had been growing slowly over a long period* 
Essentially this law was designed to replace judicial by 
educational authoritys an objective that some leaders in the 
field of child ©are have advocated ever sinceo It was a 
significant achievement in juridical;;, integration̂  providing 
the basis fori independent handling under a distinct 
philosophy and method® At the start it established no new 
court or agency* merely providing a special' jurisdiction to 
county and circuit courts* but it did create the status of

13V Helen Rankin Jeter* op6- cito* ppe 5°o&
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juvenile delinquency as.something less than crime to be
. ' - - V '. - : . ' ill-treated correctlyely rather than by punishment as sucho.
Principles of:Juvenile Court Legislations A brief 

explanation of the •sociolegal aspects of the juvenile court 
is necessary at this point if adequate clarity is to be 
given to the reader* The forms employed in children’s court 
%.earlngs" have derived from those traditionally established 
.in criminal courts 0 Through experimentation in- adjudicatlye 
techniques, some changes have developed based upon the 
contrasting objectiyes and ideology.of the juvenile court* 
Part of -the'methodology of children’ s courts-=>partieularly 
the unofficial and administrative phases=-= represents the 
adoption of techniques from social■ and administrative 
agencies rather than from the judicial. systems, but much of 
the over™all procedure is a direct horrowing from other ; 
branches of the court systemo For the most part2 .the 
tendency has been to make too much of small differences in 
terminology employed by juvenile and criminal courts0 From 
the viewpolnt of institutional evolution, the similarities 
to ordinary court procedure that have been preserved are 
merely natural survivals0 As a matter of fact, it is 
desirable that these"similarities persist, since a similar 
basic purpose is served by both children’s and adults’ 
courtSo Essentially they perform a;judicial function of

V  : ' 'vll}.e-\: Paul Fo Tapp an 9 off0 cite, ppG 169=1730 . '
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• determining the issue of statutory violation and the status 
of the alleged offender̂  they protect his constitutional 
rights and investigate his need for treatments Paul Wo 
Alexanderj, one of the country’s outstanding children’s court
judgesj), expressed the need for retaining the judicial 
character of such courts in. these words a

Ho-Wp if the juvenile court be so much .more _like a hospital or clinic than like the conventional conception of a courts, if its application / ’
of the principles of social science appears ;to be more in keeping with the practice of medical 
science fhan of legal scienceP then why bother 
to have a judgef .

Let. me make it perfectly clear that a 
legally trained judicial officer.is:an utterly 
indispensable part of: the pictureo in those t :. fare instaiacea where af issue of fact developŝ  there must be a judge to decide itP to determine 
whether the Child did commit the offenseo Who - but a judge should decide the occasional issues 
of laws eogog; determine questions of juri sdiction of persons or of subject matters questions of procedurep serviCeg■interpretation of statuteSp etc ip pass upon the validity of pleadings, entries <, 
and other countless details of practice?

. Always, there is need of a judge to safeguard ■ the constitutional guaranties of our Federal and 
state bills of rightsj to make sure no child is 
deprived of lifes libertyp or property without due process; that every child and necessary adult party has his day in courto

In case records as well as in hearings it 
takes a judge to detect and discount̂  or better^ eliminate- incompetent witnesses5 to guard agalnsf ■ 
subjective as ■.distinguished, from-objective • attitudes on the part of officers and referees;- 
to see that facts prevail over fancies5 that 
science does not overstep the- bounds of law or common sense in'administering tfeatmentt

There;must be a judge to weight such seeming imponderables as the Ghild’s best interest over
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against general security or protection of 
. society| a. judge to act as arbiter when 
-scientists can’t agree;, to serve as a check 

• . and balance upon the legalistic demands of •
' ...r: y:the‘ attorneys^ on the one hand9 and the -

idealistic demands of the theorists, on the 
■ ■ v^her^;: r  - : : .: V ; ;

Concerning the important philosophy^ however9 it has : 
ailready been inferred that the basic principle of juvenile 
court: legislation is that children under the jurisdiction of 
the court are wards of the stateg consequently they are 
subject to.its discipline and protection̂ , which shall 
approximate as nearly as possible that which should be given. 
by their parents<, The authority of the. state is to serve/ 
to safeguard them from neglect or.injurys and to enforce the 
obligations of parents1 or guardians if necessaryo The court 
therefore does not limit its concern to the deed or situation 
immediately responsible for the child’s predicament but gives 
attention primarily to the causative factors and the child5 s 
needs* Inquiry into physical and mental characteristics9 
home conditions and environmental factors is a necessary 
preliminary to determining what should be done for a childo 

At this point it should be made clear that there is 
nothing uniform about the operation of various juvenile 
courts of the United States^ It may be easier to understand 
the procedures of these courts by comparing them to the more 
f amiliar me thods employed, in the ordinary criminal court 
systema pointing up similarities and contrasts and indicating

l ô lbid»s po 178o
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some phases in which there is considerable variation among 
different jurisdietions0- There is a common Inclination to 
picture optimum practices (dr at least procedures conceived 
as _ ideal by the analyst;) as though they were'• characteristic <> : 
This is not so0 v.
, . The main contrast between juvenile court and criminal

court procedures is that the vast majority of children$s 
courts are distinct from the ordinary court system only in 
having separate hearingsj that in fact, their judges and 
other personnel are engaged in criminals, civil9. equity9 
probate and other ordinary legal business most of the time=
Their methods and attitudes quite naturally perservere. from 
ohe juridical area to another. In addition,, among the re la- V-;.; 
tively few children's courts that are either wholly auton
omous or part of a domeStic-relations court system there is 
a wide disparity In methods that reflects statutory varia
tion somewhat but9 more important stilly is the relative 
strength of competing s00iolegal values fostered by the pro
ponents of differing legal and administrative points of view 
in the particular jurisdiction. , -

Except for the relative privacy, of the proceedings and 
the fact that more weight is attached to the allegations of the 
complaining parent or police officer and to their common demands 
for the commitment of the young offender̂  children's cases are 
handled.much like any others* This diversity is a reflection 
of the failure thus far to develop any consensus as to desir
able goals and methods for dealing with children* . y
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The main procedures of the- juvenile court may be 
summarized briefly in the following phases?, V

lo Petition ; v , S -- ' ;
■ 20 Appearance9 arraignment̂  and adjourhment 
3» Parole or remand . 
i}.0 Social; investigation ^

: - ;So Hearing and adjudication ; ;
, ; . .60 Disposition
As to statistle s9' juvenile courts number approximately 

three1 thousand* Data collected by the Children8s Bureau#
- FaderaliSecurity Agency# give some indication of the volume 
with whom these courts deal# although complete statistics 
are not available® According'to these records#• at least 
275s 000 Come yearly to the attention of the juvenile courts 
of the country .as delinquentsQ - During 19^6 there were 
97gl).l6 children" s cases disposed .of by three; hundred courts 
in nineteen states (including the District of Columbia)# of

court there are probably ten. others who are hampered in their

whieh sevehty
Dr® Martha M® ■ Eliot of the ’United States Children5 s. 

Bureau' states that ■ recorded delinquency cases are never : more 
than an unknown fraction of the maladjustment existing at 
any given timet. For each child who passes through a juvenile

which seventy per cent were' delinquency caseS017

; : l6® Ibid®# p® 180o ... -V:; ;/ V -:\
• ■ 17o . Margaret B® Hodges#, edo B Social Work Year Book (Hew York? Russel Sage Foundation# ® :•



: ,, y- • , : ' y :: ' v " ■. : - - . - 18nomal personality development by the same causal factors0
Chance9 the economic resources of the family^ and the social
resources of the community often determine whether or not a
child gets into juvenile court6 Cases of girls always .
constitute a smaller proportion of the• total eases reported ;
to the Children’s Bureau than do those of boys©

Definitlon of Delinquencyg Prom a strictly scientific
viewpoint̂  a clear-cut answer to the question of what
constitutes "delinquency" is absent® A cursory examination
of literature dealing with the concept reveals considerable
confusion and disagreemento Legallys. delinquency is a' term
applied to minors<, . Howevers the: various states and the
Federal. Government have; their own specific Interpretations
for law-enforcement agencies© Some time s that; which consti<=
tutes delinquency in,-one juvenile-”court law is included in
the definition of neglect by another©. It is obviouŝ
therefore9 that the norm in.each instance depends upon the
particular frame of reference0 In spite of thisp there is
common agreement among all the courts that delinquency is
defihed as a violation of those acts which if committed by
an adult would be considered crirainai© The ter-m "delinquency
also includes certain patterns of behavior which are peculiar
to the status of childhood such as mere mischievousnesŝ ,.

Work Year Books 19li-7 (Hew Yorks Russel Sage . g IX9 pc, 2^7” Testimony of Dr0. Martha 1©; on So 1160 (Hational Mental Health Act)9 
Uc So Senates 79th Congos March 8g 19I4-60 Also see Juvenile 
Court Statistics of H© S0 Children’s Bureau for 19̂ 5©
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truancy$ waywardnessP and ineorrlgibllityc .
Statement of the Problems D'r0 Healy’s studies of 

atypical children offers a comprehensive9 realistic approach 
to the problem of juvenile delinquency,. The chief quest of 
his research was how to cure delinquent tendencies^ thus 
diminishing delinquency and subsequent adult criminal!smo 
In order1 to determine the roots of criminal behavior it was 
necessary for him to draw information from many Independent 
branches of sciences chief among which were medicines 
psychologys sociologyg laws educations anthropology, and 
neurology® . :

The purpose of this thesis .is to attempt an understand
ing of Healy* s contribution to a relevant, clear-sighted and 
unsentimental analysis of the problem of juvenile delinquency® 
What were the factors to which Healy attributed this 
deteriorating phenomenon^ What forces underlie the fact that 
some children are at a disadvantage from birth or from an 
early age so that under the pressure of life their little 
world crumbiest What is the pathway which has brought 
certain children, normally motivated, into the domain of 
what we call the court, and what is the major recruiting 
ground for the army of ne’er-do-wells and criminals? What 
methods did Healy use in his analysis of the contributory 
f actors in juvenile, delinquency? Did he find the answer, as l. 
did the Frenchman Binet earlier, by summarizing the 
individual’s score on all his separate■measurable mental 
functions| or did. he find it necessary to devise new and more
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comprehensive methods of analysis?.
These questions are but part of the whole field of in- ' 

quiry and will be dealt with wherever they appropriately 
apply throughout the subject matter of this paperEo at
tempt #111 be made to limit each of these particular points, 
to,a distinct and separate area6 : . -



CHAPTER II

SOME CHANGES II APPROACH-IN THE , IffiTHODS OP 
TREATMENT OF JUVENILE DELINQUENTS

As indicated in Chapter J p the need for Letter methods 
in dealing with juvenile delinquents had become apparent "by 
the turn of the century0 In view of past failures to deal 
effectively with anti^social conduct and in"the light of the 
enormous expense of criminalityj, standing in striking con
trast to progress in many other fields of human endeavors 
there seemed the utmost justification for further experimen
tation and deeper delving into the problem if success were to 
be attained in curbing juvenile delinquencye

As evident in other trial and error procedures$ so 
difficulties arose in this particular issueo An acute prob
lem was the setting up of hew policies vhen the actual prac
tices and inherent limitations of the court made it impossi
ble to obtain new objectives. Such confusion points up what 
has been described as the contest of legal and administra
tive approaches in courts over the welfare interests of the 
child-,, which were being stressed by welfare leaders. The 
children's court/ to be sure, does have important and ines
capable legal functions in adjudication of the delinquent' 
status. Helen L. Witmer has stressed the judicial role of 
the court in these' wordss '
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’ What changes would logically follow •
. from tho recognition that even In juvenile 
cases the count1s. function is judicial and .
. that the disposition determined upon is . 
usually felt as punistiment? For such really 
is the.caseo In the organized group which .
.is the stateg the rules governing the • ■ •
relation of members to each-other are . : -
^enforced through courtsg which have the tasks : 
first of ally of deciding whether the charge 
is well founded̂ ' and second, of arriving at .
decisions which are designed to prevent the 
recurrence of the forbidden behavior0 The 

■ juvenile court'plan grew out of recognition - .
of the fact that the current deterrent '
.measures were unsuccessful and a belief that 
delinquents would alter the-ir behavior only
if the causes of their misconduct were re—

' move do _ G-r anted that when the juvenile courts 
were set up these causes were believed to be 

' largely external to the delinquent (a swing
away from the -old belief in individual. re
sponsibility in moral issues) s nevertheless ' ■
the court plan was not so much designed to 
relieve the individual of responsibility for 
his acts as to find a way of keeping him from i
repeating them which would be beneficial to ’ 
both himself and others o-*- : • - 5 r . ' 1
In brief, the whole court and probation process centered

: around and found its reason for being in the fact of delin-
quencyo Fundamental was the fact that no matter how
socialized may be the court5s procedure^ how socially-minded
its judge or- how wall trained its probation staffthe.
juvenile Court still remained a court0 . ■

. This dual function of the juvenile court led to much
' serious dispute as to the proper goals and methods and
’ theories- that should guide the court8 a effortsc Critics were

lo 'Paul Wo Tappans Juvenile Delinquency (Hew York: 
McGraw-Hill Book COo, 1%9) s po i960 . ;
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adamant in urging reformation of the system for a decade 
after the first .juvenile court'"began its work in ChicagOd It 
became 'very ..evident that out of the vast number of children . 
coming before the court* many needed a type of professional ■ 
help not then availablê  In fact* Julia Co' Lathrop9 former 
Chief of the Children* s Bureau and previously closely a83p« 
elated with Dr0 Healy3 s early work in Chicago* once remarked 
that the outstanding contribution of the juvenile court was 
that it “made the child visiblee!l Consequently public- - 
spirited leaders with their ever-emerging sehse of social 
justice* which is the basis for the modern concept of service 
as a right* again sought for remedial means .of saving children ' 
In preference to punishing them̂  f ;■

; As . a consequence, the Juvenile Psychopathic institute was 
established in 1909 in Chicago with the inspirational and 
financial aid of Hrs» Wd P<, Dummer who donated a five-year 
grant to the;worko . The Institute was organized and conducted 
by Drd William Eealy* and scientific diagnostic- Study of the 
individual child became a .regular service for delinquents 
brought before the court* After five years the Institute was 
taken over as a department of the juvenile court* Since the" 
Institute was the first clinic for children in which the psy
chiatric* psychological and social approaches were combined9 • 
Healy received the heartiest welcome from jurist's and others 
Who cherished the vision of rational, treatment for-delinquents»
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Pacts About William Healy : '

Healy was "born in Buckinghamshirê  England on 
January 20p i 1869« The following brief personal history 
describes the evolution of hi s exper!ence as well.as his 
early .trainltig. which.'particularly qualified him for clinical. 
wofko As a matter of fact? his vast accumulation of know
ledge regarding human behavior.eventually resulted in his 
being recognized as one of the foremost psychiatrists in the7 
United Stateso

In 1899 Healy received an Ao B® degree from Harvard 
Universitys and a year later obtained ah So Do. degree at Rush , 
Medical College in Chicagoo Prom 1900-1901 he was a physi- > 
clan at Wisconsin State hospital* As an educator he in® 
strue ted in gyneeolbgy at Northwestern University from 1901- 
1903® ’During an interim in the first years of his medical 
career his Interest in psychology led to studies of neurol
ogy and psychiatry .In this, country and in Europe0 His many b 
other .interests extended to such fields as mental tests9 
social offenders> causation of delinquency9 psychology of 
testimony,, educational and personality problems* Healy came 
to the Juvenile Psychopathic Institute from private practice 
and remained as director until I9IT when he and his co-worker* 
Dpo Augusta .Po Brenner*- resigned to direct the Judge Baker ' : 
Foundation of Bostons now known as the Judge Baker Guidance 
Center» - . ■ V ; :



In spite of the almost overwhelming magnitude of his 
duties at the Juvenile Psychop.athic Institute and the Judge 
Baker Guidance Center9 DroHealy did not become single- 
minded^ Solicitous concern for general improvement in all 
matters pertaining to his chosen field is shown by the scope 
of his participation in other responsible programs and di
verse institutions where his experience and knowledge un
doubtedly proved most valuable assetso Evidently he still 
enjoyed teaching because for two summers,, 1912-19.3i}-a he 
instructed at Harvard5 later he again lectured at Harvard 
and at Boston University^ Prom 1929=1933 he was a professor 
and research associate at the Institute of Human Relationss 
Yale ;UniVersify» In addition he was a member of certain 
welfare prganizations such as the Chicago. Vice Commission̂
He was either a member of or held an office of distinction
in a wide variety of scientific and professional groups ass

2 "indicated by the following lists :
Psychiatrists Ameriean. Law Institute9 Youth Justice 

 ̂ Commissions 1938-194-0 -
Pioneer in TJo So in establishing clinics for problem children and young people
Fellows American Academy Arts and Sciences -
Members American Medical Association

American Psychiatric Association  ̂ • • Massachusetts Medical and Psychiatric Societies

2® ' J® McKeen Cattell9 Jaques Gattells Eo E® Rosss eds® 
Leaders in Education (Lancasters Ho Yo:: The Science Press9
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. American Institute Criminal Law and Criminology 
Ethical Culture Society (honorary) -
Sto Louis Medical Society '
American ITeurological Association
Boston Society of Psychiatry and Neurology .

(President)
American Orthopsycliiatrie Association (President) 
American" Psychopathological Association •
v p (president) o p . ; p-_ r: .:;p; " - p ' ‘ '
As an author he has written extensively on the subject 

of juvenile delinquency* Some of his publications were made 
with collaboratorŝ  and the names,of eo-workers are ,connect- 
ed with their special contributionso In 1912 he wrote a 
research documentp Case Studies of 'lentally and Morally • 
Abnormal Types9 for the Harvard University PresSo' Healy8s . 
case histories of children who were the subjects of medico- 
psychological study in the early years of the Chicago Juve
nile Court clinic are graphically described in The Individual 
Delinquent9 A Text-book of. 'Diagnosis and Prognosis published, 
in 1915o This epoch-making book aroused considerable in- 
tepest here and abroad in the scientific; study and treatment 
of behavior problems0 With Mary- Tenney HealyV his first 
wifeg he wrote Pathological Lying  ̂ Accusatiohs arid Swindling 
in 19159 As a criminal science monograph it was a study in 
forensic psychology<. Shortly after in 1917 Mental Conflicts 
and Misconduct went to presse In 1922 Dr0 Herily prepared a 
monograpĥ , The Practical Value of Scientific Study of p p
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Juvenile'Delinquencyg which was one pf a series of publica
tions for the Children's Bureau on diverse aspects of 
juvenile court worko In 1923 with Augusta P« Bronner (who 
became the second Mrs0 Healy in 1932j» Dre Healy published 
the Judge Baker Foundatidh Case Studies  ̂twenty case studies 
which have been used extensively by schools of social work 
and related agenclesc) In 1926 both of them wrpte the com= 
posite work Delinquents and Criminals,, Their Making and . 
Unmaking;'andp with others, a Manual of Individual"Mental 
lest s. .was published In 19279. They also c oliahora ted in 1929 
on a book called Reconstructing Behavior in Youthfl a study of 
cases cooperatively treated by the Boston clinic and social 
welfare agenciesa with J0 Prentice Murphy, and Mrs-Edith 
Bo -Baylor of the Boston. Children,’ s Aid Association*

The Structure and Meaning of Psychoanalysis is another ’
composite work written in 193Q ty Drv Healy, Ao Fo 'Bronner 
and otherso. Still another.work. Roots of Crime9 shows the 
relationship between personality, attitudes and behavior to 
criminality as formulated by Dr6 Healy and DrA Franz.Alexan
der from psychoanalytical studies of prisonerSo Within the 
last fifteen years two other books were written jdihtly with 
■ Ah' Fo . Bronner, Hew Light on Delinquency and Its Treatment in 
1936,, and Treatment and What Happened Afterward in I9W A  Dr* ' 
Healy and B® S* Alper published Criminal Youth and the Borstal 
System in 19ij-l* In addition to various other mondgraphs 
which he put forth from time to time y the book Honesty was
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written in 19l|5«
It is evident from the foregoing facts that when ...

Dr=. Healy became affiliated with the Juvenile Psychopathic 
Institute his work was largely of an incubatory naturê  for 
at that, time all he possessed were the basic rudiments of the 
scientific field he had entered. Yet because his specific 
knowledge interacted with the ■day-to-day experience at the 
Institute, he was able to reason from the particular to the 
general and,vice versa. As he groped around his vision ex
panded, and, as a result, he gained perspective and coherence 
which ultimately rounded out his point of view. In May 191+6, 
Dr. Eealy retired as Director of the Judge Baker Guidance . 
Center,.and he is now Director Emeritus of that organization.

Heajy9 s Main Points of View

Extension of Diagnostic Service:. A new human approach . 
was initiated with Dr. Healy8 s directorship of the Juvenile 
Psychopathic Institute, thereby,terminating the period of 
haphazard experimentation. Above all, he became aware that 
there was a cultural lag.in the current penological thinking, 
in striking contrast to general twentieth century scientific 
progress. At the very beginning he perceived that the work 
would have a much wider range of usefulness than the

3» Who’s Who in America (Chicago: The A. BV MarquisCo., 1950^177 Vol. XXVI.



diagnosis of merely psychopathic individualsa Gases of quite 
normal offendens justify as much or even more studyP if ef- ; 
fectfve'understandihg is to bo given-thems. for he gradually 
recognized that the problems of the child accounted for the 
"problem childe.11 ' Gonsequently9 the deliberate plan of his ■ 
work was to ascertain from life portraits the basic factors 
of disordered social conducto Although the - juvenile court 
•opened the way to intelligent social treatments it was not 
until Healy became associated with it that better methods of 
analysis were instituted* i . - -(
- ’ :iIhe next step. whs the discovery of a vantage ground from 

which to gain accurate information concerning the forces that 
drive toward delinquency» As he and his co-workers penetrat
ed deeper intoyavailable material ranging;from .descriptive 
histories to biographical sketcheŝ  it became clear that the 
anecdotal nature of the literature offered almost nothing in 
the way of studies of deiinquehts which met the requirements 
of the developing .seiencefl The only alternative was to gain 
actual facts from real life through field worko

Practical View of- the Scientific and Social Values of ' : 
his Studies? Such an all-around program naturally involved 

; considerable expenses Healy recognized that>11 would take 
times energys and a great deal of effort to do satisfactory

I{.0 William Healys The Practical Value of Scientific 
. Study of Juvenile Delinquents (Washington: Uo So Dept of 
Labors Children1 s Bureau) Publ0 Hoo 96s P.« 7»



works especially in certain cases where a deep-rooted mental 
conflict existedo Even leaving out the tremendous human 
side., which really should give the first impulsion toward • 
activity in the field9 it was clear that the saving to so- 
ciety by averting criminal careers would he immense g he also 
showed that findings of concrete studies at the clinic gave 
evidence that the handling of a delinquent should he entrust
ed to intelligent people who, in addition to being capable 
of understanding a human individual̂  are most conscientious 
in regard to public dutyo Many a judge has insisted that 
the problem of crime must hark back to parental guardianship 
though many teachers9 pastors and physicians to whom the 
laity go so frequently for advice on mental and moral ques
tions also fall to understand the foundations on which de
linquent careers are built» Unfortunately, cases are seen 
too late to educate parents$ .and, of course, many parents, 
because of innate defects or other circumstances9 have never 
been educable in this matter#

numerous other practical angles by Healy might be cited, 
one of which merits special attention* In 1914 an article on 
’’Medicopsychologieal Work in Courts” by Dr* Healy was pub
lished in the Illinois Medical Journal, wherein he explained 
the importance of social diagnosis and treatment in conjunc
tion with medical and psychological study0 ;



' Medic op syc.holagical work in courts is founded on the common sense necessity for accurate diag-; nosis and prognosis, preceding rational treatments ô oMisconduct may sometimes imply aberrational . 
mental life or primary mental defects, but there are ■ a thousand and .one influencesa environmental or 
directly physical̂  which may give the impulse to
ward delinqUencyooooThe medicopsychologist in court work who studies the cases by lohgitudinal as well as cross-section methods comes to see the 
vast intricacies of causation* Accordinglys it practically always reqitires the effect of environmental influences to create a criminal out of evena mental defective*5 v

.Significantly, he. stressed the fact that judgments of courts 
should.be ruled by-reasons for then the science which ox-- : . 
plains the springs of conduct will play a large part in 
. rendering mbre 'ef ficient the whole legal and, penal procedure.* 

From an objective point of views Healyts conception of 
the significance of'delinquency is' that it is one form of 
,human behavioro This.appears in great contrast to the sub- > 
jective' point of view 'which is the attitude of those who -- 
dwell only upon the negative or destruetive aspecte of de
linquency * These individuals see delinquency merely as be
havior which injures society* Consequently they .are eoncern- 
ed with nothing more- than ■utilizing some means to put a stop 
to this social injury* ,

Above all, throughout his works Healy emphatically con
veys the opinion that the dynamic center of the whole problem 
of delinquency and crime will ever be the individual offender*

Sc. Emma Qctavia Lundbergs Hnto the Least of These (Hew forks -I)* Applet on-Century Co* a l̂ d?)7, pc 2577™ ■
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BeeamsV of this» he Believes it is impossible to get away 
from the fact that no general theories of crime> however 
well founded.j, are of much service when the concrete issue-- 
namely$, the particular offense and the individual 
delinquent--is before those who haye to deal with it prac
tically o He points out that in order to understand the 
delinquent̂  it is necessary to have information concerning 
characteristic variations of physical and psychical equip
ment 0 Alsos one must understand mental mechanisms and the 
influence of various forms of experience on different types 
of mankinda . fhus9 according to Healŷ  clear comprehension 
of the offender and his actions can be gained only from 
Scientific and commdh sense appreciation of the relation of 
antecedent to consequent behavior in his life hi story o



CHAPTER III

- HEALY8 S METHODOLOGY . ’ . '

Data for Delimiting the Field of Study

In orienting his field of study, Healy perceived cer
tain distinct possibilities and certain insurmountable bar
riers « Following is a list of these points in their relation 
to delinquency: 1 - .

10 Recidivists and all that makes them what 
they are have the greatest significance for so
ciety because of their number and the seriousness 
of their offenses®

2® Statistics show that age is an etiological 
factor in crime®. Findings were established from observable trends in young offenders, and through life histories of older delinquents, tha.t practically all confirmed criminals begin their careers in childhodd, or early youth®

3® A corollary from findings set forth in the preceding statement is that the determinants of de- ;
■ linquent careers are the conditions of youth® These 
. early causes may be either internal or external®

I).® Such principal causal factors as effects % %
of alcoholism, morphinism, years of social degrada
tion, the evil results of imprisonment, and the never-to-be forgotten inflexible laws of mental habit render difficult the later application of 
beginnings® ~by .. .. / ; .. ' .. ' ‘ ;

®̂ Important knowledge of developmental; 
conditions such as early illnesses and other untoward circumstances is rarely to be obtained except 
during the youth of the offender®

6® Both for positive, and negative values, 
data about early family traits, early characteristics



and environment may be worth much for explana- : 'tion of the of f ender * s tendencieso
7o !rhe offenders- unless approached during 

the years of his naiveteg has developed reserve . and self-containment characteristic of.the adulto Because of mental conflicts and Other influenceSg this serves as a barrier to an adequate case 
history0 "

8© The best rewards of therapeutic efforts are from working with youthg for at that age a 
. hopeful view is taken of the situation and consequently more intelligent aid is rendered by rela- 

tivess state agencies and other organizationso
■ .With these general considerations in mind9 Healy tried 

to see more specifically what made the child a delinquent0 
Certain conclusions emerged̂  Of theses the most important: 
was that behavior is a highly complex resultant of inter
related factors» • Elaborate investigations gave conclusive 
evidence that there was no single predisposing factor leading 
inevitably to delinquent behavior<> On the other hands. the 
delinquent child is generally a child handicapped not by one 
or twog but usually by seven or eight, counts0 Healy1 s aimg 
therefore9 was to get a composite picture of this complex 
childs and to find out how he rated physicallys mentally and 
morallys as well as what our rapidly-changing civilization 
was doing to make or mar him* Another puzzling block was to 
determine where our socialg educationalg and governmental 
machinery was at fault in training him to his utmost capaci
ties and where it may.be strengthened* Out of this morass.

I* William Healyg The Individual Delinquent (Boston; 
Littles Brown and Co * s 1915)? PP* 10-11o
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of data, Healy looked for a solution., IIow to develop 
adequate methods to cope with- this difficult problem was a- 
challenging task6

Plan of Approach In Development of Working Methods

Healy3 s conception of working methods started from the 
premise that a sound procedure for understanding and treat
ment of delinquency was to be found only in a well-rounded 
survey of the individual delinquent and the driving forces 
of his career* To this end it proved necessary for him to 
makes firsts a cross-section study of the offender just as 
complete as practicables including data derived from the 
standpoints of socials medical and psychological investiga
tions* Prom such a cross-sections the diagnosis he arrived 
at was by thoughtful considerations and the prognosis or 
predictabilities were carefully rendered, A logical sequence 
of this was the valuable checking on predictions as set over 
against results*•

In the establishment of scientific principles, follow- 
up work was a fundamental requisite* To say that here is a 
given human equipment with certain powers and with such-and- 
such background of experience was hardly a scientific diag
nosis according to Dr.- Healy * One had to venture a prognosis 
under various possible social circumstances, and then follow 
up year by year to see if what was said about this given type 
or ease needed revision as the result of changed conditions*
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His:"iexperience prtived; .many Simes ;,that both self-criticism ; b 
,, and1 prolonged observation were vital if any contributions to . 
the principles of the science of delinquency were to be made.,, 
This, procedure required' that, as f ar as possible,'; there, 
should be no doubt concerning either the validity br relia
bility of the studies ih question, • ' 1 ;

Such f oliow-up , worh:\Was: ;of teh'.of great benefit,, first 
of all, to -thê  offender’ whose treatment-was Supervised and .'

... . who was aware of the - interest- taken in him as an individual ; 
b ".secondly, ’ it &as yaluable rfbr: ,fh.e; examiner and observers, . /
' who grew, by the accumulation of their own data and judgment s.*

;. .However,, the success of the investigations also', depended. ' - y.
upon certain prac tical considerations,' For examplej, % it was 

.: vital that the. observer have the special temperamentalaahd ..
: -. tebhhi c al,jqualifi eafi ohsvto- undertake: •this oftenfime s •diffi-' 
culturesearchi. It was simply a matter of common sense obser- 

.> vation,.Healy reasoned, that some persons were better 
• equipped hn’ spirlti/to bring out the best' ih\pthers, ahd this 
- particular trait was.a prime necessity in. such research work„ .

- . All along'Healy stressed that an examiner--uniike a :
. detective who, according.}tO'-'ciassic account, prefaced his .;
interrogation , with,..'’you know that anything you say can be 

. used against you"---was to survey .all facts and be sympathetic 
but -should, avoid being guided by any bias in his conclusionŝ :: 
The answer to. Unearth .was. the cause of misbehavior in a per-' 
son or in his experierice-,' and then to determine, how that- >
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individual might be adjusted. Seldom was the investigation 
merely objective psychological.or medical testing. The ap
proach was similar to that of the psychoneurologist who uses 
both psychological and physiological inquiry in his study of 
patients I In the course of time it became increasingly ap
parent .that as soon as the offender and his relatives re
alized there was someone' to whom they could divulge their 
secret troubles, the case frequently underwent the most re
markable transformation from the fighting aspect observed in 
the court room, Healy's friendly opening interview usually 
began with some reasonable statement, such ass "Well, you 
people do seem to have a difficult affair oh your hands with 
this boy , - Let *s . sit down and talk it all over, study it out 
together--how it all began and what's going to happen„ I'm' 
at your service," and so on. . :

; Nearly always the response was gratifying and, ih addi
tion, accounts of characteristics, environment and forebears,’, 
and even histories of offenses unknown to the authorities 
were often given. Through all•this Healy gained new light on 
what to do for the offender. Occasionally it had to be made 
clear that information revealed by the family dr the offender 
was not a matter of court record. A great deal that was most 
valuable in this work could never have been done if the 
attitude and obligations of a family physician were not 
assumed by the observer.

" The examiner8 s personal equipment was not to be



relegated to ■ iecbMarj importance, Adequate efficiency re
quired a combination of medical, clinical training, in- ■ “ "
struction in normal psychology, and.actual experience in v 
.studying abnormal mental;types, , The studies of neurotic g 
and borderline cases by the psychpneurologists had devel- h;; 
oped such understanding of mental mechanisms that their 
methods were absoluteiy essential in the equipment of all 
: who dealt with .certain of the most' interesting, and hopeful. 
phase s of delinquent': tendencies«, 1 : ■ ; - / . :
: In the new methods set forth by Eealy at the Juvenile

Psychopathic. Institute it was found thatj, even under good 
conditions for getting at the essentials, the path of precon- 
c el ted etiology and' classification was beset wi th\dlfflculhl\ 
tleŝ  T̂he' antridaciesgOf ' e|Uisations :appeared .manifold;,.. .
P1geon-hOles and categories.should remain unused, Healy ad
vised the clinical staff , if' -they, had to damage their f ac ts ; : 
to fit them. On that basis,, .he' re solved to classify ■ eti- I 
ologic or diagnostic facts only according to what should'••be 
found so that.early hepascertalhed that the facts needed one ' 
classification of mental findings, anqther of physical condi- 
'tionsi ̂ another of .environmental background, and so on. '■ / 
Snapshot diagnosis wasthe re after to be avoided." .ho longer 
were individuals to be categorized as belonging to some type, 
without adequate study of the' make-up ' or possibilities: of V 
that individual . ■ :Healy:: insisted; that such antiquated methods 
could lead only to 'immature deci slons and - interference with
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the development' of a science of adjustment,
. Starting without any criminal theorŷ  he attempted to ob= : 

tain all the available facts by a combination of all methods ■ . 
Which held some, promise of offering explanatory resuits.
Alsos 'critical, analysis of data pointed out that more recent 
.conceptions of study of the individual carried one far beyond 
'statistics of seasonsraces» head measurementŝ  alcoholism - ' 
and so on« While' there were some, relationships in these 
ngeneral causation” inferences's -such as that between alcoholism" 
and crime, still these suggested correlations contained only 
half-truths„ To illdstrate a couple of these "general Causa
tion” inferences Healy cited the failure of the treatment of 
drunkards' under the English Inebriate Acts0 It was soon found 
that many of the great army of topers were such because of 
their feeble-mlhdednessp and it was this condition, rather than 
the ingestion of alcohol̂  which was fundamentally to be reck
oned withi Another illustration was ' that sex assault and 
violence were notably more frequent during hot weather* This 
condition Healy felt might be traced to a lowering of moral' .
inhibitions through the excess of alchoholic beverages, ingested 
during that.seasono • .

To get back to the role of .the observer, it has been - • ;
mentioned that both the sciences of medicine and psychiatry •
were necessary background equipment, for the discovery of 
pathoiogical conditions often led to differential knowledge •

: of normal structure and conditionso This proved true where
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mental' s tructure and' functions; .were thrown Into new light 
during the investigatory progress of psycho-analysis or 
during the progress of a psychosis* For examples if physi
ologically the sex organs were- Mature or precocious while 
mental development was immature or arrested, this, condition 
(along with other undesirable factors) might lead to sex 
delinquency * y: .

0onsequently a matter of grave consideration concerns 
the difference between the adult and child type of mind* 
Experience indicated to Healy that, this difference should be 
counted on when giving various tests* In passing social 
judgment on the offenderS.s. capacity, the examiner was not to 
take it for granted that experience with-one type of indin \ 
vidual could safely be applied to another without':modlfIda- 
tion* The same theory is true of different social conditions 
or classes*

' Outside of features relating to a satisfactory ap
proach in examination, the issue of the optimum moment for 
observation of ;the offender was. relevant0 . In this matter 
experience again led the way. It was found that the pre
cise time for'gathering information from many sources and 
for securing voluntary cooperation was after the delinquent 
was caught and before he was sentenced* During that interim 
the delinquent.felt himself to be a problem; his relatives 
felt it, and all of them welcomed a promising solution of 
the difficulty* . ;
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,Time,g although in a different sense * came in again as 
an element when the question of study for the fullest sci
entific determination of the possibilities of efficient 
treatment was considered. With the help of intelligent 
relatives, it required about an hour or so for Healy to de
termine the fact of the simpler forms of feeble-mindedness 
caused' through a history of heredity or development. But 
when it came to digging out the,very essential facts in 
borderline cases or in normal individuals where certain 
mental or environmental experiences were paramount causative 
factors, the length of time varied considerably. The out
come of all this was to give the observer sufficient time 
to do good work in order to carry out satisfactory scientific 
achievement. Unless the observer*s approach was tactful, 
it was difficult to get. the participants to understand and 
cooperate in a study of their problem. In fact, over and 
over the answer to an observer*s inquiry was, "There* s 
nothing.the matter with me. I know .what I*m doing.” So a 
collateral explanation was offered. "We want you to go to 
see the doctor to find odt if you are healthy," or "We want 
to find but. what you are, best, fifted for." The question 
of.vocational diagnosis is really a part of almost every 
young person's thoughts; so when a young, man or boy was 
studied, one of the best ways for interview, or to get him 
to come at all, was: to state that a study of his special 
abilities was to be made, which was true.



If the vocational approach was niade, then tests for 
various abilities were given. From these the observer 
branched off either into the medical examination or the 
tests for general intelligences or into the story of the 
life career and its influences. Primarily it was necessary, 
to get interest and attention. Experience showed that even . 
the child■preferred being alone with the "doctor" when tell
ing his troubles.' Some observers (for examples Binet) sug
gested that a stenographer be present to take down 'the sub
ject's remarks during his work with tests. Healy did not 
approve of this, for even when he himself took notes people 
looked askance, knowing that word-for-word'of what they said 
was going down on record. ■ Of course, for future reference 
it was vital to make some sort of memorandum in the presence 
of the subject, but this had to be a kind of individual 
shorthand and could not be too obvious. Immediately after 
the interviews full and accurate statements of facts, col
lateral circumstances9 and accounts of results of intro
spection on the part of the offender had to be recorded.

- . ■■ 2The formulation of case study methods by Dr. Adolf Meyer 
was a previous step that served the needs of the clinic. A 
good illustration of the value of an understanding attitude, 
and a rational technique is given in, the following report of

2. ■Adolf Meyers Scheme for Examination of Cases; 
quoted by He sly, op. cl t., P. TF0'°



an actual occurrence at Healy’s clinic:
A young woman of 18 being studied by a certain psychologist said, after several tests had 

been performed.well, "Isn't it funnyp I’m not 
- a bit afraid with yoUp- and I was so frightened ■ the other day with that other lady0” - It then 

appeared that she had already been examined and 
the verdict given that she was defective0 She went on to say, nWell3 the doctor sat there first 
and stared at meo That made me nervous0 I got 
so embarrassed. I guess I really did act like a 
fool. I-don’t know what I did say to them. Then two ladies came ins and once when I answered some 
question* I saw the - lady that was talking to me 
look at them and laugh. After that. I got mad and 1 did not try.: I just felt like I did not want
to say anything."

In the course bf the Binet-Series tha 'free association test was given* which calls for 60 
words in 3 .minutes. .—The girl gave the 60 words- 
in about 2 minutes* and Tahen ::coiments1en'her ;.good record were made she said, "I’m glad you think I 
can do something, because I gave only 2.$ words, the other day. ■ Oh, I know because I saw her 

. write it down. She had the paper right there 
where I could see it. My probation officer told, me I did wrong because I had the mind- of a little 
chi l d ." ' - - ; . " , - • > • ' ■ :

The Story of this girl, who by Bluet and 
other tests was found positively not to grade now as a defective, contained a great lesson for 
us. We saw the- unfavorable bearings which suspi
cious scrutiny, others being present, and a _- visible record of tests may have on resuits.3

, In building up his new science Healy felt that the 
golden mean was to preserve the essential, such as complete 
accounts of results of introspection on the part of the 
offenders, while avoiding trivialities. He therefore main
tained that the best method of recording information was

3o Healy, of), clt., p.
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merely a typewritten sheet.,- but the form of Inquiry should 
exist In.the observer's mind. However, to facilitate mat
ters, he drew up the following items of information?

11 Family history— especially' fell.aspects' ofv heredity -1;, - ... .
2o Developmental history—-including antenatal . conditions
3 o Environment

Mental and moral development ;
5= Anthropometry--including photography
6o Medical examination—-particularly from a 

neurologic and psychiatric standpoint
-7-. . Psychological— mental testing - and psychological analysis
8» Delinquency .
9= Diagnostic and prognostic summary

■ 10o Follow-up records -
‘ : ' t • ■■11o Subsidiary records0

Although he listed anthropometry in the above items, 
Healy lacked faith in this element as a measure for valid 
scientific information on conduct» He was aware that the 
detailed work to be done in this field with the prospects of 
valuable results was decidedly limited according to the best 
authorities. However, he considered that it would be a 
mistake to overlook certain anthropometric data, for example, 
developmental anomalies in adolescence which are sometimes

i|.= . Ibid., p. S3® .



of utmost Importance for the estimation of the primary 
causes of delinquency* This consideration̂  in addition to 
other general factors involving physical functions and de- 
fectsj made a comprehensive medical examination vitals The 
complete record covering this approach was outlined under 
these sections:

Family history • '
. Personal history; . special attention to convulsions, epilepsy, petit mal, sexual habits and 

■ diseases, alcoholism, excess of tobanco, drug 
. . taking, sleep , ; ; '

Present ailments •
' Examination (complete record down to the minuteat detail)o5

• Healy8s Version of the Mental Basis

■This general- medical investigation, as outlinedvby 
Healy,.. always included study of the-offender!s mental status 
which properly belongs to the field of abnormal psychology*
In order'to determine the existence of any aberrant mental 
manifestations, Healy re sorted to psychological tests and 
analysis of mental workings as evidenced in conversation 
and cohducto; Consideration of the scientific exactness of 
results led him. to demand criticism of the procedure and 
'.response, .two .phendmena of -vital importance for the discovery



of causative factors of the anti=social conduct0 General, 
difficulties were' caused mainly by the extreme emotional - 
conditions presented by tbpse under study. It was there
fore of the gravest necessity that the examining psychol
ogist should be able to- sympathetically sink'-his own person
ality for the needs of the" inquiry. . Healy believed that 
much worthy consideration was/merited in.Partridge es quo
tation: ;

The study of the emotional life is-probably . the most important chapter in the study of.indi
viduality, for not only are the emotions the. ■ 
foundation of all.the practical life, but theyV; enter Into the abstract, intellectual functions 
in various ways.®.

•Since Healy was primarily a student of personality, 
whatever light the mental history of the individual threw on 
his present personality was highly 'welcomed. To him, the 
most serviceable aspect in understanding the delinquent was 
the conception of the Individual as the product of conditions 
and forces which had actively been forming him from the 
earliest moment of unicellular life. The interpretations . 
that were derived from acquaintance with the facts of ances
try, antenatal life,.childhood development, illnesses and 
injuries, social- experiences, and the vast field of mental 
life led to Invaluable understanding of the individual and 
to some idea of that wonderful complex of results which is

6. G.E. Partridge, An Outline of Individual Study, 
p. 113| quoted in Healy, op. clt», p. 70.



termed personality»
Since all conduct is directly an expression of mental 

life/ immediately back of the action is the idea, the wish, 
or the impulse existing, as mental content, A great deal 
of an individual's conduct is subconscious, and a great deal 
of conduct which appears for the moment uncontrolled never
theless;; is directly dependent on subconscious mental activity 
To illustrate: The assault followed upon the mental reaction
of anger to-the displeasing pictures which the spoken word 
brought up| the temptation was followed because the idea of 
immediate satisfaction was not counterbalanced just then by 
conscious representation of consequences.

Even conduct in the pathological mental states which ' 
supervene during the varied conditions of epilepsy or in- , 
sanity, Healy maintains, is just as truly the direct "butcome 
Of mental activity, although not controlled by the conscious .. 
will and frequently not in the least representable at any 
time in consciousness. The anti-social actions of such 
periods are the fault of the disordered mental mechanism which 
at the time precludes normal conscious mental life, ' Dis
ordered though the higher mentality may then be, some parts 
of the mind are actively at work creating conduct, .

Much was learned by Healy and his associates.through 
giving mental tests about the individual8 s capacity to meet 
certain situations, but many sections of the emotional life 
were not even tapped in the process. Over and over -again
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case studies showed that it was ; just those -emotional reac
tion# toward conditions which had the greatest significance<> 
Hoch offered the best guide to such a:study. The main head
ings give an indication of the scope of his carefully for-. 
mulated inquiry; _

• 1. Traits relating essentially to the Intel-' ': iigence, the capacity for acquiring knowledgê  ,
V the judgments etc.
- 2= , Traits relating essentially to the output of 
; ■" energy. . , / . ' ‘
3» Traits relating essentially to the subject8s estimation of himself -
I).. Adaptability toward the environment

(a) The more striking traits, which on their 
abnormal side interfere in a rather gen-- eral and striking way m th contact with ,. : . the environment

(b) Traits which in a more specific but in a less obvious way interfere with contact
. with the environment v.

(c) Traits which show to what extent the. sub-- 
, . jecf lays bare to others, his real self

(d) Traits which in normal proportions are 
■v useful qualities> but in exaggerated'v • form interfere with efficiency
.(e)' Traits which show a tendency to actively 
.. shaping situationsp or the reverse .

' (f) Traits showing the attitude toward■ ' reality
; Mood ' . .
6. Instinctive demands9 traits-which are more or . less clearly related to the .sexual instinct

(a) Friendship.
• (b) Attachment to members of.the. family ■ .



(c) Attitude toward the other sex
(1) General
(2) Specil'ic sexuai demands
(3) General traits derived from sexual instinct or reactions against its 

assertions
7o General interests
8o Pathological traits.? ■

The Psychogram

The immediate rational background of Healyls psycholog
ical method was that prior to making a selection or under- - 
taking the production of any tests, the definition of the 
problem was formulated carefully and critically. Ho find
ings were to be passed upon lightly as indicating discovery 
of the causative agents of.delinquencys but with the reali
zation of the intimate relationship between mind and deed, 
his investigation of causes turned to those phenomena which 
lie obviously linked together. The construction of a psycho- 
gram of the offender, namely, a studied estimate of his 
mental qualifies and conditions including both the strengths 
and weaknesses, was-therefore of prime importance. Prom the 
start it was necessary to select studies of such mental 
structure and function as offered the greatest return in the 
way of direct explanation of anti-social conduct. With this

7° Hoch and Amsden, A Guide to the Descriptive Study of 
the Personality; quoted in Healy, op. pit., p. 71»



close reasoning in mind. Healy sought evidence from the fol
lowing formulated plan of psychological inquiry:

1. What is the subject*s mental ability, inde
pendents so far as ascertainableof the results of formal education? This should be 
estimated in terms of strength or weakness of:
(a) The subject’s general ability or gen

eral intelligence (if such a thing as 
general intelligence there be)

.(b) The subject’s special abilities—  .selecting for investigation here those abilities or functions which, since we are dealing with social conduct, seem 
most likely to be related to social action, success, or failure,

2. What has been the result of formal education, interpreted in the light of its conditions and 
extent?

: \: 3<> Does the individual suffer from aberrational mental functionings, whether borderline or , fully-developed psychoses? ,
!(.<,■ What are the individual’s preponderating mental 

interests, as stated in terms of mental con- y . tent, imagery, ideation and the like?
5° Has the individual 'suffered earlier experiences, mental or environmental, which have, through 

the arousal of inner conflicts, complexes, inhibitions or resistances, interfered" with the satisfactory,. smooth and healthy working of mental life? This is peculiarly, in modern 
terminology, a study of mental me chan1sms,8

Under the foregoing headings the field of inquiry was 
henceforth, plotted; answers to these propounded problems,: 
which formed the psychogram, gave the first psychological
impressions to the observational work done.
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In spite of all the effort put forth* Healy8s initial 
investigation showed the important fact that no set of men
tal tests existed which was alt all adequate to give the de
sired Information about capabilities of delinquents<, At the 
clinic it was soon found that offenders range In mental ca
pacity all the way from imbeciles; to those who seem to excel 
the ordinary person of their age in ability and Information, 
Within well-defined limits* in tests for levels of general 
intelligence Healy found the so-called Measuring Scale of

' 9Intelligence by Binet, of great value„ The gist of the 
method is its application of the idea that mental develop
ment* like bodily growth* shows distinct accretions from 
year to year* By application of this system to older mental. 
defectives* they were able to be gauged by the age standards 
of young children and spoken of In terms of so. many years of 
mental growth or of retardations

.Healy asserts that for children under ten and for de
fectives who: range as low as ten* there was ho doubt that 
this scheme of gauging intelligence by age levels was of the 
utmost practical usefulness: Also it was one of the greatest
contributions made to the science of psychography<, To be 
able to say to the judge, or to anyone with the power to 
take action* that the offender of twenty-three years chrono
logic ally "is mentally an individual of ten years, puts the

9*. Alfred Binet and Thomas Simon* 1 8Annee Psyohologique, 
1905, 1908* 1911; quoted in Healy* op. cit,, p. 79°
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whole matter In an entirely new light« Howevers Healy points 
out, this kind of psycho gram, tells little about the many 
other conditions of mental structure and function which 
should be known„ Although objective standardized tests were 
used extensively* he always insisted that mental diagnosis 
and even mental testing for practical purposes involve much 
more than establishing a mental age or quotient.

Testing-the results of formal education had a certain 
amount of value? for there was logic in the notion that if a 
child had been going to school but failed to learn and ad
vance with his class3 it might be an indication of personal 
defect. ; However, in the light' ofvarious objectionable pos- . 
sibilities ranging all the way from poor teaching to other . 
hidden troublesj Healy asked for an indulgent attitude'in 
this matter. While the use of language is of course the 
most important of All human activities in the development of 
civilization, yet there are many other abilities which had 
to be studied in their relation to needs and opportunities 
that the social order presents. Healy’s case histories, 
present in strong light and shade the variations in language : 
ability; also they point out the curious misinterpretations 
and unfortunate results which developed - from not understand-, 
ing the whole mental make-up of the offender.

In every test offered at the clinic the powers of memory 
and recall, conscious and subconscious, were involved. The
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task'is one that everyone is called .nn to do in . phac tical̂  , . 
Idfe; wi thddt knowiedgG - bf ' the : oompqheh parts of the mental /
' processfor example, - the so-called "Aussagen or Testimony
Test--the-ahility of the ehserver to recall? immediately of 
at a future time., a scene or action that has been presented, - 
All- through. the process of testingpart of the • examiner $ s re
port was also observation of the ability of the subject to 
attend to the given assignment, u .

At the laboratory it was considered worthwhile to test 
motor coordinating'abilities in each:individual, for when dis
turbances were.found they were important from neurological, 
vocational, and 'educatipnal standppihfs-. Associative pro
cesses, too, could not be overlooked.in giving tests, since
all the s ep ar a te ̂ i terns of an Individual’s total mental con- g
tent are connected in a stream of thought by links of associal 

-: tlon,. . Several, test s. ott.'ability to profit by -experience, in
volving the manipulation of a task, Healy felt concerned par
ticularly recidivists. This ability to profit by .experience 
in"social situations implied not only learning powers, but 

- also the elements of attention, memory, appreciation, and 
what not "-which;nake" it possible consciously to 'represent a: -/11 
.situation in the light of past related ideas and.experiences,
A f p Another group of tests showed the ability of a defln- ' .
qiient to fepfesent:in- terms of various Imageries a given 
situation to one8 s self, to revolve it over in his mind and 
see its comporient parts® A social ■ situation invplving' .moral



sanctions was orally presented and an■analysis was requiredo' 
Some-:qurlous: results were observed from many offenders who 

: were not feebleminded. vV ' - ': -v -  ̂ ./U" - ... -::i
: 1 Stlll'anotKefvtrait: wortb.y of note is foresight. In' 

this>:bohriee11 on iietly:;voiced Thorndike' s words:' f h-.. - ' J ’: ; r
If weakness in any one particular, ability 

;'Were, a priori, to be selected as most likely to 
.■ . • stand often at the root . of criminallsm5" :i;t: would , be the lack of foresight.10
In the laboratory' it appeared .very difficult - f or Healy and
his .associates to chebk with accuracy the powers of foresight
however>•‘this frait has much to. do with planfulness, which
the clinihai staff-was ̂able; tbftest partially in various ways
V v A r eview of Bealy ’ s; Wprksa will show that in building up '
a norm, f or hlS new sci ence, he . me a sure d and obs erved. a great.
many behavior patterns, but these are too numerous to he men-
tioned in this thesisHowevers ;since the layman commonly
.either infers .or implies that miŝ  :i,5lack
of will- power?" this trait cannot very well be eliminated. '
In this; respect Healy explains# f'Ho test has been .devised
that has yet' received sufficient trial of its' validity -fof. . .
-f ' :.,t 'f it f /''ft::: ..ri:; -lift-;::discernment of types and comparatiye,: strength of ..will.1 1 ... . ;

Hotwithstanding.this assertion, he cites what he terms a
mostledmmendable effort in this - dl-reetion in the simple but

10.. : E. - L. Thorn dike | quoted in Healy*' op. •veft. s p.: 9 1  o f
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" . ' 12 ingenious test of Guy 0. Fernald, In this test there is an
attempt to- measure will power through making observation's of;
cons clous s, long-continued muscular effort s namely,, standing
easily on the toes*- The important distinction which Fernald
makes, between this and erographic work is that the latter is
primarily a measure .of. fatigue, the muscles giving out long
before the will does; while in his test the strength of .the
muscles involved is so great that the discontinuance of-the
task is always brought about by the breaking down of the will, .
-This Achievement Capacity Test, as it is;'called;-'In Healy* s : '.b
opinion deserves much trial in suitable laboratories such -as
in reformatories, in its original form or in modification.

In all tests.when ability was not shown, in order to be 
fair Healy had to be certain that effort was made for, after 
all^scientific measurement depended upon the personal in
terest and good intention of the subject„ The many, vari
abilities, possible in the performance- of an individual as - 
seen, for instance, in court work, with all the complications 
of life bearing on the given result, as well as the variations 
depending on social opportunities,- made the entire problem of 
testing a very difficult matter, Healy enumerates some of 
the disturbing conditions which produce' a performance in the 
test leading to error in diagnosis of ability,. These arei

.12, Guy C, Fernald, An Achievement Capacity Test; 
quoted in Healy, op, sit,, p, 967
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lo The varipus peculiar mental states supervening 
' in cases, which later proved to be epileptic«

2= The irregular mental states of hystericals,
:3« Choreic mental conditions, especially when the

symptoms"are confined# as they occasionally are, 
to the psychical sphere0

ipo Any of the tremendously varying mental conditions 
seen in mild manic-depressive conditionsc

: 5o Deliberate deception (very rare)„
60 Sheer laziness, as occasionally seen,

' io Complete recalcitrancy, sometimes combined-with 
deception,

60 Temporary dullness on account of excessive sex practices, -
9 o Bashfulness or other inhibitory emotions,
10o Environmental conditions, for example effect of a 

warm afternoon or a close room.
11=, Fatigue on the part of the examinee =

. 12'0 Fatigue on the part of the examiner,
13 o Dullness, from narcotics or aberration from ,

: stimulantso • '-
ll|.o Dullness from general physical conditions such 

as anemia, exhaustion from recent illness, 
over-exercise„ ■ ; ' .

15o The effects of special sensory defectsthese 
are too obvious to need detailed mention,

l6o Emotional conditions resulting from incrimin-
, ation, from being charged--whether rightly or not--1 . with-offenseo 15 ; : ; ■ '

From the foregoing it is obvious that under the

13 o Healy, opo. cito, p= 105 =
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circumstsncea interpretation of answers,, types and..times, 
of performance could only be mades at the clinic^ within 
wide limits.

Before proceeding, it is well" to remember that Healy 
considers a test in itself meaningless. According to him, 
an offender would not offend if he lived in a social vacuum, 
All mental classification, therefore, is social classifi
cation; even the insane man is first noticed for not doing 

. as others do. Consequently Healy kept constantly in view 
the developing of a fair psychogram of the.individual for 
the purpose of actually doing something for him. To facil
itate matters he worked out a list whereby cases were classi
fied^ rather roughly, in a scale of mental ability and 
peculiarity,. This was based on an accumulation of data from 
250 offenders. These results of psychological tests were 
sorted by the method of allowing them to fall into classes. 
The standard;of norms was formulated on the basis of the 
rough averages of the prevailing social situation,

•Time rendered some modifications necessary;, the scheme •'• 
- of classification therefore stands as follows;:

A® Considerably above ordinary in ability and 
, information--the latter estimated with 

reference to age and social advantages
Bo Ordinary in ability and information--the 

latter estimated with reference to age and 
social advantages
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C o native ability fair and formal educational advantages fair or good9 but very poorly informed
Do Hative ability fair and formal educational advantages fair or good ■
So Hative ability distinctly goody but formal 

educational advantages poor
So Hative ability fair and formal educational 

advantages poor. ■ . :
Go native ability poor and formal educational 

advantages'poor . .v
. • Ho.. Hative ability poor and formal-educational . advantages poor or fairr '

lo Dullg perhaps from ascertained physical causes, including some cases of epilepsy
Jo Subnormal mentality— considerably more educa- 

' bility tban.the feebleminded - -
, Ko Moron '
Lo Imbecile

. 111.Mo Psychoses.
Healy calls attention to Class B which consisted of in

dividuals who did not make an exceptionally good or bad per
formance and who had been able to keep up to their school, 
grade, if they had•the social;opportunity to do so= In this 
respect he remarks that some individuals grouped in this 
class, if gauged by certain exceptional family and■social 
standards, might be considered almost subnormal individuals» 
By way of illustration he cites the case of a boy who was up; 
to the average in his group, but when measured by the usual

li{-° Ibid., p o 113 o
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mental performances.of his exceedingly brilliant family he 
was designated a subnormal individual= According .to Healy3. 
the study of any person by a mere process of classification 
and registering results on tests, without reference to the 
relationship of -abilities or disabilities to environment̂  
lacks ill the common-sense elements which must be introduced - 
into: any invesitigationo

One need not have a scientific mind to realize that in 
the - routine of everyday living many traits naturally are 
utilizedo Much space might be occupied by naming and dis
cussing the various psychological and physical tests which 
were given at the clinics Healy directed and supervisedo 
In his book, Khe Individual Delinquent, he explains and covers 
the different activities and their workings in some detailj 
the issue is both weighty and lengthy, hence quite beyond the 
scope, of this chapter» . This survey on- tests, though brief, 
nevertheless may convey to readers an understanding of the 
clinical methods: Healy applied to offenders in the hope of 
determining the contributory causal factors of juvenile delin
quency « ;



CHAPTER IV

' -. HEALY*S ANALYSIS OF THE CAUSATIVE PACTORS 
: ' = . ' : -TN JUVENILE PELINQUENCY - .

Nearly everjone- who studies juvenile delinquency sc 1 en»
vtific^lly accepts the fact9 these dayss that the contributory .
factors which make a child delinquent are numerous and varied=

■. ■■ \  . i . •

• In I915- when Healy wrote The Individual Delinquent  ̂ an aver
age of three and one-half causative factors were found to be 
operative in the hundreds of cases studied. Now when so much
.more is known about the extensive role of the emotional life* 
Healy. believes a similar study would undoubtedly reveal many 
more strands interwoven in the fabric that forms the back
ground of behavior» In spite of his experience with thou-

• sands of youngsters for almost forty years, he still discovered 
new combihations of details in individual make-up and life 
history. This made the meaning of all delinquency a challenge 
to him. Often it seemed an incomprehensible mystery to be 
solved,only by finding clues, much as in a detective story,

As a matter of fact, that was the approach Healy and his ;
• co-workers often used with delinquents themselves in trying 
to understand them and have them understand themselves. When

1, William Healy, The Individual Delinquent (Boston:
, Little, Brown and Co,, 1915)°
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an offender said3 as he sometimes did# rrI don’t know what 
makes me do it," it was logical to responds "Then let’s see 
If we can work it ont together̂  like a detective story,"

Human behavior is, never a simple matter to analyte. ■
It cannot be thrown on a screen or separated into its com
ponent parts in test tubes= When a child’s conduct is ad
judged "anti-socials" his behavior differs■ from acceptable 
behavior chiefly in the group ’ s. definition of 'the situation. - 
In the final analysis,- every delinquent act involves a situ- - 
ation and a social.definition of that situations even though 
the situation itself often is beyond the offender’s control= 
Several times in the foregoing pages either the inference 
or the statement has been made that it would be a "particu- 
larlstic fallacy" to ascribe delinquency to a single pre
dominating factor such as an atavistic type, mental con
flicts, feeblemindedness, the product of a broken home, bad . 
companionss and yarious other ifems of relative weights 

Although the preceding chapter dealt with-methods, 
they cannot very well' be,: ,divorced, from causes, the topic of 
this chapter, if the material presented is to be adequately 
understqpd. In view of this, a simple preview of Healy’s 
discussion on the intricacies of psychoanalysis in its appli
cation to misconduct will suffice here. Prom Information 
based upon a •Voluminous .amount of literature, he learned 
that the whole structure of the psychoanalytic method rests 
upon one foundation--that the explanation of all, human , ;



behavior tendencies must be sought; in the mental and environ
mental experiences of early life a First and f oreirao'stg it in
vokes retracing the steps which progressively formed the .
- whole -.charactero -: "

According to the - subject matter in The Individual:De- 
linquentj, the term psychogenesis :is used,frequently in dis- _

• cussion of tendencies traceable by psychoanalytic methods. 
This ■ expression Implies that the given tendency spoken of as 
originating in the mind sprang from reactions which were es-. 
sentlally mental activities«, The important facts of psycho- 
genesis are to he learned only through knowledge .'of the 
dynamics, the laws of mental activity, which condition con- 
.scions and subconscious reactions. The exponents of psycho-: 
analysis alleged that original reaction to experience was 
determined partly by structural conditions derived from he
reditary or congehital sources. A brief exposition on ■
psyehicai. genetics ref erred to as plausible by Healy follows:
' - From early environmental experiences, re

acting on the original organism, arose a reactive tendency, a characters From now on all future behavior reactions must have(a threefold parent
age-- the new experience opportunity Healy Called!' \ 'it in thinking of his offenders, the innate func- . tional potentialities of the' individual, and the .
reactive tendency or character already formed,

;ivteioh:; ohe-■■of;.;-these'\mdiniy--,©ngenders --rany''giyeh-'act-.; of conduct it may be very hard to determine, but 
two things are sure--innate .conditipns are un- - alterable, and 'new experiences are always crowd
ing in. Goncernlng' the 'reactive ., tendency, that . . . / .

, Is the business of psychoanalysiso2 .
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The principal method of psychoanalysis is induced 
introspection̂  The main discoveries revealed by the use of 
this .method had. .considerable meaning for Healy0 He found 
that much which is formative of character does not appear 
above the surface» .Active interactiohs of mental elements 
may be all unconsciously the motive forces of conduct» 
Experiences such as c.bme to the individual with a great 
deal of emotional context are likely to cause the greatest 
amount of reaction. Experiences, either inner or outer, re~ 

vlated to sex life show the strongest and subtlest reactions. 
Mental shockj, psychic .traumais produced frequently by ex
periences unknown to relatives. Mostly these traumata are 
experienced in young childhood. At ages so early as to be 
unsuspected, mental conflicts occur on the basis of either • 
outward experiences, physical sensations, or pure ideation; 
these:conflicts may be entirely repressed, but they do not 
thereby lose their force and significance for the formation 
of character tendencies. Repressing that which naturally 
needs.expression is followed by reaction that may vent 
Itself.mostly in the individual or show deviations of con
duct, The cause of habit formations of many sorts is deeper 
than appears on the surfaceo. Many of them are vicarious 
expressions of hidden and even unconscious impulses t o  a c t i o n , 3

3, Ibid,s pp, 119-120,
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While.the preceding general points indicate the scope 
of the findings of psychoanalysis, Eealy adds that early  ̂
mental experiences and strange, altogether hidden mental 
conflicts have arranged the destinies of many a chronic of- 
fendero

In Roots of. Crime, Alexander Vs. and Healy * s etiological 
study of delinquency and crime, the two doctors made careful 
investigations of a limited number of careers0 By the meth
od of psychoanalysis, they retraced actual steps of -these of-- 
fenders, and they considered their character formation in the 
light of their life histories'while pointing out the result 
of a causally-connected chain of psychological processes.
What is of even greater significance is the fact that these 
doctors demonstrated that those items universally regarded 
as major.determinants bf crime (such as slums, poverty, and 
unfavorable environmental conditions) are factors which be
come effective only in a special setting and in combination.
with the reactive tendencies determined by the personality

5characteristics, congenital or acquired, of the. offender. 
Besides these'tangible factors, less obvious ones such as 
ideological trends are of equal importance, These trends 
determine and. individual5s evaluations and ideals. For

!to Loci cit*
Franz Alexander and William Healy, Roots of Crime 

(New York; Alfred A, Knopf,7 1935>), p» Ijh .. . v
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examples if material success is considered.the highest Value 
" : :df a civilizations all members of such.a .society who accept 
■ this attitude will be Inclined to sacrifice certain other 

values,, such as respect for laws if law interferes with 
' their ideology,

Healy * s. Case . S tudie s . ■ . ...

v. - In. projecting their research, Alexander and Healy
. : . agreed to' take- some, exceedingly, difficult cases. Some of 
*' them were treated for as long as eight or more years at the 

; yukge. Balcer Guidance Center and were known as being failures 
under police and court procedures, probations, and the regime - 
of correctional institutions, Results of the analysts! ex- ■ 
pioration are summed up in Healy*s wordsi'

Nothing can better illustrate, the complexity of the causes leading to criminality than cases 
where continued criminal behavior, appears to be entirely irrational and cannot be explained by the- motives which ordinarily induce individuals 
to violate the law, 7

One conclusion from all this is that science still has not
provided scientific techniques for determining motivations,

: The futility of legal and penal treatment where deep psycho- :.
- logical issues are hot uncovered, is illustrated in this brief

history:

6, hoco cito -
7 o Ibid,, pp, 8-12,
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An intelligent̂  mannerly boy of sixteen who had been 
held in jail for three weeks on account of stealing a suit- • 
case which.he had pawned was seen for a day at the clinico 
In court he first lied about his age, but admitted that he 
was.on parole from a correctional institution,' He told the 
judge of the juvenile court that two correctional Institu
tions had failed to cure him, and that he needed more severe 
punishment and desired to go to the reformatory for adults, 
whereupon his wish was granted,.:

According to.his history, which was verified,\he began 
to steal when he was eight years'old, ' When he was ten he 
told his father there was:'something', he could not tell what, 
that drove him- to steal,. Before he was even seen at the. - . 
clinic he had a record of four or five" commitments to cor
rectional institutions,- Everywhere he made friends easily 
and was found well-behaved and industrious. Confronted with 
his delinquencies,' he stated that his behavior was a puzzle 
to himself ,• This, boy came from a fairly well-to-dp. family 
where he had all normal advantages, ' Apparently there were. . 
no peculiarities in his upbringing and, on the surface, his 
home and school satisfactions seem to have equalled.the 
re st of his family,, four nondelinquent siblings,
- Paroled from the reformatory, he speedily got into more 

trouble but then he settled down again.for a year or so, 
living at home and .being advanced in a certain business con
cern on account of his good working qualities. After his
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period of doing well, he married and was very proud of his 
young wifeo" Soon after his first child was born, and though 
he was successful In business, his unreasonable delinquen
cies began againo ’ In fact, even the birth of his third 
child did not deter him from continuing this misbehavior̂
He stole from his father and other people, and repeatedly 
took automobiles, traveling long distances in them. He 
entered the Navy under aaiL alias and soon deserted. In the 
course of time he was arrested again for theft and placed 
in a disciplinary institution from which he escaped, only 
to get into more trouble.o V During-this interim he wrote af- 
fectionate letters to his wife begging for forgiveness and,
.at ,ttee same vtlmef,;.:explaining that he acted under some strange, 
impulse, which he could not understand. His father and his 
wife8s parents spent a great deal of time and money getting 
him-out of various ̂ difficulties and trying to reform him.

Then he began more serious affairs. He-was arrested in 
a western state for stealing cheap jewelry from apartments. 
This time he was given a long sentence in the penitentiary, 
where he was always a hard-working inmate. On the occasion 
of some catastrophe, he proved himself a hero and as a conse
quence was permitted to work on the outside until his pardon, 
which was forthcoming, arrived. His wife went to be near him, 
A few days before the pardon was to become .effective and •after 
he had joyously. Sent word- to. his parents, he ran away from 
his wife and pardon. This episode broke up a new business
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. arraiiged e^eolally f or' A serie8 - of burglaries traced '
to him In another state resulted in a still.longer sentence!
;.A psychiatrist .who studied him felt, as had one who saw him h : 
earlier in the other pen! teptiaryy '. that here was a case of 7 
a man not of the usual criminal type, but rather, one who . ’• X hh' 
; seemed criminal ; through - compulsion. Unfortunately, ■ all' at-" 
tempts to have him placed where he could' be stuhied'.b̂ ' psycho
analytic methods were ■ frustratedo / , ■ ;} :■ V:;V 1 .

\¥hile working under atrocious' conditions in a road gang, - 
he escaped and established himself in an eastern city under 
an alias 1 Wi.th a reputabiel womanwdio :wasv:,e:arnihg weli% he ' :
' contracted a bigamous marriage; she knew him only under his 
alias: and thohght him well-td-'do. He hhtered into other "
■ crimeS;, :'taking: automobiles ''and engaging in bizarre thef ts. Vlv < - 
Also he did such foolish things as having a collar with pen- "
• dants of goldrpieces made for the lady5s dog.■ , Dozens of 
stolen clocks adorned their apartment. Unknown̂  to•the woman .: 
as a ''original: aiid for months undetected.by the?.police,:, he : ?- 
finally: was' caught .thlahdtbef: state where he had committed :' 7 ;? 
several.burglaries, : ■ t;:;:?t ??' : : "-'a'?'' ' .o? -:
. ' Careful nxamlhatibns' of thi s offender by p s y c hi a tr i s t s . '??. 

and neurologists failed to disciose- either a mental devia- ■
• tion or a disease of the central nervous system. Besides, ,. ? 1? 
he always : absfained from aleohol and had no deleterious : ?:
habits, This case is an extreme example of the dynamic power :.. 
of Irfational . and unoonscions motives .which often haye: - a ?



nV:: ; . -'v: ; : 8 ,permanent determining influence on behavior» "
■ The "behavior activities of another offender, whose 

case is very informative because of the lengthy follow-up 
procedures are illustrated in "the victim of loyalty,,1’ At , 
the age of eights Richard Vorland'was brought by his 
mothers who lived in an industrial centers .to the Judge Baker 
Guidance Center^ Richard's father*^although a member of a 
Southern family of good standing and a graduate of a South
ern col-1 ege* was a periodic alcoholics disagreeable when 
drunk* and at all times took very little interest in his 
family, Richard, the youngest of five childrens was brought 
North at the age of six.after, his father died in an accidents 
His mother said that in: the year before her-.husband died he 
frequently accused her of immorality, and the children had 
heard this, Richard was much concerned about these inner 
thoughts, and at the earlier interviews demonstrated his 
practice of crossing his fingers in order to prevent ideas 
on sex subjects from:coming up in his mind--a curious appli
cation of a children*s game of denial. Several times he . 
told the clinicians that he- often .felt queer because of the 
words he had learned. His actuai statment was, "Those 
things make me feel rotten and queer. It makes me think of 
getting into places and taking things, and then sometimes 
I dream at night of breaking in," He also went on to say
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that he wished he could dream about playing ball<,
' Richard Vhrland.was twenty years old when his analysis 

was begun in the prison to which he had been transferred 
from a jail in another part of the state« The. analysis 
lasted seven monthsj five months of this time he was in 
jail and the last two months he was free» He was a'medium- 
sized, slender fellow, quiet and. polite, and usually spoke 
in a low, rather indistinct voice„ - ■

in sketching his life he explained that his brother 
Wilbur, the one chronologically nearest him, and he were 
inseparable and almost entirely uncontrolled. At the age y
of seven he committed his first theft, stealing a-hundred 
dollars from a factory office to buy candy, with his brother 
and the latter)a close companion. After their'home was 
broken up and from the time:he was taken by the child-placing 
agency, .his, outstanding memories, were all of work and work, o 
whichhe hated. He was transferred from one foster home to 
another, and once during the Christmas holidays he worked 
for the school janitor the entire period. He stole from the - 
school. When he was twelve, years old,'he tried to assault 
a girl. At times,while going to scbeol,,he worked on the 
farms of the different foster homes. Once in a rage he 
attacked his foster father with a pitchfork. -; . '

At seventeen he,obtained his first job, with a swindling ; 
brokerage firm, and earned ten dollars per week. At the 
same time he stole twenty dollars, or more weekly from this.
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cdmpany = ■ -Atter five or six months8 ■ employment,,'he signed up. 
on a fruit boat but, due to a mishap, he did not go. At 
various times he.worked either as a bell-hop or as an ele
vator boy in different, hotels, remaining at one hotel for a 
year« :

During the- .analysis he completed this history while 
telling of his delinquencies with innumerable data of minor 
and major thefts which had never come to the' attention of the 
police," such as breaking into stores, entering office build
ings, opening draws with great technical skill, which appar
ently he had learned from his brother. He showed some 
pleasure in telling about his criminal.accomplishments and 
about certain tricks played on the police. At all.times he 
called attention to his bravery, skill and cynicism, but 
always, insisted that his brother w a s . the s m a r t e r  o n e ,  in 
fact, if his brother would go straight,: maybe he would too,
.Howeverhe intimated in a cocky manner that if it were not 
for his mother, he would become an expert at stealing; con
sideration for her inhibited him from taking chances. Above 
all, he conveyed the idea that what he primarily disliked was 
accepting help and being under obligation. For hours he 
spoke: of new criminal plans he .hoped to put into effect 
after his release. Emphatically he stated he had no con
science, The one and only thing, he resented was betrayal, . 
for he himself was loyal to his friends, Richard gave the 
impression of boasting of his toughness, denying any -
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sentimentality and decencyo
In the course of the third interview while he related 

one of his dreams., , the analysts obtained deeper insight 
into his central.problem which, showed that -Richard was suf
fering from a pronounced neurotic conflict. Another dream 
pointed out clearly that behind the surface attitude of em
phasized courage there was- a deep uncertainty linked with the 
feeling of sexual inadequacy. Still another dream, relating 
to the joy of shooting,,showed compensatory reactions for his 
deeply-rooted inferiority, feelings in relation, to his . 
brother. ■They also;' served as a vent-for the patient's aggres
sive tendencies. After that the most traumatic episode of 
his life was disclosed. Both he and his brother had several , 
fights with a boarder when they were living at home. He 
showed three false teeth which were replaced because the 
boarder, who was over-friendly with his mother, kicked out 
his original ones. Recalling this episode, he showed ex
treme emotion and expostulated, "Why doesn't the boarder 
marry her?" The patient went on to say that, but for his 
mother's love for this man, he would have killed him.

As an epilogue to this account. Roots of Grime relates 
that Richard- was again put in prison. The police searched 
his home and found stolen money belonging to his brother.
On the day Wilbur committed the crime for which the house was 
searched, Richard was in bed.all day with a broken jaw 
suffered during a, fight with a. taxicab driver, but he thought.
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he could help his brother, by making a false confession,, In 
a .later interview when ,Richard was. again,.out of prison, he 
told the analyst he would be happy to find a job on.a farm, 
but such a job was not readily found»\ A few months later the 
analysts were informed that Richard and his brother Wilbur 
had gone to Ohio. There one or both of them robbed a jewelry 
store. : Because of Richard5s state of mind after he finished 
his analysis, Alexander and Healy doubted that their patient 
had actively participated in the crime. Yet, as had often 
happened before, Richard was the one who was arrested when, 
because of his loyalty to Wilbur, he gave him some help, 
even if. indirectly.o In a raid, on the room of Wilbur5 s girl - 
some of the stolen jewelry was discovered. Richard was sen
tenced in Ohio. In the meantime Wilbur also was arrested 
in another state and sentenced to a short term, but for 
another crime. When Roots of Crime was written, the■eldest . 
of all'the brothers was already serving a long sentence. •

In summarizing the case, the analysts offer the follow
ing information̂  Richard was a.: criminal, externally similar . 
to thousands and thousands of others.■ The investigation 
showed that his; stealing was determined chiefly by irration
al, emotional and unconscious motives rather than by the 
rational motive of gain. Stealing was a reaction to a strong 
sense of inferiority, whereby he felt brave and tough. This 
sense of inferiority was,itself a reaction to a strong, 
dependent, receptive wish expressed by a desire to manipulate
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property without working,, In Richard’s receptive attitude 
the analysts differentiated between two sourcesj (!) a 
strong parasitic (oral receptive) attachment to the mother, 
and (2).an intense admiration and leaning on the stronger 
brothero This was built'up on a distinctively passive 
female attitude in the unconsciouso

Stealing was a compensatory reaction toward the guilt 
feelings he had for his brother =, By exposing himself to 
danger and a possible jail sentence* his guilt feelings were 
Pelieved = :oAnother yersion formalated by Alexander and Healy 
was that stealing was a spite reaction toward his mother, 
having: this unconscious significance» !!If you give your af-
fection to the boarder Instead of me, then 1*11 disgrace you| 
also, I will manipulate by force and robbery whatever I need 
unless you give me both your love and material support*" 
Finally the two doctors saw the paradoxical motive expressed : 
in many of his dreams* It was that the road to jally where 
he could indulge in a carefree vegetative existence, grati- • 
lying his infantile, parasitic wishes, was by means of •
criminal behavior*

The analysts were also convinced that from his eighth 
year on Richard was undernourished in his receptive demands* 
His oral regression had its origin in the lack of those' 
sublimated gratifications which boys enjoy Under normal con
ditions in family life* The lack of real interest and love 
on the part of the environment threw him back to the original
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claims of being fed "by the mother. The atmosphere of 
his new environment, was hardly the place to display any 
emotion which even remotely resembled sentimentallty.
Kothing had to be more concealed in this environment than 
softness and thirst for dependence= As a result of the in
stinctive conflict between pregenital receptive and passive 
female longings on the one hand and masculine aggressive
ness on the'otherj Richard displayed exaggerated toughness, 
independence, courage, generosity and loyalty to his com
rades. To the two doctors, the most fascinating element 
in the analytical Ihvestightion was to detect in the-depths 
of this young banditss personality the desperate little-boy 
crying for his mother and seeking help from his older and 
stronger brother.

In comparing the analytic material with the early 
recordSp Alexander and Healy felt certain that,.. though the 
foster homes were carefully selected and probably the best 
available$' they did not substitute emotionally for the 
home which was broken up after the fatherSs death. Richard 
often spoke of how he was "kicked around” as a youngster 
from one home to another. He was continued in foster-home 
placements until he was sixteen, and educated to the level 
of the second year of high school. On account of his early 
retardation in school, a special tutor was employed at 
times and paid by the child-welfare agency. This procedure 
enabled him to catch up in school work, and afterwards' for
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the most part he receiyed good.grades0 At the age of eleven 
Richard’s 10Q,0 was 109j at fourteen it had increased to ISî-e 
He then, rated high in language and apperceptive abilities 
as well as in tests for mechanical ability»

■ Prom the first, at the foster homes it was notable 
that 'Richard’s bad temper, surly behavior, and stealing 
greatly increased or began again after visits to or from 
his mother or after haying seen his brother» One of.his 
worst periods occurred" after his,.mother came to ' see; him with 
her man friendo With-intermissions Richard’s dishonest pro- 
cliyities were shown in almost every foster home0 In spite 
of his good appetite at all meals and. a normal supply of 
sweet foods and candy, he spent much of the stolen money for 
candy, of ten generously giving some of it away <> The record 
showed a-striking variability in Richard’s emotional atti
tudes and conduct trends = At times he was unquestionably 
happy and entered into, family life and other social activi
ties with normal zest0 At other times, without any obvious 
cause., he appeared desperately unhappy, tense, miserable, 
and pitiful to the extent that it almost amounted-to a de
pression* The possibility of a developing psychosis was . 
even, .entertained* Earlier when faced with his misdeeds, 
his features would become drawn and. white- It was’ only later 
that he grew belligerently callous and greatly embittered 
about the world* By degrees he became more sophisticated 
and sarcastic, and spoke about the .Influence of criminal
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9 , • ' :. lawyers, ■ ' - 7 ■.
These case histories from Roots of Crime serve to 

reinforce Healy’s original point of view that there are 
-certain offenders$ not .classifiable in the usual psychiatric 
pigeon-holes though they may he.--neurotic?.personalities, who . 
are most certainly driven to engage in anti-social conduct 
by the dynamics of their unconscious mental lives*. -

Views of Healy and Bronher on Common - Denominators of Delinquency

In spite of the complexities which have been presented,, 
there are certain general considerations leading to delin
quent behavior which Healy and Bronner found worth keeping •

'. in ' mind t .; 7 . - " ..
1o Behavior, whether socially acceptable or 

unacceptable, is the product of the interplay of 
the following: (a) a given personality made up,
as it always is, of many diverse components;.(b) 
the influence of earlier and current experiences, particularly those connected with family relationships, school life, companionships, the 
church, and other agencies| and (c) the larger 
social scene— by this they mean the activities 
and standards characteristic of -our American .culture o .

2.0 . Though in outward appearance the delin
quent may be carefree, he most frequently turns out to be somehow unsatisfied wi th.himself or 
with his life situation. The more serious cases 
very generally show either strong dissatisfactions 
about something or well-defined unhappiness, v.

- 3. Though the delinquent himself may be

9 o Ibid., pp. 16-76.
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unaware of the true significance of his delinquent 
act, still it is meaningful to hiim It is the 
expression of some urge within him| he is trying 
to meet some personal need.

Every human heing is horn with certain drives, out of which needs evolve| if these are not 
met in wholesome ways, they may find.outlets in unsocial activities*

5° Re.search shows that the great majority : of delinquents are normal individualŝ  though they are often more active and restless than the average run of nondelinquents,10
Besides these general orienting data,.it is per

tinent to consider at this point, a major topic, the first 
primary group in its relation to the genetics of delin
quency, • . - ■: /<: ■

Healy*s Criteria on Family Relationships
As More or Less Directly 'Causative, , \■ Delinquency • ,

More pages have been written on the family as a factor 
in delinquency, than on any other single influence.. This is • 
appropriate because of the vital significance of the family 
as "the cradle of the .personality," The most formative in
fluences upon the developing child originate within the. 
family. It is in this midst that the basic reaction patterns, 
of thinking and feeling, the norms and values that assert a 
durable, persisting influence upon.the individual8 s subsequent . 
life history are established. To whom, then, should

': 10o William 'Healy and Augusta F, Bronner, "What Makes a Child Delinquent?", The Forty-seventh yearbook,.Rationai 
Society for the Study of Education (Chicago: Culvers!ty of 
Chicago Press, 1%7)T PP° 30-31»
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responsibility for delinquent behavior;and/ delinquent 
attitudes be assigned? In one way or another' the parents 
have been unequal to the task. Because of certain inadequacies 
(poor relationships among the various members of the family 
circlej, methods of training and disciplinê  standards and 
interests of the home).a confusion and subsequent distortion 
have affected the soil in which the growth of personality 
and character are rooted =, Of prime Importancê ,, agree Healy
■ ' : • 11 ■■ ■■and Bronner, . are the motivations to delinquency which 

spring from these sources. Often they are difficult to 
discover and to evaluate properly,, .Usually the child ex
cludes from his conscious thinking' elements especially pain
ful. ■ ' /. : . ; ' ,

Before launching into further discussion on the sub
ject, Healy1s opihion, already given, must again be empha
sized. First in importance, even directly following birth, 
is the love life. The feeling of being loved gives a sense 
of security that forms a bulwark against the manifold diffi
culties of life. As a matter of fact, Healy and Bronner dee 
clare that the failure of parents to .provide adequate
emotional security for their children Is even more important

12 : . . ;  than economic and social advantage, The child may commit
delinquencies by Way of retaliation when parents, are unduly 

11 o LOC . C3-1 o
12. William Healy and Augusta'.F. Bronner, Hew Eight 

on Delinquency and Its Treatment (Hew Haven: Institute of 
Human Relations, iqJBT, pp. 31-33.



criticalg/ when they• taunt children with their imperfections# 7 
when they re jec t a child and "wish he had never been born." 
in order to satisfy the strivings of his thwarted ego> he, 
may do some thing. to ■ at trad t at tentl on. y Perhaps hi s-' behavior 
ia'ah escape mechanism and a release from boredom. Many may 
believe . that all - -parents, especlaliy motherss love, their . 
children, -but Healy and Bronner refute this generally .7
’accepted•opinion. :They.contend that students of problem 
children Tknow from experience that an astonishingly large . 
number were unwanted and unloved. Of ten; unconsciously the, - - 
rejected; child turns' on, society for-revenge. Frustrated in 
his: desire to •receive and give affection, he may -become '77. 
bitter, mean,, hostile and:: aggfesive.y/ .in such cases the child 
himself does not understand the source of his misbehavlor 
The oft-proclaimed "practical"■issues Involved in deaiihg 
with the delinquent naturally lead to attempts to explain 
'suchi behavior -.in. the. slinpies.t posMble^ 7 77.
' 7 : 7 Speaking ’ Of easy explanations, "Healy and̂  Bronner" h , .
:question what one can. say when confronted by this,fairly 
typical set of facts:.'. Stanley, who is a product :pf a miser
able 'neighborhood where gangs abound, steals, .plays truant 
and is defiant. His mother scrubs office buildings; his 
father,. who. was once better offs now drinks.- Surely .Stanley1

V 13» Healy and Bronner, "What Makes a Child Delinquent?" 
opk .cit.,-pp. 30-33. ,'yy7,.y s .7.7;, 7'7,7 • ‘ . y;"'7 ,.y y y';7’ i 7-'. y



delinquency is easily understood. Or is it? Under-ex
actly the same circumstances Stanley1 s brother,,- Joe$ who' 
is close in age, is a model.of virtueo On this basis Healy' 
and Bronner felt their first judgment had been superficial0 
The crux of the" difference between the boys lay in their 
relationships' with their father a. Even when,8 tanley, the 
elder, was a baby his father showed an extreme jealously of 
him, This dislike exhibited itself in a great many ways 
such.as in harshnessp punishment even for trifles, so that 
before long the boy reacted with equally hostile feelings»
He neither loved nor respected his father« Perhaps he was 
aggressive and self-willed by nature■as well -as by cohdi- ; 
tibning« ' %atever the source, he expressed his resentment 
by active delinquency» He developed a "chip bn the shouldern 
attitude and displayed it to all but the gang from whom he 
obtained recognition̂  Joe, on the other hand, had a differ
ent start in life. His father centered affection, accepted ' 
and approved of him and allotted to him the favored .place in
■ " - 15 : ■ ... : : ■■ :;b b :. ■ .the household. -

While ..an affectionate relationship with a good parent 
has played a major role in the destiny of many, says Healy, 
unfortunately when a loved parent is himself a misdoer, such 
an affecfional response sometimes tends to produce mlsbehavior.
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The growth of the child’s ethical concepts may then uncon
sciously be stifled in the effort to prevent criticism from 
destroying love= During the course of their research 
Healy and Bronner dealt with offenders whose misbehavior 
was the direct result of definitely aligning themselves 
with the attitudes of the parent toward some form of unso- . 
cial .behavior o Others , because of identification., followed 
in the footsteps of fathers' who were either gamblers, rack
eteers or just generally dishonest» The same principles 
applied to some girls who lived with affectionate but 1m-

; ‘ ■■■; : ' *":H I. ' f : 16moral mothers and who later became sex offenders themselves„ 
Distinct from the above but still related are the-ef-' 

fects of parental management and control. Ho child can re
nounce without a struggle what he instinctively wants to do, 
for this inevitably involves frustration. Even a baby has 
to be trained, in'social-ly-acceptable patterns of behavior .
The process of learning to control Instinctive demands may 
be tolerable or intolerable, depending on the emotional 
concomitants of the process. This viewpoint may well imply a. 
question on what constitutes emotional, concomitants. In their 
article on this topic in the Yearbook, the authors explain, 
that the kind of upbringing which is unreasonable and incon
sistent leads to resentment, hostility, and unwillingness to 
conform. This, resentment, first directed by means of rebellion

l6, hoc, cit.
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against the law of the home * carries over at times either 
against school authority or the dictates of society, some
times both. Their article states that, considering the 
multitude of sins.committed against childreh, it is not 
surprising that many are mischievous, defiant or definitely 
delinquent. Confusion results when a child is cuffed and 
yanked for indulging in quite normal plays screamed at and 
scolded on one day and ignored or even smiled at on another 
for identical behaviors treated with violent abuse or with 
too easy indulgences and generally subjected to various 
other contrary patterns of behavior. Often in terms of acute 
dissatisfaction the youngsters explained that they turned 
to delinquency, because, for the moment, it was an exciting 
and "satisfying activity, !,Hothing to do at home,” "Ho fun 
there, ” '"Ho things of my own,” "I can11 make things' there, ” '; - f..- . ■; ' ■ .. ■; / . 17
"Only sissy games," "She won1t let me have my friends in," 
These unfavorable conditions were evident not only in many 
families who live on the.wrong side of the tracks, and whose, 
meager incomes necessitate cramped and bare quarters, but . 
they are found also,'among those in comfortable circumstances. 
They denote unintelligent upbringing and lack of concern for 
the child’s needs.

Certain situations produce deep emotional upsets, Ac- r 
cording to Healy and Bronner, the overloved or overprotected

17° ‘ hoc, eit.
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child may also be a'problem, remain immatures poorly ad
justed socially and neurotic, but on the whole he is less 
likely to be delinquentc On the other hand, the most diffi
cult delinquents are those who, inadvertently or from out
side sources, discovered that they had been either adopted 
or illegitimate0 Healy and Bronner knew adolescents whose 
world crumbled at this information0 As.a result' they read
ily resorted to anti-social conduct, vowing that since they 
had been so lied to all their lives, they would trust no - .
one in the futurej; they would fend for themselves and do 
as they pleased. One boy after he learned that the kind 
people who had brought him up were not his parents, ran away,, 
stoned the house, slept in a stable, burglarized other places
and boldly announced in court that he would never live in his

V. ' " . 18 : ; - - ■former home or in any other home. ‘ •
Numerous other Intrafamilial studies of dominant eti

ologies among delinquents stress the relationship between 
the internal and external, for' example, the emotional dis
tress suffered by the child as a result of his subjective 
response to circumstances in his immediate primary groups.
This phase is particularly exemplified in one of the studies.

■ ■: u : 19 '■■ ■ : ' -■ ■ ■ :of their composite works. In this book the authors expounded

' . 18o Ibid., p. 35= . ..
19o William Healy and Augusta P. Bronner, Delinquents 

and Criminals, Their Making and Unmaking (New York? The Macmillan Co., 1̂ 257"
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a theory .of delinquent behavior hased upon the most scientific 
casework investigation̂  The sample selected, 153 ;delinquents, 
constituted an excellent group, for the purpose of their re
search since it represented offenders in three cities--Boston, 
Hew Haven, and Detroit, These individuals were studied clin
ically by psychiatrists, psychologists, and psychiatric case 
workers who pursued their analyses far more intensively and 
extensively than is customary in ordinary studies of causation. 
All the deviants had nondelinquent siblings who made up the 
control group = Scientifioaliy this was a 'feasible method ofi. 
approach for backgrounds, in a sense, were similar® New light
could thus be gained more readily on the conduct motives in

b , ' : ■ b ' ' ..:bb; . . ' 20of fenders When they were compared with the nondelinquents =,
b; b .. in the' main Healy and Brenner hoped to discover why two 
or more children in the same family behaved so differently0 
Contrary to their usual procedure of working solely with the 
offender, they proposed to learn what could be accomplished 
by considering the family as a unit® This point of departure 
was based on present scientific experience® Attempts at modi
fication .of behavior of biological units in other fields pro-. 
ceed from the standpoint that tendencies cannot be altered 
without taking into account environmental influences and the 
prior conditionings of experiences® Since, as has:already . 
been stated, the most immediate, the most influential and the

20® Healy and Bronner, New Light on Delinquency and Its Treatment® , -
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most conditioning environment of young human beings is that ■ 
of famiiy life and its relationshipsg is it sensible, question 
the investigators, to. expect that behavior tendencies can be 
reconstructed without.modifying the family interrelationships 
that must be actively playing a part in creating the experi
ences and attitudes which left the young individual sus
ceptible to the growth of delinquent ideation and behavior?
The research attributed an Important significance to the 
deleterious social factors that appeared in many of the cases. 
In only twenty-two instances of their 153 delinquents did 
they find the child living in a favorable situation based on 
the following criteria:

1» Reasonably good home conditions from the. I'
standpoint of stability, living conditions, nor-: ,
mal recreational; opportunities =

2„ Reasonably good family attitude's from the 
. standpoint of avoidance of friction, rational 
treatment of children, and being law abiding.

. . 3= Neighborhood not distinctly bad from the
standpoint of inimical influence s„21
Two of these categories of influence were favorable in 

only nineteen additional cases» When the family and neigh
borhood Conditions were favorable, the workers found evi
dence" of the importance of these situational variables in 
the fact that there were .fewer eases<, . They also attempted 
an enumeration of facts.which may approximate a

21 o Ibid., p./ 29o
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'characterization of the parents<, Tjaey therefore thought it 
worth while to list some obvious deviations from figures for 
the general population. In most cases the personality at
tributes of the parents were quite well enough, known for . •
this purpose by two or more members of the staff,

The table of facts procured by the clinicians showed 
Clearly that in many of the families, the opportunities 
ordinarily regarded as necessary for absorption of good 
ideals from parental example or for the development of re
spectful attitudes toward parental personality and authority 
were decidedly lacking« However, the comparison of delin-
:qUents.and nondeiinquents in the study pointed out that sta-
; ■;;; y % ' - ' i ■ ■ y: ■ 22tisties of surface facts do not tell the real story.

As.to. the question of heredity in its relation to the 
origin of delinquency, the . child beiiaviorists agree that 
though they know the inaccuracy of the popular concept re
garding this phenomenon, yet an account of findings on the 
heredity of the;delinquents in their series seems in order, . 
Perhaps alcoholism, psychosis, epilepsy, and criminalism as 
they, appear in the forebears will be' regarded as important. 
For these the figures as known for the 153 families run as

23 ■ ■ .. ;• 'follows: ' .

22, Ibid,, p. 28,
23, Ibid,, p, 38,
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■ -  ̂ : ; Cases. ,  Parents Grandparents
Heavily alcoholic- 35 18
Psychosis . - 8 6Epilepsy ; ' ;-v 'i . , : ; y 1.2
Criminalism ;.y . . lo ' 6- Prostitution- ' . 2 ■
Outside of mental 'ahnormality* they contend, there was

hot reliable proof of the inheritance of such behavior 
: . ’ • : '■ : ' 24 characteristics as delinquency and criminality. In;two

cases (one an epileptic with a probable epileptic person
ality who had an epileptic father, and one whose assaultive 
delinquent behavior was maniacal in type and whose:father 
was a manic-depressive).the significance of the Inheritance 
was clear. But it was interesting to note that this latter 
boy had a twin and seven other siblings, all of whom 
-appeared to be normal mentally» - The fact of the matter 
is that unless one really knows what the chromosomes and 
-genes carry over, he can never be in the position to evalu
ate heredity./. Hondeliuquents as well, as delinquents in the 
same families give evidence that very differently behaving; 
individuals'may come from the same stock» Oh‘this basis 
the investigators argue that it appears hazardous to offer r 
any conclusion 'cohcernihg the possible relationship of

... 21}.» Edith Ro Spaulding and William Healy, "Inheritance as a Factor in Criminality, " Physical Bases of -Crime 
-(Eastern, Pa.: American Academy of Medicine Press, l̂ lh), -s 
-pp. [}.5-52o. ; - '

25° Healy and Bronner, Hew Light on Delinquency and -' 
Its Treatment, op® oit®, pp. 38-39°
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■ heredity to delinquency = Difficulty of interpretation lies'
ih the fact that often:youth is surrounded by bad social
situations« the effects of • which-, are not those of biological •
inheritance! . - ■; • . . ■ . -v'
-.%'. The 'wofkers also investigated the subjective person- ; ■

allty fac tors and obtained outstanding data on developinental '
history,' psychological deviations, and physical .habits in 1.
contrasts; dravm; between the delinquents and controls. ' Ihese 1
data gave rather clear evidence of. the relevance of constl- .
tutional and;psychological factors in the making of the : '
delinquehtl " ;lt: was: found there was a much higher, frequency .:

. . ... . 27of defect and" disorder, among delinquents. • "

- v t- - .; : ;/ . Healy and Brenner * s Survey of Their Data' ■■

. 1" In' suryevlhg 'their, data, Healy and Bronner1 s remarks on.
" some points are interesting, for they show the strength and: ■ .
• we akness of a few dogmatic : assertions crdinarlly - taken for 
granted as a de .facto;̂ .relationship by- the laity® For the . 
most part the health history had very little direct meaning / - 
in.relation to the causation of conduct trends * However, an 

■ obvious.;, except ion. was found in cases of damage to the brain®
A reliable account of severe head injury was' "obtained in-, nine 
instances ® judgment on . the :■ severity; of the injury was based .:

26. Loci cite • '
27o Ibid., pp . 73-77.:



on hospital reports, or histories of a considerable; period of 
tine bn scion snes s foil bwing the aeci dent» '-While every case .had: ■ 
to be interpreted for"itself, in. general the: after-effects 'of 
such injuries in producing behavior instabilities are well: 
known« Z; / ■ ■- : y' : C:f‘y •

: Very, thorough biochemical fstudies were al so made of. a .: 
number of : cases which were eonsidered to be possibly suf- f 
fering from • endbor inop a thy. . The clear di agno’sls of glandu-' . 
laf . disfunction was made in • six instances, and four othersf-;;

■ wefe: ■ susplc 1 ous: -caseŝ  . Only very indirect relationship bf 
their physical trouble to delinquency was eyident. In eyery 
case, causations yrere'complexo Healy and Bfbnner therefore 
reiterate that many individuals^ with." the. same physical male 
:fuhbtiohihg db: not beeome delinquent«. v  ̂ |
; vCbntrsLiy' to. accepted belief , the research did not show 
that delinquents have more ;abilify for manual 'tasks and oc
cupations; more ability to work with concrete material, than 
they demonstrate for the more intellectual work;' that ;is>dê  . 
manded in .tests used for intelligence rating,. y -

Likewise, the physical status of- the. delinquent at the / 
time - of the study could be shown -to have meaning for pro.duc- . 
ing delinquency only in rare cases where it was related to 
embtibnal and Social life--f or instance, ' in producing In- 
ferioflfy situations and dissatisfactlbns, Here-again, non- 
delinquents .'.often were faced witli - the same situation,
‘ . Consensus of opinion did not hold true on this.next
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point either.o Though extreme school dissatisfaction was 
expressed by many delinquents# the workers were surprised 
to find that careful psychological testing failed to reveal 
in this series any clear-cut cases of such special dls-
/ ' -../v ■-vi ; V.: ̂ )ability for school subjects aa reading disability*

Healy! s Analysis of the School Situation 
as a Factor .Leading to Delinquency '

While on the subject of school9 though this forthcom
ing material is distinct from the above, Healy and Bronner 
in their article "What Makes a Child Delinquent" raise the 
question of whether school life plays any.part in making a 
child delinquent0 They contend that a great proportion of 
delinquents say, in one way or another, that they hate 
school® Here, then, is the main issue* >

The school claims for many years a share of the child’s 
time second only to that spent at home, Evidently in many 
instances where a child becomes delinquent, his school has 
not afforded him an atmosphere that has made him happy*
Healy recognizes that the school is often confronted.with 
great difficulties when children come handicapped by/dis- 
torted persbn&lities and attitudes. Also, the school.may ■ 
give the child valuable or harmful new experiences, and it 
may be the means of combatting or preventing tendencies to 
misconduct* Unwittingly it may even create deviating behavior® 

Because the teacher has authority, Healy holds that he



may ;-be "likened , td a parent and thus have a tremendously 
constructive- influence. On the. contrary, • the%teacher may 
-adopt unfortunate attitudes similar to those some children 
experience at home I He ' may seem unreasonable in demands* 
harsh,: dictatoriai': and -discrimihatingG Slurs, taunts, cut
ting remarks, evidences of' soeia.1 and' racial prejudice may ,• 
arouse or accehtuate feelings of: inferiority, .which in turn- 
are reflected.in reckless, anti-social behavior» To a child 
.who hatt stiff e r edgf r om :;p arent al.. faults, ; the . re inf or cement Of 1. 
emotional d^age begun at home teuda to have a further de- 
struetive influence on character development and consequent-

: ; yy: V i;.: n / 28 ■ ■ ■ -ly the youngster la not̂ 'e ■'
Besides the . pers.pnal relationships, between teacher and g 

pupil which may produce;Vdlaturbdng ;elements, another point 
stressed is that the school may or may not satisfy the . - 
fundamental need of the child to feel adequate» Because in. 
the.,c1assroom and on the playground each,chi1d finds:himself 
among" his peers, there -are naturally' comparisons, and.competi- 
tion, Peelings of■inadequacy or adequacy"are bound to arise* 
Prom the former grows the so-called- Inferiority complex 
which is expressed in withdrawal and discouragement or- in 
compensatory activities* .-IJnconscidtisly aimed endeavors to 
compensate for inferiority sometimes result in delinquency»
A few life situations demonstrating how ihferiority 'feelings

: 28* Healy and Bronher, "What .Makes â fhilti. Belin- 
quent?”, op, cit* , pp. 33~k-5° '-/k.. : " ' ; V: t iif ' .



develop from several types of handicaps are illustrated be=
• 29 ■ , - • :•low*

Some of the toughest and most defiant behavior encoun
tered by the analysts was largely reaction to the jibes en
countered in school life by youngsters with clubfeet, 
strabismus (cross-eyes)9 severe acne, undersize or other 
physical conditions* Less seldom observed but sometimes 
very clear in its import was wayward behavior on the part 
of a girl with a physical deformity*

Since, the ego is the most vulnerable part of the per
sonality , inferiority feelings are frequently caused when a 
child is handicapped in mental equipment* The feebleminded 
child who has bright siblings or is wrongly placed in school 
the' dull but hardly feebleminded child who finds himself 
among the normal or superior is usually unhappy, senses his 
inferiority, seeks and finds satisfaction in delinquency*
As a whole the definitely defective do not form a very 
large percentage of the deviants, yet the number of defec- . 
tives among delinquents is four or five times as great as 
among the general population of their age groups * Since 
classes more commonly exist for the . feebleminded child than 
for merely the dull and retarded̂  the latter commonly are 
badly placed' academically and socially and constitute a 
real hazard as potential misdoers*



One clever but dishonest boy of fourteen,- retarded in 
school and incapable of fir-st-igrade: reading,; felt thwarted 
by inferiority so much that it was'impossible to induce • 
him/to-' accept remedial tutorinĝ : Z;%  har# that'had been , 
done was practically past remedy. He felt, and even said,
. that/the; best thing: ;for 'him/was/to- go on/with, his shady 
pursuits,, for which he had - besh sent to the- court in the 
first place* ; Through an unfortunate school situation, this 
boy acquired knowledge of illegal' activities in"fields where/
V f/'t, b ■ v '/f' - 30
he could use his good general intelligence.to - advantagê

These illusfratioris,: showing;how certain dlsturbihg,' 
elements lead to anti-social conduct, coincide with data - 
,obtalhod from- - studies of the series in New hight ,on Delln- 
quency and Its Treatment* The workers qbserved that ; 
hlhety-pne percent of the delinquents suffered from major 
emotional disturbances, seventy-five percent dispiayed a 
marke d : ant ip a thy to parents or- to school»•' In 'grea t c ontra s t 
11 was ■ found that.. of the' nondelinquents, only thirteeh per- 
cent had such profound.emotion-prpvbking ezberiehces* // 
Among the 1̂ 3 offenders, the principal maladjustments found * 
were the following:/ .:-'// - . ./j//; / y -

. 30* hoc. cit-. ' . h . " ; "
... 31. Healy and Bronner, Hew Light . on Delinquency and 

Its Treatmeht, p. Ii8. j//:,/:;;/ - -  ,/ - :../h;/
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'; cases-:. :r..; : ; : g;', • ' / / /
' lj.5 : Deep feelings of being thwarted in self- ' -:;- expression and other - self-satisfactions

/ {: 3̂ - Peelingslof being rejected, unloved or- insecure in affectlonal relationships -
' 62  ̂Marked feelings of inadequacy or inferibrity. \ :
' v :;' v ’ in- some situations - or actiyitles- V ,;' ' ' •",

. .' - '43. ‘ rv-l̂ iofcional- disturbances about family dis- ' '-1f ' . harmonies,-' discipline, and' other related I-.
things ■ . . ■ ,

43 .-Great persisting' sibling jealousy or v .
■ V : . rivalry. ; VVyyJ;-- :'-;;44;y ;' 4dal'-' '.444'': '

19 - Deep-set.internal emotional conflicts -
11 - An unconscious sense of. guilt and feeling- 1of need;for punishment.32 ;- ' . • .

. Comparison and analysis of the two series by Healy and 
Brohner revealed that since the control group experienced, 
emotional discomfort less often, they-expressed their needs 
in soclally- ac c ep table. way s, -^ . te chnique S ' in the,;
'fbrm of anti-social activity. Moreover, the.workers» ob
served .‘that :the 'greater docility and lesser gregariousness 
-of' the' nondelinquents facilitated outlets and re active mani-' 
festatlons of their needs which were'both moral and legal 
from, a social standpoint. On the contrary,•::the delinquents, 
more often thwarted, rejected and disturbed, found substitu- 
tive outlets for their.psychological needs in activity that 
led to delinquency's. ̂ Such •case histories; exemplify Healy5 s -

32. ' Ibid. p .  49-
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theory that delinquency is a channel for misdirected ■ 
drives,. ,•

In the series there were eight pairs of non-identical 
twins. Optimistically, the clinicians believed that through 
this select group they might-uncover factors that would 
permit scientific prognostication of delinquency because the 
differences significant for delinquency might be segregated. 
They reasoned that better evaluation could be made of the 
causes of differences in twins than was possible in the 
case of siblings, for many variables would be eliminated. 
Twins were ■ the ' same chronological. age.y their order of birth 
was practically identicalj and all factors, such' as health, 
ages economic and social situation which accounted for the 
attitudes of the parents would apply to one.as it did to the 
other, . .

In the analysis bf certain items -of factual material 
bearing on the behavior patterns of the delinquent twin and 
on the nondelinquent, twin, the investigators found that 
except for the combination of abnormal personality plus' 
deeply-felt thwartings and dissatisfactions in addition to 
injurious family conditions (a combination applicable to 
only a few cases), there was no semblance of a clear-cut 
composite of factors which prognosticate delinquency.
Purther, they felt it was hazardous to predict such
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\ - 33inevitable behavior from even this combination of traits,

Personal Inventorj of One Pair of Healy*s Comparative Study of Dizygotic Twins .

Although nothing really tangible was derived from the 
above conclusions which would result in a workable formula 
for the prevention of delinquency, Healy and Bronner be
lieved that deeply felt emotional discomfort during babyhood 
might possibly be a sign of conditioning of the personality, 
the effect bf which would /eventually be delinquency* The 
following brief narrative sets forth the:family situation, 
the reciprocal relationship of the parents and children, and- 
reveals the 'conditioning, experiences as well as the reactive 
tendencies of the delinquent and the control. The authors 
focus attention on the association of factors which serve 
to show how basic;and far-reaching all these elements and 
•indoctrinating, behavior patterns may be for the production 
or prevention of delinquency.

This study of a seventeen-year-old boy and a girl, 
twins, living near new Haven points out the contrast in con
stitutional make-up, probably of a'congenital nature rather 
than hereditary. The girl appeared to be an unaffected, 
healthy-minded, normal individual. On the other hand, while 
physical examination of the boy did not show any apparent

33°. Ibid., pp. 92=95°
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deviation of the sex .organs, yet there was no mistaking the 
typeo He was immaculately dressed, had exaggerated 
feminine mannerisms, plucked eyebrows, and even at the 
clinic took out a pocket mirror and tried to improve his 
fair complexion,, -

The one older brother, a well-adjusted individual, was 
born ten years before the twins, so that the mother looked 
forward to a second child with great joy and hoped for a 
girl. However, both parents were disappointed, because of 
the birth of twins. At birth.the boy was the healthier of 
the two, while the girl, cried".a good deal in addition to 
having spells of holding her breath. :Contrary to usual 
expected patterns of behavior in the control, she had to be 
.trained to be right-handed and had numerous nervous habits 
such as biting her nails or picking at a piece of paper.
The boy was naturally right-handed and free of any nervous 
habits. ’ ;; . ■:I . ■

In tracing the delinquent?s history at the clinic, to 
which he"was referred ̂ because as a homosexual he was solic
iting men in a park, his story showed that his delinquent 
activities began at the age of ten when he-made his first 
appearance at the juvenile court, Factual data of viola
tions started with such deviations as truancy, staying out 
over night in parked cars, and running away from home.. ■ 
Later he was apprehended by the police .and. placed in deten
tion homes. Thereafter from distant cities the police
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communicated, with, his parents to send funds for his return 
homeh On several ;■ occasions he stole, money,- "but this kind 
of law breaking was limited3to his own family. His first 
theft was at the age of ten, when he stole ten dollars and 
ran away from home.

Still deeper probing of his history in relation to 
tendencies toward, homosexuality revealed that his mother 
wanted him to ’’look nice” and thought it much better for 
him when little to play with "nice little girls” rather than 
with bad boys. Questioned further, the mother stated that 
beginning when he was about four years old the boy wanted 
clothes of the same color and material as his sister and 
to wear her beads and other ornaments. At a later age he 
frequently stole silk underclothes from his mother and 
sister. As a small boy he was afraid of other boys; he 
played with dolls and other games with his sister’s friends. 
In the boy’s record when he appeared before the court at 
ten years of age, the mother’s statement was that he had 
played so much with girls that boys did not like him. This 
was evidently given in explanation - of his truancy and run? 
ning away. The mother also attributed his ..early misbehavior 
to his having been influenced by the movies. In fact, he 
was still extremely fond of the movies and theater, and 
through correspondence and contacts he accumulated quite a 
collection of pictures and autographs of actors and 
actresses. One of his pet hopes was that some day he would



appea:r , on ; We 'atage, ; ' ' L,'-: '' ' : - " , ; 'V;
l̂aie' paraded on the street in girl8 s clothes.

He • tihst;: iiaire - had much mental conflict about his /first homo
sexual experience at the age of twelve5: because he was ̂ 
careful to coneeal thi s fac t» By the time tie was sixteen. 
When .away from home he. lived. with men for immoral purposes ' / 
and received.money from them. The men with, whom he con
sorted were- hf superior .typey. and /.many were :celebrated̂ ' :.
- The twins • showed ability in school.. The boy8 s: I. Q. ■ 

was 107, six points lower than his sister8 S. ;He:failed in 
the tenth grade, -while ..She continued and made a good record. 
At the clinic he: .appeared thoroughly nonchalant., and yowed 
he had no intention, whatever of,relinquishing his homo
sexual life. . , ■Toward his parents he was aggressively defiant 
and impudent. .,He hated them, felt'he had been greatly In
jured:, 'misunderstood:and̂ mismanaged, and as a result was 
thwirted in normal masculine development. He stated it: was 
not his fault that he was either born or brought up. that 
wa; Els mother had never giyen him opportunity to play ' 
with boys. He. always had to. play with his sister and had 
never played baseball. ' ■' •• . ■ ' /

In analyzing this case the ihve st Igators we re" of the 
op ini. on- - ttia t / tha ■ boy1. s a t f emp t a t revenge was shown by re
peated stealing from his parents and his vindictive behavior 
toward them. - This running away from good home circumstances 
and normally affectionate.parents was unusual because it was

' '  214101
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done by an effeminate ."b.py so largely unalDle :to mee-6 the . 
worldo His later attempt to resolve the conflict was by 
the ■■method of giving way to instinctive; urges o'. All this 
undoubtedly helped compensate .somehow for his inferiority 
complex. At ten years of age he had evinced his emotional 
discomfort, for he had an immense feeling of inadequacy 
in his relationship with boyso" ' . • ^

In this instance the father■admitted to the clinicians, 
partiality toward the girl, Subconsciously the boy must 
have had a feeling of being rejected or deprived of paren
tal affection. This' accounted for his frustration and sub- - 
sequent manifestations in rebellious reactions. He insisted 
that he did not want to go home, and asked the judge to send 
him to a correctional school, '

As a final commentary on the two series, Healy and 
Bronher. raise the. questiondan there be any doubt, from 
the above contrasts in the emotional experiences and atti
tudes of the delinquents and'.controls, . that a new outlook 
upon causes.is imperative? If knowledge of causes is es
sential for development of the best methods of treatment, 
as it is elsewhere in■ science*, then an entirely new orienta
tion In: this field of genetics is indispensable;. Above all, 
they emphasize that-there are more fundamental considerations 
than the mere o.byective data which are revealed by the

3I4.0 Ibid,, pp, 102-106,
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delihqueiTfc1 s ■ lif e „ " As a guiding prlnc iple, In dealing with 
the problem of juvenile delinquency, they suggest shifting 
the emphasis of various supposedly causal factors in past 
studies to the deleterious effects caused by emotional imp11

- : ■■ . 3 5cations of human relationships

Healy*s Opinion on the Effects of Detention

Among all environmental conditions which tend to create 
anti-social conduct, none are- better known than:those which 
surround offenders during c Us tody, “The very person whom 
society desires to reform, is .often made .much worse' by ex- 
periences forced upon him. The feelings that prevail during 
custody of the delinquent are. that he is a punishable in
dividual and therefore no special pains should be taken for 
his comfort = According to Healy, as ordinarily carried out 
the whole custodial procedure has little sanity in it.

Authoritative testimony on the frequently injurious 
influence of experiences under detention is abundant, In 
his chapter on the etiology of crime, Lombroso states that

f  : : v: .; ■ ■ : . ; 36 ;"one of the greatest factors in crime is the prispn," ,
Healy-agrees with Lombroso that the pickpocket and the cut
throat often have learned in prison, at the expense of the 
state, skilled methods of committing all sorts of

3̂ , Ibid,, p, 120.
f ’ 36', Gesare Lombroso. Crime'Its Causes and Remedies(Boston: Little, Brown and Co,, ipidT,"!?! hrJ 11 quoted in 
William Healy, The Individual Delinquent, op, cit,, p, 226,
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violations against law and order. And Holmes asks?
. Why is it that a man*s facial expression . changes during a long detention? Why is, it that his voice becomes hard and unnatural? Why is ;
it that his eyes become shiftys cunning and wild?.
It is not because of hard work— it is the insti
tution that does it, the long-continued soul- 
and-mind-destroying monotony ....37
Based on valid facts, Healy declares that the detention 

experiences were often the worst in the delinquent's whole 
life. .The most untoward effects of incarceration, those 
which always impressed, him greatly in his study of causes, 
were in the realm of psychic contagion. Often during cus
tody there was a ;spread- of pernicious ideas about sexual 
affairs, both through verbal communication and actual ex
perience with others. ' This was-a subject of great import. 
The most convincing aspect of the seriousness of this matter 
was revealed in case histories proving that undermining of 
moral regard for the natural and social laws concerning sex 
affairs was provocative of other criminalism. There was 
much more significance to the fact than the mere learning 
of sex knowledge seemed to imply. A wide range of new 
anti-social impulses often followed. It was acknowledged on 
every hand that contagion of this sort took place with 
great frequency in all kinds of custodial institutions.
Where old offenders were mixed; with young ones, as in many 
jails, the results were intolerably bad» Healy felt that

37o Arthur Holmes-, Conservation of the Child, p. 342* quoted in Healy, The Individual Delinquent, p„ 22b,
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if there, were Vmore appreciation /of the psychological 
-ramifications of this psychic infection-, more justice would 
he done/in'.this matter. . . . ' - - ' .

Professional criminals have stated that the enforced 
congregating of offenders was a significant causative fac
tor in delinquency* During imprisonment the older, man was 
on the lookout for future partners, and he tried to enlist 
those who had intelligence and nerve* Another-baneful ef
fect of detention was the development of mental content 
which led. to criminalism* All sorts of undesirable, forms 
of imagery were apt to fill the prolonged vacuities of 
mental life during custody* There Was the constant sugges
tion toward misconduct which came from thinking of one's 
self as an offender* There were all the sex imageries which, 
came from deprivation*.- There was the inner restlessness re
sulting from lack of physical activity* Healy emphasized 
that it was plain that if absolutely innocent individuals
were put under prison conditions, they would tend to develop

- 'i 38 ■ .anti-social conceptions of conduct* -"
.: Discussing further the danger of detention, he bemoans

the fact that society is ignorant regarding the efficacy 
of correctional institutions* He believes there is a 
strongly-developed -notion in modern times that such institu
tions are really correctional and reformative* Frequently

380 Healy, The individual Delinquent, pp. 310-315*
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there are several reasons in the minds of those In authority 
that- form the basis of - decision t-d comm.it an offendero Too 
often the inclination of a commission may be to serve the 
interest of the department rather than the needs of the 
individual offender. The reasons for this are that it 
satisfies the injured; it gets the offender, out of the way 
for the time being; it may be regarded as retribution; it 
supposedly deters others from committing offenses; it offers 
some chance for reformation; and quite often it appears to be

. 39 ■the easiest solution, of the case. Also, as in other life 
situations, the judge is-very humanly influenced by his moods, 
notions and"-'prejudices and has-to make, without aid from 
science,' :many ;decisions which involve errors if outcomes are 
the. criteria. Nevertheless where there is so much at stake, . 
the great need is for proof rather than for belief, and for 
knowledge rather than mere guesswork. Only from accumulated 
data showing the 'Significance, of original situations and later 
careers can there be built up knowledge fundamental to intelli
gent effort in any field where there is an attempt to control 
or modify material and situations. .

Eemedies for all this are matters, of the deepest con
cern to Healy. As the new science develops-, he hopes there 
will be a better understanding of all the hazards and evil

39° Healy and Bronner, Delinquents and Criminals, 
Their Making and Unmaking, p. 217.
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influences which .custodial conditions have, upon human beings. 
While his wish in this respect is far- from being realized, 
still with the aid-of Augusta P. Bronner he has' made an at
tempt iti this direction. They evaluated the effects of various 
treatments of offenders in the light of thorough studies of 
outcomes-on the basis of success and failure. The careers, 
of ij.20: youths? of whom 311 had been committed to institutions, 
were followed. The findings were seventy percent of failures ; 
for the committed oases while only thirty-four percent of 
those who had not been committed failed.

In the search for causes 1t is difficult to avoid a -
certain amount of overlapping evident in Delinquents and 
Criminals, Their Making and Unmaking. This work was writ
ten earlier, than .New .Light on Delinquency and Its Treatment:
■ the two books are similar in that they present studies of 
series of delinquents, yet the subject matter is different.
The research of Delinquents and Criminals sketches the 
nature and.' extent: of behavior processing- in criminal 
careers and.was based/on material'gathered on recidivists 
in Chicago and-Boston with.a follow-up- study of their after 
..careers. The three juvenile groups utilized for study were:
(a) a series of 920 studied by the Chicago clinic between 
1909-19l).|. and followed up as a special research in 1921- 
19233 (b) a series of four hundred young male offenders who

ij-O. Healy, The Individual Delinquent, pp. 310-315°
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appeared in the Boston Juvenile Court in the years 
19lii. and whose careers were studied in. 1923 in relation to 
further delinquency5. ( c ) a ser 1 es of,' f our hundred boys who ; '
were originally studied at the Boston clinic from 1918- ' . :

- 1919 and whose careers were also followed, J - r ,,
For statistical analysis Eealy and Bronner used four v

... thousand c ases c ohsisting nf two thousand off enters studied :; c .
; by i them; In "Qhicago ; hetweeh .1909  ̂1915» . and two thousand ..

" :r_ studied in Boston from 191%-1923 ■> :; These larger - series" rep- ■
.; resented no selection except that they were juvenile : . -
/recidivists*'.; dntc6m.es in the Chicago series were investi- .; .

' . gated only in cases originally well enough known as to
' •■physical condition, mental make-up, background character is- ■
tics, and probable causes of .delinquency. The purpose of . •;

• - studying outcomes was an attempt by"the analysts to dis- 
: cover what had become of these delinquents in order to de

termine success or failure of the types of treatment given - - ■ :• 
• to juvenileSo The .unselected cases had to meet the fol- 

. blowing requirements: ' c: . . . . o n : ; 1 l l - . : :
■; •.' ( a) The individual at the time . of the . •

■. 1 initial Study was not above . juvenile court age,■ 3 ■ ; so::that:;treatment̂ : the effects 6f 'which they '■■: .
; I- :o studied,; - was administered through the juvenilec : 'h; court itself or through agencies dealing i#th : ' .

juvenileSo "

' ' lj.lo Healy and Brdnner, Delinquents and Criminals, ■ ■ :v .
.. Their Making and nnmakiUg,-' pp * 12-13 ° :
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- ' . (b) The individual was. old enough at the -
time of study to be well above the juvenile age ; "at the :time when the last follow-up report was . . '■ '
made, so that there was. a chance to judge the ; .v.:'i
.outcome in the- career' of the individual» Since 
most cases were fourteen years or over when first ■ seen at the clinic,"the average age of.the groupat.the time of the follow-up was approximately .

V - - ;twhnty-fi.ve .yearej":' ' . " ih': ■.
- .....(c) All cases had been actually dealt with '

by the juvenile -court. A very. few. came fromlj ., j 'lllihbis juvenile courts other than Chicago, '.- -
(d) ITo cases were included that were dealt

' j. with'by the" court for "only 'shprh periodŝ  such .‘ as those of runaway boys returned to their own ' j' - , homes in other cities or states,42 ■ : ..- . : , . .
■ In the -original studies the records included findings 
relative .to physical examination,.' psychological' t est re
sults, . family and personal history-, . sociological facts, " and', 
mental. analysis" A summary on probable direct causations : 
was made for each case. Only 920, cases fulfilled, reqjuire™ : 
me.nts for-/inclusion in the -grbnp-f - When follow-up was 
sought, ' a certain number of these, could not be. - found. . ;Some-.

; were: .dead,,/:ahd̂  some, were held in'."lhatitutions as mentally 
abnormal, The 6,7.5 cases who remained.for study, were those 
individuals, who s e careers in young adult life could be, a seer-' 
tained reliably enough tp permit evaluation in some measure. 

At the-"time Healy and Bronner planned this,study it i 
was ; recogniz/ed that it. would be impossible to make fine 
* discriminat 1 ons in evaluating success or failure. In the

Ifcf, Ibid., pp. l4-l5.'
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outcomes of girls1 cases where marriage had occurred., it ' 
was difficult to ascertain in many instances the subtler 
facts of'marltal' life« Only rough measurements.of • findings 
were possible, but even these offered opportunity for learn
ing much that was of value. Outcome was to be counted as 
success when the individual was living in the community 
without; known detriment to the community and had engaged in 
no criminalityo Conversely, failure denoted actual delin
quency o All individuals having adult court records and ad
judged guilty’as well as those committed to adult correc
tional institutions were regarded as failures= Others re
garded as failures were.vagrants, .excessive drinkers, extreme 
loafers,, those grossly immoral and, as a consequence, in
directly costly to societyo There were twenty-nine who were 
found to be irregular workers or non-contributors to their 
families even in time of great need; some were victim® of bad 
habitSb 'This last group was designated as being "Indifferent" 
outcome s,o

. For comparison with the Chicago series. Hesly and Bronner 
took male recidivists who appeared in the Boston Juvenile CovA 
Court during iqoq-iqili., the same years that the above group 
was.studied in Chicago= The clinicians desired to compare a • 
group equal in number and a.s similar as possible in the of- ■ 
fenses committed. Only four hundred offenders met the re
quired standards. In order to’make, a fair comparison, the 
investigators were limited to those of an age that would,, at
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the time of their follow-up research, be at least two years 
above juvenile court age„ Complete objective court records 
in Boston facilitated comparison with the, Chicago series, 
but since the analysts had not studied this group earlier, 
important.data pertaining to physical condition, mental make
up and backgrounds were lacking. From comparable studies of 
two thousand cases .in each city, the child behaviorists were 
optimistic about determining significant differences between

■ , : todelinquents and their backgrounds in those two cities.
The later careers were traced through the central re

cording system of the Massachusetts Probation Commission,
This ’registry-of information concerning delinquents was more 
complete than similar information found elsewhere. In

—  -V: : :d, ■ ' ;■ 'contrast, foilow-tip=.work in Chicago required difficult search
ing by field workers, ; '

A second comparable group of four hundred Boston juve
nile recidivists was taken from the clinicians1 own case 
records of 1918-1919° Follow-up work was carried on as 
usual, and facts known were much more thorough than those 
of the earlier series, -

For girl delinquents the clinicians made no attempt at 
inquiry concerning outcomes in a Boston series because very 
few of the failures reach court in adult life, and field 
inquiry would have been a difficult task. In the years

J4.3, Ibid,, pp, 16-18,
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. covered by Healy and Brenner's eerie s, the ratio of girls ■:
seen- in the court In Chicago was about four times that in 
Boston. -y /y : y-y : y/y vy; y; :v y y y-; ; y

- VJliile data on success and failure in this research are y
S' ' - ' ■■■ v • ; ■  '' - ; 7: ~ v  - M  '' 7 ... :.■interesting.Brom a statistical .Standpoint̂ -; a neat.;eti- .

7 ologieal - problem at" this:; point would'be to.de termine' why. :;7:
;some offenders continue on the. assembly line of crime pro
duction whereas others drop off before processing goes very -7 

far. :pne may. well ask whether these comparative studies ...' 
will lend themselves toya. bet ter -solution : gf; the my story 6.
That-is7 indeed, a moot gues tion. 7 ■...-y . 7 ;- y

; : SSfdre proceeding .fur tepr^^apfew^ords- re la t ing7 to - the ..
careers of the young repeated offenders studied.in Chicago 
beglnhihg wi th Ipop will here suffice. At the. time the , - , 7
study- was made7 most,of them were beyond the great crime 
period of Ilfê  the ages.between eighteen and twenty-three. 
Enough time had therefore elapsed f or judgment on -the f.o 1- 
1 owing questiony Hoeffective was the legalistic ’and .;
social treatment accorded them? • Outcomes of the 675 Chicago :
: ̂ y  ',;7r - , ■y i'.ut'-' '-''y- . ' : - .w'.-,--- 7. -y.yy. "7y'yy7 - ' 40pases:; Sre.:enltghtenittg as: .revealed /by th-® .f ollowing-f igures; .

44<■ Ibid., p. 23. -..
: 44° Ibid. j,' pp-o'. 281-282;: see Tables 57 and 58.
46° . Ibid..; p., 28. y • . - 7
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Males Females ■ Total
Success l6hr (39%) 138 (3k%) 302 (k$%)

Failure: 2|6 (6l%) 117 (W )  373 (55̂ )
■ . 1|„20 (lOOfo) 255 (100%) 675 (100̂ )
' While much of the relevant factors relating to a com

prehensive understanding of the phenomenon of delinquency, 
as set forth in Delinquents- and Criminals, Their Making and. 
Unmaking, has to be eliminated because this paper cannot be 
exhaustive, the essential causes of deviant behavior’will 
be enlarged upon in the next few paragraphs <, Although the 
reader may be bored by the repetition, the fact is that a 
scientific perspective of. the problem can be gained only if 
one does, not lose sight of Healy8 s frequent admonition to 
bear in mind the multiple-cause theory of causation and the 
various combinations of causes from individual to Individual. 
Some important statistical points drawn from Healy and 
Bronner1s criteria are summarized below0

Even though the companions frequently were not worse 
and perhaps were hot so much to blame as the offender, yet 
in many cases if it had not been for bad companionship the 
offense would not have been committed. This element 
appeared in sixty-two percent of three thousand cases., 
thereby making it safe to regard it as a causative factor. 
This figure varies little for the sexes and is practically 
the same-, for the two cities.

It was also decided that, among three thousand cases -
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the Instabilities and -impulses -of adolescence .were directly y 
causative in eighteen percent. With girls this cause, was. . 
more ac.tive and figured:-in,'twenty-five percent of the: .caseso' 
do: one who studies juvenile delinquents, with emphasis on ' - 
the genesis of their misbehavior;can doubt that physiological 
changes during adolescence play aopdnslderable part in this. ' 
phenomenon o '

Another important factor was unf or tuna te <, early, Im-
proper, sex experience which was encountered in many in- d '. .
:stances bef ore the .(tilld;was ten. .years 'ef' a6©« In. the -
total four thousand, cases, the clinicians - learhed .of such •
unfortunate experiences as dynamic forces in a total of
12op percent| among girls this percentage was;elghteeno
‘Often, the .delinquencies produced were not sex- affairs at . -
all. Misconduct tendebb ie s' in hther directions may be ' " ' - ■ " - lij
1 argely the result of this experience«, ‘ - v .I;

Though the subject :of mental conflicts has been covered
before,, it. seems pertinent to emphasize that Healy considers 
this phase of the problem of the.• most vital significance« In 
their composite book Augusta F« Brbtiner joins him in saying 
that those who would know criminal istic' beginnings even of 
some of the most marked .careers reaching .f ar into adult life, 
should be acquainted with the phenomenon of mental conf11ct> 
There are forces and urges in the .mental life, sometimes

ij.7o Ibid., pp. 281-282; see Tables 57 and 58.
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termed mental mechanismsj whleti wlien functioning unsatis
factorily and at cross-purposes lead to the most definite . 
and deep-set delinquent tendencies„ Such conflicts were 
found in 605 percent, of the four thousand cases, and it is 
likely many conflicts were not discovered. A curious fact 
is that' the percentages have remained closely similar for 
all the four series. The"existence of mental conflicts to 
this extent is one of the findings that demonstrate the 
absolute necessity for special studies of the dynamic mental 
life .of delinquents, if prevention of "further misbehavior. 
is to be accomplished... : = ■- '

Extreme social suggestibility is a personality charac
teristic -which must be reckoned with In; treatment of of** 
fenders. In four percent of the cases it was a well-marked 
characteristic. - ■

An individual who craves and loves adventure sometimes 
finds outlet in misconduct of a severe sort. Enumerating 
cases where an inordinate love of adventure and excitement 
led to delinquency,, they found about 2.5 percent. As might 
be expected, the girls showed this causation-less frequently 
than the boys. ■

In addition to the above factors, the research showed 
many other, direct causations. The Boston series of two 
thousand-;c.ases was studied after considerable experience \ -
had been gained from discussion and analysis of possible 
causations = The chief purpose of the closer scientific inquiry



was to try to. orient the aggressor toward better living» 
Healy and Bronner3 s thorough investigation and statistical 
treatment disclosed the following facts: School dissatis
faction appeared as a major cause in nine percent, the girls 
showing only two percent« Poor recreation (which the 
’’clinicians specified meant a conglomeration of all, kinds of 
popr amusements ' such as clubs with bad practices, frequent
ing low resorts and dances of a bad sort,cheap movies in 
excess) was found in twenty percent of the cases. Street, 
life in excess appeared as a very harmful feature in 
fifteen percent of the boys but in only two percent of the 
girls, In about three percent, vocational dissatisfaction ’ 
was a causeo - -

Formation of a habit of delinquency appeared in six \ 
percento It is only recently that the workers have become' T 
aware of the ..real meaning of. this cause, and of certain other 
features in the offender's mental life which are productive 
of delinquency. Here they tabulated sudden impulse, par
ticularly shoplifting, in seven percent, and recurrent or 
obsessive Ideation or mental imagery in six percent»

Considering physical conditions of all types as ap
parent, actual, and direct causes of individual.misbehavior 
(though never the sole cause), they discovered such criteria 
in £ 06 percent, of - two . thousand delinquents, and premature 
puberty in three percent of the cases. •, . ’ ..

Under former procedures, Healy and his collaborators



found very few attempts at evaluation of success- and failures 
certainly none whatever according to critical and scien
tific methods« Although- in dealing; with offenders, the , 
principal interest was in the individual, his peculiarities, 
his background and his. needs, still it was vitally important 
to have studies and analyses of statistics in order to adopt 
effective policies and procedures« Only those factors com
mon to whole groups of individuals or conditions are safe 
gene rail zati on si In this way, the analysts contend, the
newer criminology can build a better technique for deriving
the facts"underlying behavior in individual instances0

Healy * s Views on Phy si cal Make - up in; Its
Relation to Delinquency 1 . ' : ,

In the history of criminology there was a.period of 
firm belief in the close causal relationship between physical 
make-up- and tendency to misbehavior,. Even today this idea 
is maintained occasionally though the statistical findings 
of Healy and Bronner negated such an antiquated idea* In 
general, so far as standards, for comparison exist, they 
found a close similarity between the delinquent and. the. 
nondelinquent group of young people whether it was enlarged 
tonsils, bad teeth, goitre, sensory defects, nose, throat . 
and ear ailments, notwithstanding the implications of
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their findings for the conditions just sited, the clinicians 
believed over-development of sex characteristics in girls 
to be a matter, of considerable importanc e, . Such maturity 
often led girls either to be unusually attractive to the 
opposite sex or produced early awareness of sex affairs»
In regard to boys, their data suggested a causal relation
ship between physical overgrowth and the tendency to ad
venturous delinquencyo Restlessness, poor adjustment in . 
and otit of school, needs for larger physical self-expression, 
all frequently followed upon early rapid growth» And any 
of these may have led directly to delinquency as a form of. 
activity affording outletŝ  /-

Less than four percent of the four thousand cases 
showed evidence of disease of the nervous system other than 
epilepsy and head injury, : Hysteria was surprisingly rare . .
in this large group, and the'/nervous disease found most 
often was chorea. The problem, of head injury- has been dis
cussed in the review of.hew Light on Delinquency and Its 
Treatment, In this comparative study, as in .the other, evi
dence obtained from the develepmental history and examina
tion at the clinic showed a. striking amount of severe head 
injury among delinquents, especially among some of the worst 
cases of conduct disorder. Healy and Bronner found that 
out of eighteen cases of individuals with severe head injury, 
seven were able to refrain from delinquency as they passed
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- 7 ■ . -■ : : ; 'through adolescence into, adult- life =, . .
■.. Since, ■comparatively few of the Boston.young recidivists

had been immoral with girls-, only one percent had either
syphilis dr gonorrhea* On the other hand-, Immorality was the
most common complaint against the girls* and fourteen percent
had. one of the two diseases* As to stigmata of "degeneracy

' 7 : - . - ' ■ ' 50(the word made so popular by Lombroso* Hordau and others)s
in spite of the extreme assertions of some earlier criminolo
gists, only about seven percent showed the ■well-defined physi
cal signs, .Marked stigmata were observed in twenty-three boys 
who were followed-up for outcome| seventy-four percent were 
found failing* Since stigmata are much more apt to be found 
among the mentally defective, they explained, it may well 
have been such defect which stood more directly in relation
ship to failure* Probable'congenital syphilis was evident in 
about four percent of three thousand cases,, and in nearly . 
every instance the teeth constituted the distinguishing signs* 
Follow-up work showed about an equal number of males and 
females failing* Physically the delinquents neither formed a 
separate group nor was there any particular physical condition 
found to be significant in relation to the later career of the 
offender*

It was found that harmful physical habits constituted

5.9* /ibid*, pp,' i 32klI|_50. . '
50* Ibid*, p, llj.3»
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quite a problem in relation . to'.delinquency<, Where mastur
bation ihacL been indulged in to excessthe breakdown. of morale 
was sometimes obvious-. In other, instances,, even if the habit. 
itself was not so severe, undue thinking about it and overr- 
conviction of its bad effects often led to an attitude con- 
ducive to misbehavior* ■While twenty-two percent of the total 
four series smoked to an extent considered excessive for • 
their years, Healy and Brenner could not offer any opinion on ./. 
this practice.as a causal relation to delinquency, for many - 
nondelinquents also smoke to excess,

Other bad habits found were consumption of tea and coffee 
to excessand in some instances even alcohol. -For this 
latter item there was. great variation. For example, among 
some Italians- in Boston, it was common, 'to give wine to 
children. The research disclosed that the use of drugs was 
very rare during juvenile court age. '

“ v Healy*s Views on Mental Aspects in 
: - Relation to Delinquency

In appraising their data on the total four thousand cases 
of recidivists, Healy and Broimer were surprised to find that 
the percentages of mental defects were similar for" the differ
ent series. On the one hand, the figures obtained showed 
clearly that the mentally abnormal constituted a much greater 
proportion among delinquents than was found among, the general 
population. On the other hand, -those who have stressed the



mi sbehavior will 6btain from their findings small "support for 
their extreme- statements. Of the total group 72 = 5 percent 

'were diagnosed -as normal<>• Sex differences would seem of con
siderable' interest because of the emphasis placed upon the - 
-feebleminded; girl, as a potential sex offender<, : While a 
greater percentage of girls appeared in each series, the dif
ferences were small0 .The statement has been made before in 
this paper that feeblemindedness appehrs ' among serious delln- 
: quents from five to ten times more often than in the general 
population* Of the large group of Offenderas. :bnly-9 = 3- ::
cent were classed as subnormal or borderline mentality* ; ; ' 

There was a considerable difference between the total 
•'suffering from p sychoses in the two citie s:--Chic ago* 5 = 6 ' •
percent; Boston* one percent« Since 1912 Boston has had a 
■fine psychopathic hospital. .This institution may account for 
:the "lesser ‘frequency of psychosis, found in the Boston series* 
Heaiy and Bronner contend that those who hold that a strong 
; causal relationship exists between mental disease and del in™ .■ 
quency or crime will have to meet the challenge of these fig
ures. : Their findings;, tend to show that the mentally d 
in any'Considerable number dp not become delinquent unless en
vironmental conditions are morally unfavorable 
" .■ ;; Psychopathic :personalities totaled :2<>8 - percent* but these 
were enumerated only for the Boston series. Healy and Bronner 
-refer to them as a class of poorly-balanced individuals who
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.'are most difficult when they show delinquent tendencies-,. Two 
groups are included In the above totals—rthe constitutional 
'inferiors and: the epileptics„ The former are great weaklings 
from the standpoint of character because of a faulty biolog
ical make-upo These formed two percent of the series* Of the 
latter* percent were found in Chicago while Boston had
only 1,6 percent in their series of offenders. The reason for ' 
this difference between the two cities is that Massachusetts,

■ ' ■ . • ■ ,v" ■ ' ' 51has special state institutions to care for-epileptic children.
Healy cautions tha:t epilepsy may be correlated with any

thing from super-normality to idiocy, and insanity* and that '
; sometimes an apparent:mental defect may clear up under success
ful treatment for this disease. Space does not permit enumer
ation of many - of: the mental), characteristics exhibited in- epi
leptics* However* Healy reflects that some of the best stud
ents state that* without signs 'ofgradual mental deterioration*, 
diagnosis of true epilepsy is doubtful. Amongst the numerous 
signs manifested by this condition are that perceptions and 
will are.affected; the finer ethical discriminations are lost; 
and the moral inhibitory powers are lowered. Because'of-these 
• facts* . Healy found, the epileptic frequently becoming an offender*■ 
but he is adamant that making a confirmed criminal out of an 
epileptic is partly the result of his own innate mental and 
physical tendencies* partly of the formation of mental habits

51. Ibid.* pp. 149-153-
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according' to the laws of mental lifes and partly due to
' 52 ■ . ‘ ' • . ; ;social conditions« ;

Speaking of social conditionŝ  the question arises 
which, is often heard at a social forum:coneerned with the . 
problem of juvenile delinquency<, What about the ideas children 
derive from the movies, radio programs, and sensational' types 
of newspapers? Healy asserts it is impossible to answer this 
question categorically or in statistical terms for here again 
the individual finds more or less.what he is looking for, 
however unconsciously*

One thing is plain, the. investigations point out clearly 
that only about .one-fifth of all. delinquents commit their 
offenses alone0 It is also indicated that once children 
have embarked on unsocialized activities, organized group— 
welfare programs do not attract them» Such .children do not 
fit ino Either they feel inferior or, more often,, the 
settlement house or club seems tame and monotonous = Restless- 
and active as these youngsters usually are, they chafe at the 
regulations of organized play* Such clubs may ; act as, pre
ventive agencies for some, but by and large settlement-house 
workers,and club leaders have complained that they cannot 
lure into their orbits or keep steadily in attendance those 
children who most definitely are headed for delinquent careers *

52<, • Healy, The Individual Delinquent, op* cit,, pp* %l8- 
420. . 5 ; V ' ‘ w  ~  r _



Before leaving the topic of causes.to consider conclu
sions 5, Healy’s.Chief-point might well he repeated. This is 
that an exact evaluation of the.pressure exerted by any one. 
causative factor ,in producing delinquency is ' well-high . ' :. 
impdsslhle, except as a c 1 ini clan hajee s; a thorough s tudy of 
each case„ To one individual, poverty may he the stimulus ; :'V 
to ambition and increased effort; to another, it may bring

.. -'' " "i:# v; . . : -more frustration than; he can hear.

53= Healy and Bronner, "%hat Makes a Child'Delinquent 
opl cit-o, pp= 30-Ii_5o y. ; ' ■ ■ ; I-  ̂ -
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GEHER1L CONCLUSIONS

In the statement of the problem of this thesis« the 
point was made that the chief quest of Dre Healy8 s. research 
was how to - cure delinquent tendencies? thus diminishing de
linquency and subsequent crimeo Common sense dictates that 
this same principle was the motive underlying all crimino
logical research. On this basis one may question what dif
ferentiates Healy.1 s studies from the others, Consequently 
at this stage of the report an attempt will be made in the 
following material to evaluate his contributions to the study 
of the etiology of juvenile delinquency as compared with 
other studies in the field,

4B Evaluation and Review of Previous Studies

Three schools of criminology which have been eailed 
"typological" or b̂io-typological^ have developed, . All of 
them were based on a postulate that criminals differed from 
non-criminals In certain traits of personality. These traits 
accounted for their.tendencies to commit crimes. Neither 
social situations nor social processes were taken into 
account in the explanation or control of their behavior0

The pioneer in all efforts to define a criminal or
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delinquent type was Cesare Lomtroso, the famous Italian crlm™ 
inologist who founded the Positive School of Criminology, 
About l8v?5 he completed a study of about six thousand Italian 
cdnvictSo As a result of this work, he characterized crimi
nals as possessed of certain very definite physical stigmata 
and formulated the famous, though now somewhat.mythical? 
theories tathat criminals are by birth a distinct type,61 This 
type can he recognized by stigmata or anomalies such as a sym
metrical cranium9 long lower jaw; flattened nose9 scanty 
beard? squinty eyes, and low sensitivity to pain,v The crim
inal type is clearly represented by three to five, and not 
necessarily indicated by less than three, such stigmata.
These physical anomalies do not in themselves cause crime; 
rather they identify the personality which is predisposed to 
criminal behavior and this- personality is either a reversion 
to the .savage type, an atavism, or else a •degeneration, espe
cially akin to epilepsy. Because of their personal natures,, 
such individuals cannot refrain from crime unless the circum
stances of life are unusually favorable. Some of Lombroso1s 
followers believed that ..criminals such as thieves, murderers, 
or sex offenders could be classified and differentiated from 
one another, by physical stigmata. The school lost its

, ;v;'
1® The belief that criminals have unique physical characteristics appeared long before Lombroso. See C, Bernalso 

de Quiros, Modern Theories of Criminality, ppv 2-4: quoted . in Edwin H, Sutherland, Principles of Criminology (Chicago:
J. B, Lippincott Co., 1 9 P<̂ 53»
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clear-cut characteristics as a result of controversies and
subsequent modifications? first by Lorabroso then by his fol-
• - ‘ ■ .. ■ 2 ' ' • over s - -=fiar of a 1 o ? Ferrl? and other So ,

It remained for Goring? an English criminologist work
ing about 1910? to change the conception of Lombroso1s study0 
On the basis of the measurement of three thousand English 
prisoners ? he proved beyond doubt the absence of any defi
nite physical criminal type? - Goringe s research concerning 
the physical characteristics pf criminals remains a model of 
scientific thoroughnesso However ? when he departed into the 
realm of mental characteristics? he used unsound estimates 
of mental capacity based upon the judgment of observers= .
This largely invalidated his conclusion that mental defi-

' ::: . : ;■ ■ / ' 3ciency was overwhelmingly related to criminality=
After the arguments and methods that Dr* Goring used

to stress the hereditary factors in criminality? the next•
step was mental testing, Henry Herbert Goddard in the 
United States was one of the earliest investigators of the 
relationship of feeblemindedness to delinquency, His state
ment? which is true to a certain extent depending upon many 
other circumstances? unfortunately has been taken up by the 
laity as if it were nrlma :facie evidence that "every

2, Sutherland? on, cit,* pp» 52-5+°
3° Charles Goring? The English Convict, p« 369? quotedin Sutherland, on0 cite, nn» 32-5+T"



feebiemi-ndea person lis a potential criminal.!! Feeblemind.- 
edness; he theorized, is Inherited as a Mendellan unit. It

: cause s' cnime for the reason that the feebleminded person is
unable to differentiate "right from.wrong" and does not 
really appreciate :moral issues; or understand;the meaning of . 
law. As a result/he. deviates ;frotii the normal pattern of be
havior, for"he is just as likely to do the wrong, thing as h 
the righta; Even if he is of sufficient intelligenc.e and has 
the hecessary training so that he "does know, since, he lacks . 
the power of control he is unable to resist the natural •
■ impulseo Goddard further asserted that almost all Crimin- /: 
als Were; feebleminded and 'that;/all' feebleminded were crim™ .. .
inalSo The. importance attributed to feeblemindedness in 
the causation of.crime decreased greatly as mental tests be
came g tandaf dized e •///"V y // .--,/./■

Nekt to be ferreted out as ja fruitful apprdach/to the, 
problem were/family trees. This latter criterion has been 
used extensively by Certain scholars in the effort to prove

' i t /  ,/:i / -v/'' - d; //v "■ ./' ■■'■■;■;/. 6 .. .

that criminality is'irheritedi\.;/I)ugdale;-and ■lstabro6k',s-' .

v ho Henry. H„ Goddard. Peebie-mindednessi its Causes and 
Consequences', pp» h37"hh9 ? quoted in Sutherland, op« cit«, 
pp. 52-W7®+-90. . , /;;;'/,: ;// / '

5. i2£. oil.
6» EstabrOok found that criminality was decreasing in the Jukes familyI 11 percent of the members of the family 

were criminals when studied by •Pugdale, 6 percent when studied 
by EstabrOok thirty years later®/ See A® Ha Estabrook, The 
Jukes in 19191 p® 2h0; quo ted in Sutherland ? on® cit®, n® 83 o;
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study of the Jukes family showed 1̂-0 were criminals:,■ seven 
of whom were convicted of murderg .sixty of theft, and fifty 
of prostltutiono Another delinquent family, the Eallikaks, 
out of 4-80 •descendants from an illegitimate union of a 
Revolutionary 'soldier and a feebleminded woman had three 
convicted of felonies, twenty-four of confirmed alcoholism, 
and thirty-three of sexual immorality. This same soldier 
and a normal wife had no known criminal offspring. The Zero
family was another law-breaking group which was traced for
. V - . 7 . . ■■ " : ■

six generations« ./ :-

An Evaluation and Review 
• of Contemporary Studies

In reviewing the definite contributions to an analysis 
of the. causal factors of criminal behavior, the work of 
Walter: Cc, Reckless should be mentioned. He believes it is 
possible to discern three periods or phases: n(l) the peri-
od of particularistic theories, (2) the period of first-hand 
research and segmented studies, and (3) the period of reform-

. 8 " ■. - • . . v :ulation."
The first period really contains the classical era of 

criminology which was brought to a close by Healyv Theories 
explaining crime and criminals were spun and announced,

7= Sutherland, op. cif., p. 83.
8$ Walter C. Reckless, The Etiology of Delinquent and . 

Criminal Behavior (Hew York: Social Science Research Coun
cil, 194-3) ? p» lo ^
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usually based on speculation and inadequate data0 Most of 
the particularistic theories with their, shortcomings, like 
those studies cited above by•Lombroso and others 5 were in 
opposition to one another and were not easily reconcilable» 
Some were abstracts of selected parts of several theories» 
True as all these explanations of.misfits appeared5 'inves
tigation of individual case histories forced Healy to con
clude that the "facts were too much for general theories 
He affirmed the principle of multiple causation in individu
al cases in contrast to single causation for crime or 
criminals in general0 The clinical director factorized by 
case analysis and enumerated the various causative factors 
found to be present in every offender« The tabulation of 
the proportional occurrence of the causative elements in 
several hundred individuals gave the clue as to what traits
might be more or less frequent, and consequently.important,

' ' ■ 9 ' "in the etiology of crime and delinquency0
The second period Reckless refers to as the fact-find-

- vf"," 10 R ./ ■ - ' ; t . :ing. stageo. In the drive for first-hand data, he believes,
the studies became segmented and disjoined although they
served to liquidate many of the earlier pronouncements

t 9o William Healy, The Individual Delinquent v -..
(Bostons Little, Brown & Coo, 1915) ? pp» 1 6, 33^125t 130-138,

10o Reckless« onv c.it.,, n, 2, ■ v ,
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regarding the causes of crime and to discount many current
11 - ■ : ' ; ■ claims0 Burt8s study of a small sample of London delin

quents followed the pattern of enumeration of causative 
factors by case analysis and therefore is the principal ex
ample which shows duplication of Healy8s original approach. 
Progress at this second stage was more negative than posi
tive because of the attempt to discover the relation of a 
certain factor to crime and delinquency.

Reckless malntalns that the present is the emergence of 
the dawn of the third period which he sees as the opportune 
time for a reformulation of ideas about criminal behavior as 
based on insights obtained from the research of the second 
period. While most of the research; is still of the segment
ed type 5 there are signs that, studies are emanating from re
formulated theories of anti-social activity and are endeavor-

’ .:T' 12 : . .ing to become more systematic. ;... : .
Even before degenerated family trees such as the Jukes 

13 ' :and the Kallikaks were investigated; European criminolo
gists and biologists made general efforts to find the causes 
of anti-social behavior in the constitution of man. Though

IIo Cyril Burt3 The Young Delinquent. p. 56f quoted 
in Reckless? on.' cit., p0 .2. ;

12o Reckless3 opi cit.. n. 31
: 13. Estabrook. on. cit.g quoted in Sutherland, on.

Gi£.o ? P ° 83 «



Ilf : ■ : ; . -the study, by Spaulding and Healy was unable to support
the claim that there is a direct inheritance of criminality 
or criminal tendency9 many authorities were not convinced 
that the ghost pertaining to that particular aspect was laid 
low,15 \ ; ;

Johannes Lange tried to prove the inheritance of crimi
nal behavior in his signal application of the twin technique 
to criminological researcho By investigating the prisons 
and records of affiliated Institutes of Bavaria for crimi
nals who had a! twin9 he discovered thirty sets of twins| 
thirteen monozygotic (identical) and seventeen dizygotic 
(fraternal)0 Of the thirteen sets of identical? ten were 
found to have a criminal record for each twin and were 
classed as concordant» ■ The remaining three sets of mono- 
zygotics had one twin criminal and one non^criminal and 
therefore were classified as discordant« '.These results 
were taken to imply that criminality was inheritedf other
wise the monozygotics would not be predominantly concordant
; - - ' : 1 • ■ V' ' ■ : 16 ,and the dizygotics discordant« According to E, At Fisher,

- iVo Edith R0 Spaulding and William Healy9 “inheritance 
as a Factor in Criminality9,s Physical Bases of Crime (Eastern, Pa =s American Academy of Medicine, 1914), p0 19

15o Reckless, 0̂ 0 i£ito, pp«
l6o Johannes Lange, Crime as Destiny, p» 4l| quoted 

in Reckless, opt. cit=, p6 5o
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. ; • 17 -- the case was proven beyond chance statis11cally=
Along with other efforts to find the criteria of crimi

nal behavior in the organism was the attempt to blame this
phenomenon on the factors of subnormal intelligenceo Both

18 ■ . - AGoring8 s and Goddard*s theories on this aspect have been
covered in this report. The information was also submitted 
that their result's were not substantiated by other author
ities ? among whom was Healy, He gave the Standford-Binet 
intelligence test to young repeated offenders in Boston and 
found that the apex of the curve on the clinical .chart was 
similar to that for American citizens in general„ He fur
ther clarified this statement by pointing - out that the army 
'found the average age level of the general population.to be 
fourteen years. On this basis the norm for the I,Q, is 903;
instead of sixteen years and an I,Q, of 100 which is the.

■ . • 19 : , . :median on the Stanford-Binet scale® In short5 therseatter:
was similar to nondelinquents at this numerical rating on
the clinical chart, •. .. ■ 20 , ■ ■ ' ;•Murchison compared prisoners* ratings on the Army

17, R, A, Fisher, Statistical Methods for Research 
Workers, p= 99? quoted in Reckless, on,cit,, p,5=

18, Goring, on, cit,, p, 263 and Goddard, op,eit,, 
p0 9| quoted in Reckless, on, cit,, nn, 7-8,

19, William Healy and Augusta F, Bronner, Delinquents and Criminals, Their Making and Unmaking (New Yorks The 
Macmillan Co,, 1926), pp, 190-199°

20* Carl Murchison, Criminal Intelligence, pp, 4-3? 72; 
quoted in Reckless, on, cit,, p, 7°
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Alpha and Beta .tests with those of the draft armyo He was 
\unable - to e s tabli sh the claim that offenders were inferior 
to nonoffender s». Hi s results 'showed 'tha t prisoner s made a 
slightly better grade in the upper brackets than the draft 
army., and repeaters;made a ..better ■showing : than first of™ ; : 
fenders, tv -ttt' ; ;t ' : t . t  • - t/t -V -
' . Another dogma ? next in the ladder to win recognition
as the long-looked-for answer to the problem5 was the theory 
that the ••functioning'- of 'ductless glands determined an tint-. ■
dividnal̂ s behavior. The Italian crlminologists felt that ■ 
they now had the Causal mexus"between body5 mind, and be
havior which LombrosO's theory lacked. Studies called atten
tion to the relationship between glandular dysfunction and . . 

h anti-social- activity and observations on glandular types; 
a#ong prisoners were made. In the United States an extreme 
view oh the ehdocrihological lore was made by B.- H. Smith t" t- 
and;Ih?h M« G. Schlapp. These behaviorists ? in explaining 
that criminality operated as the result of abnormal behavior, 
turned back to the original postulate Of. the Italians that
the human body and brain acted as a mechanism in reacting ::

• '  - ■ - : v •:■: n-. x Iautomatically to physical and chemical forces. ' v ; "■•- ;

Schlapp, and Edward H. Smith,. The Hew: 
Criminolosv (New York: Boni & Liveright, 19 28) <> ;.

' 22-o Loco cito
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As noted in the foregoing comparable study, of 153 de
linquents and their nondelinquent siblings5 Healy also found 
a number of cases suffering from endocrinopathy. Regardless 
of this5 he was very conservative in his judgment5 for he 
termed the relationship of this criterion to delinquency 
"very indirect*" it is obvious that Reckless does not 
completely commit himself either in this argument«, for he 
states that the enumerations of glandular disorders among 
prisoners were not validated by studies of glandular.dis
orders among comparable nonoffenders*. As a consequence
theie has been no way to tell whether dysfunctions are more 

■ 24-prevalent among criminal than non-criminal individuals=
Constant efforts to establish significant criteria in 

the development of delinquency brought forth various path
finders by hopeful participants* Kretschmer claimed he had 
-isolated three major and several minor and mixed types of 
body builds which were more basic than racial types* Ac
cording to his theory, characteristic temperaments were

' . : ' " 25 ;"associated with these types of physique: athletic-schizo-
thymie and asthenic-schizothymic offenders who were more

23* William Healy and Augusta F* Bronner 9 Hew Light 
on Delinquency and Its Treatment (Hew Havens Yale University 
Press, 193^r pT%0*

24* Reckless, op* cit,*, p* 12* -
25* E* Kretschmer, Phvsiaue and Character ," pp* 24-35? 

208-209? quoted in Reckless* on* cit* * n* 13*
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serious and unimprovable| pyknic-cyclothymic offenders 
who were less serious and improvable<,

One of the more recent efforts to demonstrate the rela™ 
tionship between criminality and physical type was made by 
Hooton. Based on statistical aspects? he claimed he found a 
reliable difference between types of offenders in physical 
measurementŝ  morphological traits (mainly inspeetional)? 
and types of body build. These differences were not due to 
chance, age change? personal equation of the field inves
tigators and selective composition of the individual state 
prisons. He avowed that criminals represent a biologically 
as well as sociologically inferior aggregate although there 
was no more unity of type in criminals than there was in 
the population in general. With much detail he propounded
conclusions that criminality was the impact of bad environ-

- 26ment on ^low.grade18 human organisms.
■ In evaluating Kretschmer8 s and Hooton1 s findings? many

■ '■■■■■ ■" ' '■ 27critics found weak points in both theories. It is notable
that Healy also expresses doubt on the scientific value of
such theories. In one of his studies he states that it
appears hazardous to offer any conclusions concerning the
possible relationship of heredity to delinquency. Among the
difficulties of interpretation is the fact that there are ■

26o Ernest Hooton? The American Criminal. pp. 304-309 ? 
quoted in Reckless, on. cit.. pp. I1f-l5°

27. Reckless? op. cit,.? p. 1̂ .
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often bad social conditions surrounding youth created by
socially unfit parentŝ  the effects of which are not those

28
of biological inheritanceo

Aside from probing to find the determinants of criminal 
behavior in the constitution of man, there was an attempt to 
uncover the motivating forces of human conduct« Psycho- 
analysis has studied psychodynamics and has developed ex
planations based on unconscious motives for all kinds of 
behavior, including crimeo' The overview of the workings in 
the psychoanalytic theory-is illustrated in the case histories

: 29 .■.> : .of Boots of Crimef two of which were reviewed in this
thesisox In Reckless1s opinion, these personal inventories 
pictured the 68typical criminal88 as a sort of psychoneurotic 
person who was inadequate in the sense of making normal ad
justments' to life situationso. He differs from the ordinary 
neurotic, not in his failure to find satisfying solutions, 
but in the way his solutions are resolvedo These are sym
bolic behavior in the case of the ordinary neurotic, preda
tory behavior in the case of the criminalo Most non- 
psychoanalytic workers in behavior studies, contends Reckless 
critically, would agree that such a formulation has only

280 Healy and Bronnerl Delinquents and Criminals.
P* 207° ' ' .

29 o F0 Alexander and Mm, Healy  ̂Roots of Crime 
(Bostons Alfred A, Knopf, 1935)? PP» 8-12, l6-7of



limited appil£ca-blon9 .. . ■ •
: -', \ i e d t l y %  Sutherland also agrees with Reckless !.s con
tention, for he derides the fact tĥ t :-̂iany/. caseê thf- criminal 

- behavior have been interpreted, by psychiatrists as symbolic 
expressibhs of an incest drive or some other hidden drive.
He also implies that analysts such as Alexander and Healy --: 
pay practically no attention to the person’s association ' - 
with criminal patterns for a review of rublished caSes, ex- , 
emplified in Roots of Crime.; . shows' that: with the meager ■ 
evidence provided in some instances it.is possible to make 
an adequate explanation of the. criminality of the behavior : 
in terms of differential associations Sutherland believes 
his theory would carry considerable weight if new studies
Were initiated to test the relationship between.personal

n'V,: ' ' 33 /tf :. di'i1;traits and associatlonal patterns in; such eases0 • v.- • r
' While applying the.psychoanalytic principles to criminal

10■ Reekiess„ on. .cit.'Oo 17« In commenting on the 
point? Richard Ho Jenkins submits the observation: "It is ‘

. not sufficiently recognized that, neglecting a relatively : small group of delinquents whose delinquency may be re- ■ garded-as neurotic symptom, the. neurotic and fhe delinquent ' 'are contrasting types. Theneurotic typically has strong: 
internalized prohibitions- and is in conflict wi thin hims eIf * The delinquent’ has weak internal prohibitions and conse
quently is in conflict with the police," ■ • •

■- 31 o Alexander and Healy, one. cito V npo 8-272. •
32o/V Edwin Ho Sutherland,■ "The.Relations between Per

sonal Traits and AssociatiOnal Patterns", quoted in Reckless, 
ono' Clt:», ppo. 131-137q ’ • • : ' -: -
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behavior9 Franz Alexander found that the neurotic crimi
nal of psychological etiology is just one of three types 
of chronic criminals„ The other two are the normal criminal 
of sociological etiology and the pathological criminal of 
biological etiology. In addition to the three varieties of 
chronic criminals, there are acute criminals who are pro
duced by special' circumstances and are not likely to commit

■ 34 : . ’further offenses.
. In evaluating this process5 Heckless proclaims that 

psychoanalysis through its various authorities has made an . . 
important contribution to behavior study, especially in terms 
of psychic conflict and psychodynamic s. Nevertheless, he 
criticizes the method on the ground that, except for the 
contrast between neurotic and criminal, the psychoanalysts 
have not been able to isolate a fundamentally different type 
of behavior dynamics for criminal behavior as contrasted with 
other forms of Conduct. Howeverj. he believes Alexander's 
psychoanalytic explanations are best applied to cases of 
offenders who appear quite irrational and baffling in their 
behavior. For the most comprehensive version of this latter 
suggestion, it is necessary to call the reader's attention 
again.to the case histories of the two prisoners described ,

3W  Fo Alexander and H. Staub, The Criminal, the 
Judge and the Public, pp. 3̂-̂ -; quoted in Reckless, 
op. cit.V p. 17.
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- ' 35 " ■■■aiDOtre from.Roots of Crime»
' iuirnlng from, this first phase to certain studies enum

erated "by Reckless as indicative of the second period of 
criminological research, there were a few outstanding efforts 
to bolster up the relation of factors in the physical envir
onment to crime0 Hence attention narrowed to the influence 
of the more immediate social environment= The findings of 
the physical environmentalists were not so much undone by 
research data as they were logically discounted* This dis
counting took place in several fields of study closely al
lied to criminology* As:d.resultj Reckless informs us, re
search in criminology became concentrated On the social 
rather than on the physical environment* .

Delving still deeper into the problem, there was some 
disposition on the part of social.scientists to discount the 
effect of an immediate external social environment* Some 
American sociologists came to the conclusion that a family 
and neighborhood environment is not the same thing for any 
two persons living in, it* The sort of environment which 
was held to merit studies on conduct was that which affects 
the individual and to which he responds * This basic stimulus- 
response pattern alone appeared to be the criterion explain
ing why some children (such as exemplified in Healy$ s

35” Alexander and Staub, op. cit*, nn* 8-12,
. : - 16-76” -5:-- v -
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36comparative study ) become delinquent and others remain 
nondelinquent in the same family or in the same local com
munity « ' . - ' --

It was proposed that the effective environment was the 
person8s social world which is composed of the objects, per
sons, and relationships to which the person responds accord
ing to his attitudesI Shaw3 s detailed life histories were 
advocated as supplying the optimum mean's by which to capture

tional differences between offenders and nonoffenders, or 
differential working of- situational factors on delinquents 
and nondelinquents=

In the chapter of this thesis on causes, it was indi
cated that one of the most important situational factors in
vestigated by social scientists was the family= Reckless, : 
in analyzing this categorical phenomenon, comments that in
vestigators are impressed by the fact that delinquent chil
dren come from broken homes in considerable numbers and so 
hastily conclude, that this is an outstanding cause of

■37. Clifford Rev -Shaw, The Natural History of a Delin- 
Career (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1931)°

37

the person8 s social world and to determine what items in 
his world provoked anti-social activityo

V; According to Reckless, there was insufficient follow- 
through in the approach to indicate characteristic situa-

360 Healy.and Bronner, New Light on 
PP° 3+7-52°
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38 ■delinquencyo . Shaw and McKay attempted to get at the matter 
by comparing the percentage of broken homes among male de
linquents and male school children in various areas in 
Chicago» This procedure showed only a slight correlation
between rate of juvenile delinquency and percentage of bro- 
, v, ; 39ken homes= .

In appraising the intrafamily tensions as a situation
al factor in the etiology of delinquency and crime, Reckless 
submits the opinion that ferreting out the influence of the : 
family is complicated by the fact that any given family sit
uation is not the same for the siblings living in its This 
point was well illustrated in Healy8s compafative study 
of the siblings which has been considered several times in 
this paper because of its comprehensive analysis and per
tinent material bearing on so many factors in this social 
problem» Enlarging upon this issue. Reckless concludes that 
the family of the delinquent may be found to be a much more 
strife-ridden group than that of the nondelinquent, even 
when the latter is a member of the same family* The de
linquent child may be partly responsible for this condition,

3’8 * Healy, op * eft*, pp. 290-292 * Sophonl'sbe P. Breckinridge and Edith Abbott * The Delinquent Child and the Home 
(lew Yorks Russell Sage Foundation, 1912), p* 91*

" 39* C« Ro Shaw and H.,- D*- McKay, Report on the Causes of 
Crime* lo* 13, Vol* II, pp» 276-277; quoted in Reckless, 
op* cit* * p* 23 =

40* Healy and Bronner, Hew Light on Delinquency, pp*
N"9<”$1° * -. - - " -
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as borne out by the personal Inventories of the Hew Haven 
. ' ' l!-ltwins in Healy8 s clinical study=

As to:critipal interpersonal relationships within the 
home, Reckless does not put too much weight on that issue as 
an excuse for misconductc He believes it reasonable that 
the presence of immoral, vicious, and criminal individuals 
who are carriers of patterns represent an exposure to which 
only some, persons succumbo Here again the problem is to
isolate those persons who do not have immunity to such so=

^3 r- : ' . ..... .. f 'cial infection. ; ' ., 5 ;
Healy accounts for the companionship factor as a°  ̂i h

weighty element in the etiology of delinquency, but Reck
less is evasiveo In trying to render a justifiable evalua
tion, he several times raises the question of whether some 
children are. more susceptible than others to corrupting in
fluences of associates, and the question about the difference 
in association of social and anti-social children. Answers 
to such questions are needed before one can measure scientif
ically the companionship element in causing initial delin
quency. '> A ■ - ■

%<, Ibid., pp. 102-106. •
*+2, Breckinridge and Abbott, ojn eft., p<> 91»
U-3o Reckless A on ° ci t.. p» 27* - •
Mho Healy, on. cit.. n. 130. Healy and Bronner, Hew 

Light on Delinquency, nn. 63-6k. C. R. Shaw, Brothers in 
Delinquency, on. 109‘-126? quoted in Reckless, on.citi. p.30.
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> : • The third phase of etiological research in 'criminology
• .Reckless calls the period, of reformulation because it is 
■based oh efforts to become systematic» The volume.of docu- 

; ments on criminology increased considerably from the re
search of the second period5 but valid knowledge of canse s 
did not increase proportionatelyo The studies lacked sys- 
tematic -attack and. were diseonhectedo ' ' '

' y / . :'■% f In. explaining the shift; Reckless says that the so-
called European school of criminal biology? "begun by- ; "
Theodore Vierhstein arid Lehz, • launched an important con
solidated attack on the etiology of crime. The school .. ■-/
utilized all the approaches of the constitutionalists from 
hereditarians fd psychoanalysts. In evaluating this method,

: Reckless points out that .criminal biology sought to develop
a total personality approach, more clinical than statistical̂

The questionnaire used in criminal biological research - 
on .social deviants, under the direction of Viernstein in- 

■ Bavaria, includes the following items s' father's 'ancestral . 
lineage, - mother‘s ancestral; lineage, marital status of 
parents, personal data on the subject (developmental his
tory, disease history, work experience, education and • , , '
habits)%‘mental examination (blemishes, expression, intelli- 
‘ gence, temperament j activities and interests) ̂ clinical c 
psychiatric type, characterological type, social % prognosis, i; t
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4-5biometric examination and endocrine symptoms=
Amplifying bis impression of the work of representa

tives of the school of criminal biology/ Reckless advances 
the view that the search is not to uncover concrete causal 
relationships but to -uncover the signs--the clinical symp
toms— of criminality such as hereditary blemishes in family . 
lineage, inferiorities of personality and character, marked 
disharmonic growth, insufficient function of glands as well 
as other problems such as susceptibility to;diseases and4-6 ■
maladieso Vervaeck feels certain that habitual criminals
have inferior biological, physical, and mental consitutions| 
however he and others who subscribe to the school of crim
inal biology are careful.not to insist that there is just one 
type of criminal make-up or one set of clinical signs de
scribing this type. Apparently the criminal biologists are 
more interested in typology than in establishing causal re
lationships. ;

‘• Analyzing this dogma, still further, Reckless ventures 
the opinion that perhaps the greatest emphasis in typing of
fenders by the disciples of criminal biology has occurred in 
the realm of prognosis„ This concept is thought of in terms

4-5o Adolph Lenz, et alo, Morders die XTntersunchung der 
Personalickeit als Beitrag Zur Kriminalbibiogischen Kaulstik 
and Methodik, ppe 3-33? quoted in Reckless, op,* cite,, ppe 53“5̂ r**The~Viernstein schedule is given in detail in von 
Rohden (see footnote 4-7, post) „ ..

4-6o Reckless, op0 cito« pp® 53™54-=
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of improbability and unlmprovability„ Offenders typed by 
traits (which range from kind of offense, previous crimi
nality, endogenic-exogenic etiology, and so forth are sub-. ■ ■ ■. h? : - .

typed by prognostic types=
In this country two American researchers, after seeking 

causa.1 relationships, have arrived at results which are 
similar to the claims of the criminal biologist= These so-'48 49cial scientists are Healy and Bronner and the GlueckSo 
The former group their cases according to classes or types 
of dominant etiology and then classify these types on the 
basis of observed outcome. According to dominant etiology 
their types are individuals with abnormal, deviations of 
personality, individuals with extreme social pathology with
in and without the family,, and Individuals not included under 
either0 Of the three groups, the first was discovered to be 
the most unimprovable; the second, less unimprovable and more

: ; <:■ . . -; 5o.improvable; and the third, the most improvable0 It is 
obvious, Reckless infers, that there is a close relationship 
between Healy *s types as described by dominant etiology and

47o See the excellent coverage given by Friederick yon Rohden, nHethoden der Erimlnalbiologie" in Emil Abderhalden, 
Handbuch der biologischen Arbeitsmerthoden, pp« 740-756; 
quoted;in Reckless, on. cit'o 1 Do 56,

48= Healy and Bronner, Hew Light on Delinquency, pp = 
171-172=

49= Sheldon Glueck and Eleanor T. J. Glueck, Juvenile 
Delinquents Grown Up (Hew forks The Commonwealth Fund, 1940), 
p= 265=, '

50o Healy and Bronner= Hew Light on Delinquency, p. 48=



the European classification of criminals based on endogenic 
and exogenic causal factorso

Before concluding with the material on the consistent 
and systematic approach of criminal research in the third 
period, a concise evaluation giving a consolidated picture 
of Edaly and Bronnerss prognosis may be taken from Reckless1s 
own words t

While there are questions as to the reliability of Healy$s data and the validity of conclus
ions drawn therefrom, the delimitation of offenders according to types of causation and outcome 
resulted from a search for causal connections father than from clinical characterization ofJhe . symptoms of etiological and.prognostic types c 5̂

To go back to the earlier phase suggested by Reckless• • 52 .

as the first of the three periods, a few more words on the
part played by motivating forces in human conduct are in 
order0 As the statement implies, the theory has been cover
ed but on another aspect of the problem.

One of the outstanding systems of motivation which was 
applied , to anti-social conduct was Wo: li Thomas1 s formula'f--
ticm of the four wishes<, For the most part these wishes were
conscious, and in their specific concrete form acted upon 
social values as well as upon organic needs= According to
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Thomas 8 s formulation 9 individua1s turned to delinquency as a 
means of compensation when satisfaction of wishes was blocked 
in ordinary channelSo Expression of wishes was influenced by
 ̂ 53-the regulations and control of society=

Reckless seems impressed with these criteria, for he 
comments that while Thomas did not have data to'indicate to 
what extent wish satisfaction could be.used in explaining 
anti-social behavior, Healy supplied a tentative answer to 
this questiono In the latter8s comparative study of the de
linquents and their nondelinquent siblings, he indicated that 
the controls were better, able to find substitute satisfaca
tions in socially approved channels» Since this comparative 
Study was taken up elsewhere in this thesis, only a few 
relevant remarks by Reckless in relation to the theory will 
be forthcoming hereo

Previously it was stated that Healy and Bronner1s re
search showed that the delinquents were unable to maintain 
satisfying relationships under adverse conditions of family ;x 
life.' They were more lacking in restraining social ties and 
ideals; their feelings about anti-social activity were not 
strong enough to check misbehavior. . The delinquents were 
therefore characteristically mefe distressed and disturbed 
than their siblings, a condition which provided the

53° Wm. I. T. Thomas, The Hnadnusted Girl, pp. 1-69| 
quoted in Reckless, op. cit.. p. 19°

5k-. Healy and Bronner. Hew Eight on Delinquency. p. 50.



•undercurrent for seeking substitute satisfaction of wishes
' 55. .. •in channels that led to deviating behavior patterns»

In evaluating this comparative studyy Reckless states 
that there is grave doubt about Healy8s findings for in case 
analysis it is a relatively simple matter to discover emo
tional disturbances and other related shortcomings much more 
prevalent in delinquency than in nondelinquency cases» The ' 
examiner-psychiatrist in this instance knew beforehand which 
ease was delinquent and which was not.

Reckless also points out that it is possible to explain 
differences both in emotional disturbances and in subsequent 
deviating conduct by sibling rivalryc By this he means that 
Healyss results can not be generalized beyond the type of 
cases upon which his.study was based. On the other hand, if 
by the use of better controls a similar research would con
firm Healy’s data ? there would be good reason to believe that 
the motivational differentials between delinquents and non-

' ' 56 . ;delinquents were in part solved, '
This same study has been criticized by Sutherland on the 

ground that, although Healy and Bronner report a high de
gree of association between emotional disturbance and misbe
havior in comparison with a control group, they fail to 
establish a universal relationship. He therefore discerns

55, Ibid,, pp, 3-11; 121-122,
56o Reckless, on, cit,, P, 20,



it as merely part of an answer <, : Instead of this partial re
lationship as a causal explanation of delinquency9 Sutherland 
suggests further delving into the prohlem in order to deter-? 
miiie•:the ways .in which personal traits and associational' 
patterns are organized; in the genesi'sv of criminal "behavior 0 
In order to point out the strength of his own conviction? he 
calls attention to the fact that delinquents were found to 
he .more sdciahle« more athletic? and more active than the < 
-siblingd5 but ho use was made of this information. He won- 
ders whether the data could be organized to show thats be- 
cause of their greater activity and sociability? delinquents 
came;into; contact with delinquent patterns with greater fre- 
quencys intimacy and other variables than "did the controls ?- 
thattthey were isolated from anti-delinquent influences to..
a greater extent: and that differehtial association conset
' J vx/'" / r : t . t/. 57: ,: quently wa s the cause of their delinquency, - - - w'l < '

This concept of "differential association" which Suther
land stresses as the cauge. of. delinquency and crime is the ' 
process of reaction of the Individual' to his associates, A 
better understahdlhg Of the theory iS)embodied in his e%- \

57® Sutherland9 "The Relation*between Personal Traits 
and Associatlonal Patterns," quoted in Reckless,'on, cito, 
pp. 131-135. . '
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Systematic criminal behavior is determined, in a process of association with those who commit crimes9 just as systematic lawful behavior is determined in a process of association with those 
who are law-abiding« Differential association is
the specific causal process in 'the development of
systematic criminal behavior*
As a flna.1 analysis of this particular research by 

Healy and Brornier 9 Tappan8 s viewpoint is most significant 
for it contains considerable food for thought not only for 
this investigationg but also for its general inferences per
taining to scientific explanation of other studies by Healy* 
In his review Tappan criticizes New Light on Delinquency and 
Its Treatment on the ground that "emotional disturbances” 
are too vaguely defined and too easy to discover in or attri
bute to a sample of.individuals known to be deviates* He 
points out that specialists have agreed that a science of 
normal behavior is prerequisite to the analysis of problem 
conduct* The lack of this criterion he considers a major
handicap and contends that man does not yet possess a well-
systematized science of human behavior* He has varied in
tuitive interpretations, guesses about behavior dynamics, 
descriptions of observed behavior.and personality, and even 
•some incipient efforts at systematic frames of reference for 
the interpretation of conduct*

Tappan asserts it is evident that a given conduct 
symptom such as theft or insubordination may possibly spring

58* Sutherland* Principles of Criminologyq op*cit*, 
Chap* I*
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from various roots,. SInce no' stick tes -'been- &e~;: - 
vised to date: for similarities of mbtivaflon? which' often ; 
may lead to differing consequences, judgment dn these is... ■ 
mere guess-work. The essential e1ements--how they Interact, 
what part they play separately or in configuration-—-these 
escape .analysis to a-great extent,. ' The. critid/ explains, that'. 
on this basis, one isreduced to ■. the weak hypo the si's that ■ ; 
social diagnosis is made from the more easily 'observable5 • 
recognizable and' specific evidence1 . Judgment of the nature : 
of the underlying problems is based bn the imperfect obser- : 
vations of investigators. Significantly Tappan impresses up
on his readers that this comparative study focuses attention ; 
on subtle variables of feeling, and relationship that dp not 
. lend" themselves' to . easy or exact measurement. He says no 
;student of behavior can Overlook the fact that while clin
icians do operate .with such -.intangibles and undoubtedly with 
certain biases Implicit in theif frames of reference, yet 
this-study must be accredited with an unusual amount:of care: 
in the analysis and-comparison of the delinquentsand their 
controls. Here the expertly trained investigators Sere look
ing 'for ho-single factor or set of factors./ They., sought - .
widely, Intensively, and empirically for any deficiencies , 
and advantages that might be discovered as significant.in 
distinguishing the causes of delinquent and nbndellhquent =
It is recognized that statistical validity:is limited because 
of the small'-size and definltev selebtioh of; their group,



though tile: study was concerned priinarily with the dynamics 
of the ihdivldual dffeudeh, not descrlptiom of the mass„ 
How:ever ? the eonduct'lng of thi s reseaf ch in'. mof e than one : 
city wi.th> investiie.tiqn by; ;se"r|̂ lllhdependent authorities
lends: additional; weight to:..the liealy .and B.fonner.. con-
' 59 - ’ •elusions• '. :' . , .v:'- • - i--/

It is unlikelyj the critic explains in his work, that 
their ohseryations could be the product of■similar cotisis-, ' 
tently erroneous diagnoses by a series of trained psychi- 
a tri sts y.. bllni cal; psychologi s tsand psychiatrie. social 
workerSo Such; a prQcedure proyides-a eheck of internal con̂  
sistency, although the authors did not exploit it in proof 
of their findingso Conclusions drawn from the study have 
exposed the fallacy of former simplified and particular
istic explanations that still permeate thinking on causationo 
Howe yep,, the skepticism of . si tiia tionali stsabout, •'the ac curacy ; 
of psychological observation will. not be changed either by 
this•research, or other investigations = Tappan also calls 
attention to the fact that no matter how one counts(broken 
homes? unemployed fathers, slum dwellings, I. Qils, grade 
retardation and so forth),in anti-social description, the 
fact still remains that the subjective reaction states
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■ ■ / > /• . : ‘ -V ; ; . 60associated with, the environment are less tangible0 :
: The critical readerTappan':Cautlons? should there- -
fore be. aware of the many limitations that still Inhere in ' 
the .causation research of the social scientisto For the 
mogt part the stn-dieS-that; have been made do not prove causal 
relations= The too-easy conclusion that it is the precise 
measurable phenomena to which cause must be attributed is a 
pervasive but naive force in criminological research. It 
comes closer to partial truths0 Perhaps in the; future: stu
dents of etiological research will.come to attribute more 
significance to the subtle and complex variables that moti- 
. vate behavior and will attempt to discover new methods for
:: . . 61 ■ ' ■'their, diagnosis and measurements

• 60o Paul Taman.. Juvenile Delinguencv (Hew Yorks
McGraw-Hill : Book ,Co = i 19̂ 9) ? ;;pp 0 116-117 0 - : , •

61 o hoc, cito The. potential utility of the Healy and 
Bronner study is increased by 'their; emphasis upon the treatment aspects of the problem. After intensive therapy in all ' 
their cases (considerably beyond the efforts that could 
ordinarily be given to delinquents through a court clinic 
and its probation department because of the problem of budget and personnel in the latter)? they discovered very different 
degrees of success in their cases according to the major etiological influences = They.found (1) cases with extreme 
personality deviation̂  (2) cases with gross abnormality of 
social situation within and without the family, and (3) 
cases9 not included under these categories9 showing no very 
extreme deviations. The last group was found to be most amen
able to rehabilitative treatment •(seventy-two per cent not 
being delinquent in the follow-up period)? the second group 
being considerably more difficult (thirty-eight per cent a- 
voided further delinquency in a period of two or more years)> and the first group was most unresponsive to treatment? with 
only one individual out of.twenty-six overcoming his delin- .. 
quent tendencies by the end of the treatment period. ;
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An Evaluation of Clinical.Procedures :
: and Results by Healy and Others

’ Much as this critical view by'Tappan is to be lauded9 v 
for it shd.ws up . the trial, and error procedure in the meth
odology Used to gain, accurate knowledge on "what makes de
linquency ticky" considerable progress has been made. Con
temporary clinical,criminology is•largely a product of the. ■ 
deyelopments in Freudian .psychology, psychiatry, clinical 
psychology, and the mental hygiene movementSo Primarily 
through the example set by Dro Healy in the JuvenileiPsy- . 
qhop a thi c Institute in •connection with the Juvenile Court 
of Cook County, Illinois, the importance of such services 
was organized and similar clinics were established in other 
cities0 In 1920 the Commonwealth Fund enabled the national 
Committee for Mental Hygiene to institute a ten-year demon
stration pro jec to During that time juvenile courts were 
. \. ■ ; - . • ; - ■ -V : ■ ■; ' V " 63supplied with clinical service as a necessary adjunct»

Over a period of years the emphasis in clinical work 
has been away from the chief problem of delinquency» Helen 
Witmer.in her book Psychiatric Clinics for Children states:

62» Ibid*, no 297, '
■ 63o Margaret BV Hodges, ed0, Social Work Year Book
(Hew York: Bussell'Sage F o u n d a t i o n p o  102o'"



. It soon became apparent that there were. serious ̂disadvantages .to working wholly through 
the- courts and that the most effective preven- - tive work was to: be done with children whose - • ''
misconduct had/hot yet been accounted legal de- -■

; '': .lihquency,,. , t ■ ' ; „ : ;' '' y"; ' -
In the same wOrk she goes Oh to explain that since the 

clinic is able to Obtain the combined skills of the physi- ' 
cianf the social worker? the psychologist, and psychiatrist, , 
it is in a dominant: position;, to carry on research projects 
•on behavior activifieso The. parole and'probation Officer 
as well/aŝ  thp; conmiuhity at/ large:- should' have the privi
lege of turning to the clinic for aid in coping with indi
viduals who display anti-social behaviory If one accepts. ; ; ; 
the modern psychiatric - point of view that every human being. 
is a unique .personality5 then it follows that research and 
treatment are correlated entities. Qn that score she sug
gests that clinics dealihg with misbehavior problems should 
be primarily treatment centers and not merely diagnostic 
center So The most that can be secured in the diagnostic 
centers, she amplifies, is- the compiling of statistics»
While this has some value, on the whole it is rather sterile:

- . . : ■ . . ' / and fruitlesso • ;■/ //;■ ; / / - / •. -. . .
Many other social-scientists were equally as adamant 

as Helen Witmer lh voicing their disapproval and pointing 
out the futility of mere diagnostic services? In fact the

Helen Witmer. Psychiatric Clinics for Children, 
quoted in Tabnahy bn o clt-o, pu e 336-339 ° : ' . :
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Judge Baker Guidance Center has been the brunt of consid
erable debate regarding the value of clinical work» The 
controversy was the result of criticism directed against . 
this specific clinic by Dr* Sheldon and Mrs<> Eleanor To 
Glueeko In their: studyQ One Thousand Juvenile Delinquents <=- 
the Guecks fotmd • that of: approximately one thousand cases 
. (actually 905) dealt with by the Boston juvenile court and 
the Judge Baker Eoundatibn, 798 (8802 per cent) had com
mitted additional•delinquencies during the. subsequent five 
years o , Of the 905 boys, two-thirds were actually arrested 
on serious charges % The average number of arrests for each 
of the .group who recidivated was>3 <>-60; On the strength of 
this data the investigators reached the conclusion that 
l!the treatment which was given by the clinic? the court,
and the associated community facilities had very little ef-

;: ■ . .■ ■; • . . .. ■ . 66 
feet in preventing recldivism01$

Critics of the child guidance clinic and the juvenile 
court rely On this careful study for proof to bolster up 
their prejudice that youngsters are being coddled by the 
prevailing treatment techniques advocated and utilized by - 
Healy and- others<, A wave of vociferous discussion was 
stimulated by the publication of the Gluecks' findings

65= Sheldon Glueckvand Eleanor T= J, Glueck, One Thou
sand Juvenile Delinquents, quoted in He, :E. Barnes and- N. Ko 
Teeters, Hew Horizons in Criminology (Hew York: Prentice-'- 
Hall, 1945) , p. :93% V
. 66c Barnes and Teeters, op, cit., p» 935°
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which finally simmered down so that definite results could 
be more a.dequately determined6
. i;?ieTid.ng:;_thh''grayi'ty'..;of such unjust inferences friends ; 

of the court-and the clinic pointed out in defense of the . 
system that the Judge Baker Foundation3 at that earlier 
date, was still only a diagnostic agency and had not as yet. :. 
embarked on a program of treatment. As a matter of fact - 
they alleged that if these boys had been sent to a reform 
ischool or prison the outcome would have been. even more seri
ous = To be sure in numerous, cases the clinical treatment 
of the Judge Baker 'Foundation failed to get very far be
cause. Healy and others could not control the total situation 
to which the delinquent reactedo In some instances while 
the problems were solved, adjustments were still limited ; 
because of intellectual handicaps or unmodifiable life situ
ationŝ  . In other cases the futility of the clinicians5 
efforts is best revealed in the words of this old-trite but .
self-explanatory anecdotes “You can lead a horse to water,
: w- ’■ .v ' 68 • ■ . " _ ■

but you can't.make him drink*" - ■ '
The conclusions of this study stimulated a determina- . 

tion on the part of advocators of both court and clinic to

: 67o See Yearbook (Hew York:. National Probation Asso-
' elation, l̂ Ŝ -) ? pp» 68-103o Also ¥m= Healy, A, F, Bronner and -Myra lo Shifflberg, “The Close of Another Chapter in 
. Criminology,“ quoted in Barnes and Teeters, QUo clto, p®935o

68. Barnes and Teeters«, on. cite, p. 937= ,
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investigate the methods of these social agencies ahd to 
Integrate the work involved in the two systems more close= 
lyc In spite of all the clamoring the Gluecks themselves , 
asserted that both the court and the clinic must be re
tained since they made the treatment of anti-social be-- 
havior much more satisfactory than the old criminal court 

- procedure. of an earlier: dayi : The clinic Hfurnished not
■ only a scientifically yalid attitude and a source of needed
adult education but also very tangible immediate assistance
: . > ' / ■ 69; : - ’ ; , •; to .the Court," : " v , ■ c .1 ■
;; in contradistinction to the debatable issue just re- ■ 
viewed on the adequacy or inadequacy of clinical accom
plishments the following study? Treatment and %at Happened 
Afterwards by Healy and Bronner .is presented here■because 
it points out the.fallacy of the critical evaluations per
petrated by individuals opposed to the system

In the four hundred,cases embraced in this study of 
28o boys and 120 girls? treatment by the clinic!s facili
ties was carried on for two years and. nine months i Two 
hundred and seven of the group were classed as "Personality
■ rand Behavior Problemsof! . In Dr.o Healy5 s words/ they were 
distributed as indicated:

69o Bo So Alper, " "Forty Years of the Jtivehile Court," 
quoted in Barnes and Teeters. 00o cito« no« 985-936«
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. (a) Severe persQuality problems. o»„ a c-o h? ■ •• Besides 20 of the abnormal and psychotic ^’ personalitles3 „.tbis group; ineludea those, ' for ■ v
examplê  ezblbiting extremely rebellious ? head
strong, irritable, impulsive,' over sensitive; 
obstinate, eccentric, reckless types of behavior» 
Combinations of these and of.other manifesta- ;•tioris often led us-tb consider the ease as a ■ 
severe problem. -. . nr I '- ' ' ■ •
(b) Milder persbnallty problems , o, „ = .t«.»= o o %5 ■ • :. In-addition to less serious -forms of ; the
above we placed in this category milder and. sim-“- ' pler :patterns 0f high-strung, distrac.tible, -' •: / ■ .11 sis sif ted j" cowardly , imma ture, demanding, , 
domineering, - ambitioniess,' and other undesirable . .; ,. 1 behayibro .. - v;:.y';.s V;! T'- y'-i, . Vi
(c) .Definite neurotic manifestations, ,,,,. ,V . 4-5 • Besides 5 extremely neuiotic cases listed . V

: in another ■ ( category) here'we have included those 
showing neurotic habits, fears, tantrums, V.,-

■ ■ physical symptonsy self-starvation,' etc, p
(d) Undesirable behavior in direct reaction

. -Co.,.; ’Irfe-- fsrtnati.pns o.-.a ° o’ ?-®» •  •«.»«•«.» 5̂*v Without specifying the life situations it
P may ,-be/stated: thaVntnder this head clearly belong 
certain problems of defiance, temper tantrums ,ppp t special hatreds", compensatory excessive daydreaming or fabricating, various inferiority' reactionsV 
asocial'tendencies', quarreling, ;uspoiled child” wiifulness- and irresponsibility, mild depres- ■ p; 
sions, etc,
(e) .Conduct, expressing vexa.ggerated,psexuail. v ■
.. mterests * .* v*»• e-»»• *-# •’«• ♦»».• #»• • •»• * -Q. 8. Non-delinquent .unwholesome sexually biased
infatuation, sexual Obsessions,: f e tichi sm, homo - - p.
sexualV tendencies, etc , - v- :p:- ,:.i .-'p . .'Vr p-- p:v.: ; p p
(fI Educational■maladjustments. c o vVVv*.= 10 Vp 'Reading disabilities, school failure in spite 

- of high I,Qodissatisfaction: with academic course,
■ ■ V etci fp =; , yv-pV . ip:"'y' ; ■: / :

In addition some of theV cases, displayed habits such as 
. enuresis,.thumb-sucking, stammering, food-dislikes,
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masturMtory practice's ? many of which were discovered in
' . 70 ■ ; : . ' . ' - 'combinations.
Since the above study comprises cases from the com

munitŷ  it also serves to present a picture of the work of 
a child gutdancb clinico None was sent from the court.
Aside from these two hundred and seven deviants9 one hun
dred and thirty-seven were labeled. i? none our t delinquents,n 
They had either committed a wide variety of offenses or had 
been guilty of anti-social behavior at one time, The more 
serious delinquencies Included long record of stealing, 
breaking and entering into places, larceny, automobile 
stealing, serious running away, excessive .truancy, malicious 
fire-setting,' forgery, serious sexual misconduct, exhibi
tionism, blackmail, and extreme waywardness. Fifty-six of 
those cases referred by the court had committed delinquencies 
similar to those mentioned for the noncourt cases.

Since the laity usually questions the extent of the in
tellectual factor in its relation to delinquency, Barnes and 
Teeter say that the most interesting feature of the analysis
was that a large number scored high in intelligence; only

1. ■■■;. I . 71 i . t .. , ,: . :
two were labeled morons by Healy,

70-o Healy'and Brenner, Treatment and What Happened. 
Afterwards, p, 17, quoted in Barnes and Teeters, op, cit,, .
PPo 933-935.

71o Barnes and Teeters, on, cit,, ppi 935-936°
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Commenting further on the above 1939 study of the four 
hundred delinquents9 Healy shows that 323 (eighty-one per 
cent) established favorable careers after■treatment by court 
and clinic o As to the Gluecks* research made, in 1934, he 
remarks=

On account of the well“merited wide reading 
that the Gluecks1 One Thousand Juvenile Delin- 
ouents has received, a statement is warranted concerning the treatment aspects of the cases 
they analyzed and followed up— especially since 
the original source of their facts was our own 
clinical records of certain cases studied by us for diagnosis and advice during the years 1917 to 1922«, With all the splendid values that thiswork presents, its picturing of treatment isnecessarily very inadequate, since so little thorough-going and well-oriented treatment of 
these delinquents was carried out by anyone« It is unfortunate that the title page implie s that 
these 1,000 delinquents received clinical treat
ment— even though the text indicates the opposite—  
because this had led to mlsunder standing s and .erfdheous statementso72
In addition to the above statement, Healy points out

the workings at the clinic still more in order to convey a
better understanding of the program he instituted. He 
amplifies that from the very beginning of the work in 
Boston, certain individuals have been seen and treatment 
undertaken in cooperation with social agencies. Psycho- 
grams and other relevant data of these individuals, some 
not court delinquents, have subsequently been developed, ;
Gradually more and more cases, sometimes serious offenders,

72o Healy, Bronner and Shimberg, op, cit0„ p, 11s 
quoted in Barnes and Teeters, on, cit,, p, 936=
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have been referred to the Center from families6 . Within re
cent years, over one-half of the referrals came directly 
from families of various social strata= Considerable mater
ial is therefore available for the study of preventive treat
ment not involving the; legal process. For the purpose of 
research, comparison is possible between what may be called 
ntreated cases’5 in which all kind of efforts have been made, 
such as medical, psychotherapeutic, educational adjustment, 
change of environment, attempted alteration of family atti
tude s, and control cases. The latter remained untreated ex
cept by court ahd probationary methods.

Since 1929 much more treatment was .undertaken. The 
result is that now there are hundreds of voluminous case 
histories which include details of various items with par
ticular emphasis upon personal interrelationships. These 
tend to show what can or can not be accomplished by attempt
ing to change various aspects of the life situation. It 
should also be noted, Healy asserts, that since the estab
lishment in 1930 of a definite treatment unit in the Judge 
Baker Guidance Center many diverse types of problems have 
been seen. The maladjustments ranged from educational and 
personality problems to cases of neurotic and emotional dif
ficulties. At present there is an accumulation of hundreds 
of such cases from varied sorts of family and environmental 
backgrounds. While many of these cases may be regarded as 
possibly incipient, though prevented, cases of delinquency,



Healy 'believe.sy it would be df ; interest to compare these, 
records with those of offenders. :: i ; '

According to him? fairly comprehensible data can also, 
be obtained on another important piece of research= This 
pertains to the work of abnormal personalities that 'he : :

. began in 1926 with Dr. Clark and Dr0 Kasanin<, The purpose - 
of this study, first reported at the International Congress 
of Mental Hygiene iri 1930> wa s, to further knowledge on cri
teria of diagnqols ond etiologŷ  Despite all sorts of
treatment - for a Considerable number of the earlier: cases, •
. . ■ .. : / ' . : ■ -■ ‘ 73the individuals show many remarkable criminal careerso • ■
However, Barnes.- and Teeters believe that in view of the 
progress made since ther turn of: the century by the child- 
guidance clinics it is self-evident: that scientific 'knowledge
of various ramifications of the etiology of maladjustment in
' . ' : I: ' 7̂  , . \ : '
, children is essentialo - .y %;\ v . .

.; In surveying Healy !s literature, one is impressed by
his constant admonition that no technique: in the" end-will
prove intrihSically meritorious in the absence of. .skilled
personnel and adequate'facilities to.deal with the varied
problems of dellnqnentSo Perhaps that is why. he was so . ■

73« William Healy, "The Case .Records of the Judge 
Baker Quidance Center , " quoted in Reckless, opt o ' cit 0, pp®
95-9S.::-: r;: :
: ' 7bo Barnes and Teeters,. op® cit®, p® 937°
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enthused with the Borstal system in England0 He suggested . 
that research should he. undertaken in this country to see
whether the system might not prove equally as successful
■ . 7? - - .... ^hereo -

A generalized view, taken from studies formulated hy 
Healy and others? of the forces shaping behavior has been 
attempted here? from,which a thesis on delinquency causation 
is derived; This paper has touched only a few of the high 
;spots of this ;challenging: theoretical problem, Healy has 
made delinquent conduct his life study. Through his re
search 5 it has been recognized that delinquents and crim
inals possess practically the same individual characteris
tics as the nondelinquent population, for within an indi
vidual 8s own'personality nature and nurture are inextricably 
related.

In pursuing this arduous task Healy tracked down all• 
the roads as exemplified in .his multiple-factor theory. The 
information he expounded has been the result of hard-won 
facts, M)dver all, excursions into the realm of fancy were 
avoided. His .analysis marked a significant advance in: the 
sociological study of personal disorganization. While pio
neering has stimulated deepest endeavor, Healy states, 
pleasure in it was tempered by the realization that fewer

75< William Healy and B, S, Alper, Criminal Youth and



mistakes might have been made if there had.. been more scien
tific foundations upon which to build'® Perhaps; the most use
ful aspect of'Dr.*.: Healy8 s undertaking. was that he extended f 
the clinical activities;dealing with childrena :.This service 
was most helpful in decreasing the; numbertWD :’by< mishap and 
chance9 br by sheer adventure, were drawn, into the network 
that ultimately led to the bieak prison and sometimes the 
hangman8 s noose = ; . ; ■ t  ̂i l ' f -
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